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Abstract
The scope of this thesis is the synthesis of nanostructured materials, their functionalization
and use for optical lactate biosensing applications. Rapid detection of L-lactate is important
in many applications in the clinical sector, in the food industry, or in biotechnology. The
formation of enzyme loaded nanostructured materials is a promising approach to obtain per-
forming, reliable and stable enzyme-based optical biosensors. Two different sensing schemes
are proposed: the development of lactate-responsive ﬁlms (pathches) and the development of
a microparticle based lactate detection system.
The content of this work can be divided in three main tasks: (i) the synthesis of relevant nanos-
tructured support materials for enzyme immobilization, (ii) the functionalization of these
materials towards lactate detection, and (iii) the assessment of the performance and sensitivity
of these enzyme-loaded ﬁlms and particles for biosensor applications. For the synthesis of
nanostructured supports for enzyme immobilization suitable for optical biosensing, several
constraints must be met: The design of porous supports aims at providing large surface area
for enzyme loading. Additionally, the porosity design must take into account that enzymes are
large biomolecules, requiring tailored pore sizes to be transported and immobilized within the
inner surface of the material. In this work, the synthesis of large mesoporous silica ﬁlms with
pore sizes ranging from 10 to 50 nm was explored by two different methodologies. Firstly, a bot-
tom up approach was followed using amphiphilic block copolymers as porogenic templates
and silicon alkoxides as silica precursors. Secondly, a powder approach using pre-synthesized
silica particles in form of agglomerates was employed to obtain stable silica dispersions, which
after casting resulted in porous silica ﬁlms with pore sizes within the large-mesopore range. To
further improve the performance of these materials for enzyme immobilization, multi-scale
porous ﬁlms including large mesopores and macropores were synthesised by the powder
approach, where polymer particles as additional macroporous templates were used.
The functionalization of nanostructured silica ﬁlms for L-lactate biosensingwas explored using
two different enzymes. As a ﬁrst alternative, lactate dehydrogenase (LDH) was immobilized
on amino-functionalized silica surfaces, and its immobilization and performance towards
lactate detection was compared between monomodal (mesoporous) and bimodal (meso-
macroporous) ﬁlms. Adsorption and desorption of LDH using quartz crystal microbalance
measurements conﬁrmed higher enzyme loadings and better stability against desorption for
the hierarchical ﬁlms. Enzyme activity tests suggested that additional advantages from the
use of multi-scale porous enzyme supports were obtained: increased enzyme loading, better
stability, and stronger and faster response compared to mesoporous-only ﬁlms, allowing more
sensitive and more robust detection of L-lactate.
A novel concept for L-lactate biosensing is ﬁnally presented using a second enzyme, lactate
oxidase (LOx); unlike LDH, it does not require a cofactor. This detection scheme is based on
i
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a combination of a powder approach for the synthesis of the enzyme’s silica support and a
layer-by-layer assembly of polyelectrolytes. These hybrid systems incorporate cytochrome
C (CytC) as a biosensing element. Its optical properties depend on its oxidation state and
can be coupled to the oxidation of L-lactate via the generation of hydrogen peroxide by LOx.
The kinetic and structural aspects of the resulting materials are presented and discussed. In
addition to the ﬁlm-based detection schemes, a ﬁnal part of the thesis focuses on the formation
of LOx-CytC particles using porous calcium carbonate particles as sacriﬁcial templates. The
resulting protein-based particles can be used directly for facile optical detection of lactate;
moreover, they are interesting materials for future developments of optical detection methods
based on liquid suspensions, for example in cell media.
Key words: biosensors, coatings, sol-gel chemistry, enzyme immobilization, amphiphilic block
copolymers, large mesopores, thin ﬁlms, layer-by-layer assembly, polyelectrolyte multilayers,
lactate dehydrogenase, lactate oxidase, cytochrome C
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Résumé
Cette thèse porte sur la synthèse de matériaux de silice nanostructurés ainsi que sur la mo-
diﬁcation de ces matériaux en vue de leur utilisation pour des applications biocapteurs
enzymatiques pour la mesure du L-lactate .
La détection rapide du L-lactate est importante pour de nombreuses applications dans le
secteur clinique, dans l’industrie alimentaire, ou dans la biotechnologie. La formation de ma-
tériaux nanostructurés est une approche prometteuse pour obtenir des biocapteurs optiques
performants à base d’enzymes. Deux différents schémas sont proposés : le développement
des couches minces (patch) sensibles au lactate et le développement d’un système pour la
mesure du lactate à base de microparticules.
Le contenu de cette thèse peut être divisé en trois tâches principales : (i) la synthèse de sup-
ports nanostructurés pertinents pour l’immobilisation d’enzymes, (ii) la fonctionnalisation
de ces matériaux en vue de la détection du L-lactate, et (iii) l’évaluation de la performance et
de la sensibilité des ﬁlms et des particules pour les applications biocapteurs. La conception
des supports poreux vise à fournir une grande surface pour hb´erger les biocatalyseurs. Cepen-
dant, la conception de la porosité doit tenir compte du fait que les enzymes sont de grandes
molécules biologiques. Par conséquent, des tailles de pores adaptées sont nécessaires pour
permettre le transport contrôlé et l’immobilisation de l’enzyme à la surface des pores. Dans
cet objectif, des ﬁlms mésoporeuses de silice avec des tailles de pores de 10 à 50 nm ont été
synthétisés.
Une approche ‘bottom-up’ a été suivie en utilisant des copolymères à blocs amphiphiles
comme agents porogènes et des alcoxydes de silicium comme précurseurs de silice. Une
deuxième approche a été développée en utilisant des particules de silice pré-synthétisées
aﬁn d’obtenir des dispersions stables de silice. Ces dispersions ont ensuite été déposées sur
des supports solides pour former des ﬁlms mésoporeux. Aﬁn d’améliorer les performances
de ces matériaux pour l’immobilisation des enzymes, des ﬁlms à porosité hiérarchique ont
été synthétisés. A cet effet, des particules polymères ont été utilisées comme générateurs de
macropores.
Les ﬁlms de silice nanostructurés ont été fonctionnalisés avec deux enzymes différentes pour
la détection du L-lactate. Dans une première variante, la lactate déshydrogénase (LDH) a été
immobilisée sur les surfaces de silice amino-fonctionnalisées. Sa performance en vue de la
détection du lactate a été comparée entre des couches mésoporeuses et hiérarchiques. L’in-
ﬂuence de la porosité sue la détection de lactate a été déterminé : les couches hiérarchiques
permettent une adsorption plus importante de l’enzyme, une meilleure stabilité et une ré-
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ponse plus rapide par rapport aux couches mésoporeuses. Dans une deuxième approche, un
nouveau concept pour la détection du lactate a été développé en utilisant la lactate oxydase
(LOx) en combinaison avec le cytochrome C (CytC). Contrairement à la lactate déshydrogé-
nase, le mécanisme réactionnel de cette enzyme ne nécessite pas de cofacteur. En utilisant
des ﬁlms multicouches à base de polyélectrolytes, cette approche hybride comprend le CytC
comme indicateur optique. Ses propriétés optiques dépendent de son état d’oxydation et il est
lié à l’oxydation du L-lactate par la production de peroxyde d’hydrogène par la lactate oxydase.
Les aspects cinétiques et structurels des ﬁlms hybrides sont présentés et discutés.
En plus des systèmes de détection à base de ﬁlms, la dernière partie de la thèse porte sur la
formation des particules hybrides LOx-CytC. Elles sont formées en utilisant des microsphères
poreuses de carbonate de calcium comme agents porogènes sacriﬁciels. Les particules à base
de protéines ainsi obtenues peuvent être utilisées directement pour la détection optique du
lactate. Elles sont également intéressantes pour les futurs développements de méthodes de
détection optique dans des suspensions liquides, par exemple dans les milieux de culture
cellulaire.
Mots clés : biocapteurs, chimie sol-gel, immobilisation d’enzymes, mésopores, ﬁlms minces,
assemblage couche par couche, multicouches de polyélectrolytes, lactate déshydrogénase,
lactate oxydase, cytochrome C
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Zusammenfassung
Die vorliegende Arbeit befasst sich mit der Synthese, Funktionalisierung und Anwendung
nanostrukturierter Materialien für Biosensor-Anwendungen zur optischen Bestimmung von
L-Lactat. Schnellmethoden zum Nachweis von L-Lactat sind von Bedeutung in zahlreichen An-
wendungen im klinischen Bereich, in der Lebensmittelindustrie sowie in der Biotechnologie.
Die Synthese nanostrukturierter organisch/anorganischer Hybridmaterialien ist ein vielver-
sprechender Ansatz für die Entwicklung empﬁndlicher, zuverlässiger und stabiler optisch-
enzymbasierter Biosensoren. Die hier vorgestellten Ansätze beruhen auf zwei verschiedenen
Biosensor-Konzepten: es wurden sowohl L-Lactat-empﬁndliche Filme (patches) als auch
enzymatisch aktive Mikropartikeln zur Lactatbestimmung entwickelt.
Der Inhalt dieser Arbeit ist in die folgenden Schwerpunkte unterteilt: (i) die Synthese nano-
strukturierter Trägermaterialien für die Enzymimmobilisierung, (ii) die Funktionalisierung
dieser Materialien für bioanalytische Anwendungen, und (iii) die Beurteilung der Wirksamkeit
und Empﬁndlichkeit der so hergestellten enzymbeladenen Filme und Partikeln für Biosensor-
Applikationen.
Für das Design der porösen Trägermaterialien ist die Bereitstellung einer grossen speziﬁschen
Oberﬂäche für die Enzymbeladungwichtig. Jedochmuss daneben auch berücksichtigt werden,
dass Enzyme grosse Biomoleküle sind, die eine massgeschneiderte Porenstruktur erfordern,
um den Stofftransport innerhalb des Films zu erleichtern. In dieser Arbeit wurde deshalb die
Synthese mesoporöser Siliciumdioxid-Filme mit Porengrössen im Bereich von 10 bis 50 nm
untersucht. Zum einen wurde ein ‘bottom up’ Ansatz mit amphiphilen Blockcopolymeren als
porogenen Matrizen und Siliciumalkoxiden als Siliciumdioxid-Vorstufen entwickelt. Zweitens
wurde eine pulverbasierte Methode verwendet, bei der stabile Disersionen vorsynthetisierter
SiO2-Agglomerate als Beschichtungsmedium verwendet wurden. Die dadurch enstandenen
Filme enthalten Porengrössen im oberen Mesoporenbereich. Um die Anwendbarkeit dieser
Materialien für die Enzymimmobilisierung zu verbessern, wurden multiskalig-poröse Filme
einschliesslich grosser Mesoporen sowie Makroporen durch eine modiﬁzierte Pulvermethode
synthetisiert, bei der zusätzlich Polymerpartikeln als makroporöse Matrizen verwendet wur-
den.
Die Funktionalisierung der nanostrukturierten Siliciumdioxidﬁlme für die analytische Be-
stimmung von L-Lactat wurde anhand zwei verschiedener Enzymsysteme untersucht. Als
erste Alternative wurde Lactatdehydrogenase (LDH) in aminofunktionalisierten Siliciumdi-
oxidﬁlmen immobilisiert, wobei rein mesoporöse mit hierarchisch strukturierten Filmen
verglichen wurden. Messungen der Adsorption und Desorption von LDH mit der Methode
der Quartzkristall-Mikrowaage bestätigten höhere Enzymbeladungen und bessere Stabilität
gegenüber Enzym-Desorption im Fall der hierarchisch strukturierten Filme. Enzymaktivi-
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tätstests zeigten, dass zusätzliche Vorteile aus der Verwendung von hierarchisch-porösen
Enzymträgern erreicht wurden: erhöhte Enzymbeladung, eine bessere Stabilität und eine
stärkere und schnellere Sensorantwort im Vergleich zu rein mesoporösen Filmen, wodurch
empﬁndlichere und robustere Nachweismethoden für L-Lactat ermöglicht werden.
Ein neuartiges Konzept für L-Lactat-Biosensoren wurde mit einem alternativen Enzym, der
Lactat-Oxidase (LOx) erarbeitet; im Gegensatz zu LDH erfordert der Reaktionsmechanismus
von LOx keinen Cofaktor. Dieser Ansatz beruht auf der Kombination einer Nanopulvermetho-
de für die Synthese von Siliciumdioxid-Trägerﬁlmen und einer nachfolgenden Layer-by-Layer-
Beschichtung mittels Polyelektrolyten. Diese Hybrid-Systeme ermöglichen die Integration
von Cytochrom C (CytC) als Indikatormolekül. Dessen optischen Eigenschaften sind abhängig
vom Oxidationszustand, wodurch die Oxidation von L-Lactat anhand der Bestimmung der
produzierten Wasserstoffperoxid durch LOx quantitativ verfolgt werden kann.
Zusätzlich zu den ﬁlmbasierten Biosensor-Materialien befasst sich der letzte Teil der Arbeit
mit der Entwicklung hybrider LOx-CytC-Mikropartikeln anhand poröser Calciumcarbonat-
Matrizen.Die resultierendenproteinbasierten Partikeln könnendirekt zur optischenDetektion
von Lactat verwendet werden; ausserdem sind sie interessante Materialien für zukünftige
Entwicklungen optischer Nachweismethoden in ﬂüssigen Suspensionen, beispielsweise in
Zellkulturmedien.
Keywords: Biosensoren, Sol-Gel-Chemie, Enzymimmobilisierung, Mesoporen, Hierarchisch-
poröse Materialien, Beschichtungen, Coatings, Layer-by-Layer-Verfahren, Lactatdehydrogen-
ase, Lactatoxidase, Cytochrom C
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1.1 The role of lactate biosensing in health care, biotechnology and
industry
L-lactate is an important metabolite and a target of attention in diverse ﬁelds of application,
including clinical and sports medicine, bioprocess engineering and food manufacturing (Fig-
ure 1.1). In the last years several efforts have been made to determine in a fast and quantitative
manner the concentration of lactate in different media. Some of the approaches explored
have successfully led to their commercial exploitation in biosensing applications. Indeed,
available options to determine lactate in some speciﬁc media can be found in many reports
in the concerned literature1–12 and as commercial products in the market13;14, particularly
for medical applications. However, despite these successful efforts and their translation into
commercially available products, many limitations are still encountered and challenges re-
main to be tackled, particularly with regards to the ﬁeld of application, the versatility, and
the convenience of use of current technologies. Therefore, research on this topic is mostly
directed towards the exploration of better alternatives (covering more application ﬁelds, with
cost effective, versatile, easy to use materials) to overcome the current limitations.
In this chapter, a motivation of the present work is explained through the importance of
determining L-lactate for a wide range of applications. The state of the art regarding the
available methods to determine lactate is presented. An analysis of the current limitations and
remaining challenges regarding the available methodologies for lactate measurement is made.
Finally, the approaches proposed in this work to contribute to overcome these limitations are
presented.
L-lactate in the medical ﬁeld
Lactic acid is an α-hydroxy acid, which in aqueous solutions and under physiological condi-
tions dissociates almost completely to lactate with a pKa of 3.925. The terms lactic acid and
1
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lactate are used almost indistinctively. L-lactate is a highly relevant molecule within the clini-
cal sector as it is a key metabolite formed from the anaerobic metabolism of glucose in cells.
Under abnormal situations, L-lactate concentrations in the blood can rise, indicating localized
O2 deprivation and representing a potential development of a wide range of pathological
conditions derived from insufﬁcient oxygen supply6. Speciﬁcally, lactate detection can be
used for the prompt diagnosis of shock, different metabolic disorders, respiratory insufﬁciency,
and heart failure26 and to monitor the overall performance of sportsmen8. Lactate monitoring
is an essential activity performed in patients in intensive care or during surgery17. An elevated
lactate level in blood is a major indicator of insufﬁcient blood circulation and consequently
low oxygen supply in tissues. Additionally, abnormal lactate levels can be caused by other
metabolic diseases such as diabetes or absorptive irregularities of short-chain fatty acids in
the colon19.
L-lactate in the food industry
Despite the numerous reports on determining lactate in biologically relevant samples, the
importance of lactate is not limited to the medical sector. Lactate can be found naturally in
food goods such as dairy products, meat, vegetables or wine and its concentration can be
interpreted as an indicator of freshness and quality in general. Lactic acid is produced by
 
Figure 1.1 – Overview of the role of L-lactate in different ﬁelds of application. Top: in medical
and health-related applications, lactate detection is useful in sports performance monitoring
and heart disease diagnostics8;15–19. Bottom: industrial applications include cell and enzyme-
based biotechnology on the laboratory, pilot and industrial scale. L-lactate monitoring is also
relevant in food raw materials and product quality assessment and food process control19–23.
Images adapted from Servier Medical Art24.
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lactic acid bacteria during the manufacturing of many fermented food products derived from
milk (yogurt, cheese, buttermilk, etc.), vegetables (Sauerkraut, a German specialty or tesgüino,
a Mexican traditional drink), cured meat products (chorizo, salami, etc.) and wine. In these
examples, the presence of lactic acid has a positive effect. For instance, lactic acid acts as
a natural preservative for food products27;28. Most foodborne bacteria grow at a pH value
around 4.5-7.329. The production of lactic acid lowers the pH of food and thus inhibits the
proliferation of these microorganisms. Additionally, lactic acid has a characteristic acidic and
astringent ﬂavor, which imparts speciﬁc organoleptic properties to the foods. In contrast,
lactic acid can be also an indication of contamination of milk, beer, fruit and vegetable juices
by the same lactic acid bacteria, which in these cases is not desirable. For instance in wine,
the balance between malic and lactic acid is used to determine its acidiﬁcation and softening.
Higher malic acid concentrations are usually desired19.
L-lactate in fermentation cultures
Cell cultures are industrially relevant for the production of therapeutic proteins. Effective
ways to produce proteins using host cells (recombinant proteins) are extremely important
as many of the applications of these proteins require both a large amount and high quality.
The attention to production costs to achieve this becomes very relevant, aiming to produce
them efﬁciently and to make the products commercially viable. As a general framework,
the genetic information necessary for the codiﬁcation (synthesis) of proteins from diverse
origins is inserted into the host cell by diverse molecular biology techniques30 (plasmids, viral
vectors, chromosomal integration, etc.). The successful synthesis of these proteins by the host
cells (protein expression) will depend on the molecular technique chosen31, but also on the
manipulation of the cell culture to promote growth and expression of the proteins of interest.
The composition of the media where cells grow is crucial at ﬁnding the best conditions to
express these recombinant proteins. Indeed, the accumulation of side metabolic products
such as lactate from cell metabolism has an inﬂuence on their growth and on their overall
production yields. A control over the growth rate of cells in continuous batches is relevant for
maintaining a regular cell growth. By altering the feed of nutrients, cells can express differently
proteins and this has an impact on the efﬁciency of the process. According to a recent study21,
the accumulation of lactate in such media is linked to the cell reproduction cycle and it reaches
a peak during cells exponential growth. Moreover, lactate is consumed during the stationary
phase and its concentration varies according to the medium choice. In this ﬁeld, lactate
detection can provide information about the overall cell growth stage and its determination
can lead to the optimisation of the media aiming at higher protein production yields21.
1.2 Lactate biosensors: State of the art
Biosensors: Deﬁnition and classiﬁcation
According to IUPACa, a biosensor is a device that uses speciﬁc biochemical reactions mediated
by isolated enzymes, immunosystems, tissues, organelles or whole cells to detect chemical
aInternational Union of Pure and Applied Chemistry
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compounds, usually by electrical, thermal or optical signals32. These signals are transduced
through an electronic system into a readable outcome or display (Figure 1.2). The global
biosensor market has been valued around 13 million USD in 2014 and it has been predicted
that it will grow yearly at about 10% within the next 5 years, reaching a value of 22.5 million
USD by 202033.
Biosensors are classiﬁed according to three criteria (Figure 1.2):
1. By the ﬁeld of application they envisage: food, environment & agriculture, medical, etc.
2. By the targeted end-use: home and point of care diagnostics, research, biodefense and
security
3. By the transducer technology: electrochemical, optical, thermal, piezoelectric, etc.
Figure 1.2 – Top: Schematic of a typical biosensor including the bio-recognition approach,
transducer technology, and data processing, storage and display. Bottom: Classiﬁcation of
biosensors in the global market by application, end-user and transducer technology used. 90
% of the commercially available solutions are dominated by medical applications, mainly for
blood glucose testing.
Medical applications dominate the market of biosensors, particularly those where blood
samples are analyzed as a method to determine glucose levels, representing about 90% of
4
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the global biosensor market34. However, according to recent market research reviews33;35,
the demand in biosensors in other ﬁelds is expected to grow sharply within the next years,
owing to their capability to bring convenient solutions to issues in diverse areas such as
medicine, biotechnology, food & agriculture, safety and biodefense, among others. Speciﬁcally,
a rising demand for detection methods in early disease diagnosis within the healthcare sector
and in industrial applications is expected to drive the overall biosensors market during the
forecast period. In this regard, lactate can be considered a highly relevant molecule linked to
health state, food quality and bioprocess monitoring, and thus its measurement becomes very
pertinent in more than one ﬁeld of applications. In another category, biosensors are employed
by end-users in areas such as home healthcare, point of care testing, research purposes in both
industry and academia, and ﬁnally for nation security and defense. In this category, lactate
biosensors become relevant in home and point of care diagnostics and for research purposes.
Moreover, options for these applications are currently in demand. Finally, biosensors can be
grouped by the kind of technology used to transduce the biological event between the analyte
of interest and the biorecognition element into a readable outcome. Electrochemical and
optical based approaches to determine lactate have been the predominant methods explored
due to the suitable alternatives to follow and measure the biochemical reactions that lead to
its quantiﬁcation.
The most widely studied and economically established biosensors utilize immobilized en-
zymes onto supports as biorecognizion elements. The nature of the support depends on the
biosensing scheme. Enzymes are biomacromolecules, which catalyze chemical reactions in
biological systems. The high speciﬁcity that enzymes exhibit regarding the reactions they
catalyze, and the higher turnover rates, which are indisputably more effective than any equiva-
lent chemical reaction, make enzymes the most convenient alternative in biosensing. Their
immobilization may allow their utilization for more than one measurement, depending on
the followed immobilization strategy. Furthermore, the large-scale production of industrially
relevant enzymes makes them readily available for biosensing applications, and with progres-
sively lower costs due to the optimization of the manufacturing processes and the increase in
their demand. Two lactate-consuming enzymes are the most commonly reported in lactate
biosensing applications: L-lactate dehydrogenase (LDH) and L-lactate oxidase (LOx), which
catalyze the following reactionsb:
L− lactate+NAD+ LDH−−−−→ pyruvate+NADH (1.1)
L− lactate+O2 LOx−−−−→ pyruvate+H2O2 (1.2)
Numerous studies4;18;19;23;26;36–41 have been reported for the detection of lactate using en-
zymes mainly through electrochemical approaches. Although optical approaches have been
also explored, their utilization for practical and commercial applications is less frequent. Over-
bNAD:Nicotinamide AdenineDinucleotide. An enzyme cofactor required for LDH towork. Generic abbreviation
for either the oxidised (NAD+) or reduced form (NADH)
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all, these solutions only cover a limited range of applications, predominantly in the medical
ﬁeld. An overview of these existing methodologies, and their advantages and disadvantages
is presented in the next section. Further information can be consulted in recent market
surveys33;35 and review articles19;41;42.
Electrochemically based lactate biosensing
Most lactate biosensors described in the literature are based on an amperometric detec-
tion19;41;42. Amperometric biosensors measure the current resulting from the electrochemical
oxidation or reduction of an electroactive species. The resulting current is directly correlated
to the concentration of the electroactive species or its production or consumption rate19.
For instance, amperometric biosensors can be used for in-situ measurements of lactate in
cell culture media13;43. In a typical implementation, this concept relies on the enzymatic
oxidation of lactate into pyruvate and the production of hydrogen peroxide coupled to an
electrode, which is catalyzed by the enzyme L-lactate oxidase44;45. Although lactate has been
successfully measured following the production of hydrogen peroxide in cell cultures, the out-
come values obtained for such inhomogeneous media and their signiﬁcance are questionable.
Cells tend to sediment owing their size and the action of gravity forming a layer at the bottom
of the bottle or tank where they are contained. The detection probe to measure accurately
the concentration of metabolites, i.e. lactate in cell cultures must be of a size close to the
cell’s dimensions (10-100 μm diameter), and should be able to reach the source of lactate
production (the cell) to give a correct and signiﬁcant concentration value of lactate near the
cell. Several probes of this nature could be used to obtain a more realistic concentration of
lactate through all the cell culture (mapping). A technology offering a solution in this sense is
not yet available and gives a strong motivation to investigate possibilities to offer alternatives
for this important biotechnological application.
Another area for which lactate biosensors have been studied and applied is the pre-clinical
data acquisition and analysis for the Central Nervous System. Such sensors are capable of
providing real-time changes in lactate concentration in the brains of rodents3;14. In this case,
lactate is monitored as a biomarker for sleep15 and in memory processing studies16. Still in
another implementation, the enzyme L-lactate dehydrogenase and NAD were embedded in a
conductive polymer with carbon nanotubes on the surface of an electrode. The reduction of
NAD+ into NADH was followed and used as an indirect way to measure the amount of lactate
in milk and human serum46.
Other amperometric biosensors to detect and quantify L-lactate are frequently found in the
literature for diverse applications such as perspiration during exercise8, wine quality47 and
general human health care18;46.
Amperometric biosensors are generally renowned for their accuracy and reliability. However,
there are common issues confronted by users. These problems include the maintenance
complexity and the frequency of calibration, which may require extra time and training. In
addition, the sample’s ﬂow dependence can often pose problems for an accurate reading48.
Moreover, amperometric biosensors suffer from interference in the presence of high levels of
hydrogen, this often results in negative readings and an unreliable measurement method48. Fi-
nally, it is also known that the change of signal over time (drift), which is often associated with
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sensor degradation, can be a major drawback where effort and cost associated to minimize
these errors become signiﬁcant. For these reasons, alternative methods to overcome these
challenges are required. Optical biosensors can be an option to overcome some of these draw-
backs. Their design becomes simpler and straightforward than amperometric counterparts.
Optical approaches for lactate detection are much less reported than amperometric solutions,
offering at the same time more opportunities to investigate potential new conﬁgurations for
different applications. In the next section, an overview of the existing reports in optical lactate
biosensing is presented.
Optically based lactate biosensing
Optical lactate biosensors depend on spectrophotometric, ﬂuorimetric or chemolumines-
cence methods. Following the ﬁrst optical sensor for lactate detection in whole blood reported
by Broder andWeil49, whichwas based on photospectrometry, ﬂuorescence techniques gained
in importance as they provide lower detection limits.
Fluorimetric biosensors rely on the measurement of the luminescence of a substrate on
excitation by an appropriate light source. Analytes with luminescent capability respond
strongly to incident light of a distinct wavelength by emittingmore intensely at another speciﬁc
wavelength. The distinct wavelengths allow both excitation and detection at the same location
(e.g., via a ﬁber-optic cable) and result in high speciﬁcity for a particular substrate. Commonly
the ﬂuorescence is generated by the enzyme co-factors (i.e. NAD) or by other species, which
react with by-products from the enzymatic reaction. The applications in which this approach
has been explored involve environmental5 and medical applications for detection of lactate in
blood10, and in cancer cells22. For this later case, the use of a microfabricated needle has been
developed for the detection of lactate close the cell. The nanoscale ﬁber was able to measure
lactate within the range of 0.06 to 1 mM. However, the resort to microfabrication techniques
and heavy facilities signiﬁcantly increases the ﬁnal sensor cost.
Alternatively, the decay of ﬂuorescence of some molecules such as cytochrome C (CytC) can
be used to monitor the production of lactate. CytC is an electron carrier biomolecule with
ﬂuorescence properties in its reduced state. The oxidation state of CytC has been monitored
directly in single cells to identify the reduced (CytCred) form the oxidized species (CytCox),
which have different roles in the cell50. Whereas CytCred displays ﬂorescence properties,
CytCox does not, contributing to its differentiation by optical means. In another example, CytC
has been used as a probe to detect hydrogen peroxide (H2O2) in stressed cells51;52. In this case,
the concept does not rely on the ﬂuorescence properties of CytC, but on its light absorption in
the visible range. While CytCred absorbs light with a maximum at 550 nm, the oxidized species
does not. Regarding lactate biosensing applications, the optical properties of CytC can be
useful to quantify lactate. The coupling of LOx reaction (which produces H2O2) with CytC has
not yet been reported. Although advantageous, the addition of CytC in a biosensing scheme
requires a strategy to incorporate both enzyme and CytC in the same system, where different
alternatives need to be considered.
Chemoluminiscent biosensors rely on the emission of light, principally as a consequence of an
oxidation reaction involving oxygen or H2O2. Luminol is a molecule, which exhibits chemolu-
minescence, which has been used in combination with enzymes to detect lactate11. Although
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the high sensitivity of this approach is an advantage, the reaction to generate chemolumines-
cence requires speciﬁc conditions of pH and temperature53, which limits the application of
this method. In addition to this, the incorporation of several species into the sensing scheme
makes the approach more complex to be implemented for real applications.
Overview of commercially available technologies
Some of the electrochemical and in a less extend the optical methods outlined above have
allowed the successful development and manufacture of commercially available devices for
lactate detection. Table 1.1 gives example of some of these products and provides information
regarding their analysis time, the limits in lactate concentration for a linear response and
the followed transduction approaches, which are predominantly based in electrochemical
methods. Accutrend® by Roche provides a point of care tool following an optical method for
lactate detection in blood. The device consists of a portable spectrophotometer and single-use
strips. Each strip is amultilayer system: an absorbentmaterial for blood deposition, a mesh for
blood ﬁltration, and a ﬁnal layer coated with LOx and other chemicals54. The plastic support
has a hole where the spectrophotometer can read from below the sample in reﬂectance mode.
According to Karapinar et al.55, Accutrend® showed limitations in the upper range from the
speciﬁcation of this system (Table 1.1), and dilutions were required for a correct measurement.
Table 1.1 – Examples of commercially available lactate detection systems with speciﬁcations
and detection method (adapted from Rassaei et al.41)
Product name Pro2 LT-1730 Lactate scout+ LaboTRACE compact Accutrend® CITSens Bio Lactate
Arkray Inc. EKF diagnostics Trace analytics Roche Sensor PG13.5
C-cit AG
Country Japan Germany Germany Switzerland Switzerland
Sample volume 0.3μL 0.5μL 0.5mL 15-50μL –
Analysis time 15s 10s 45s 60s –
Sample type Whole blood Whole blood Cell culture Whole blood Cell culture
Linear response 0.5-25mM 0.5-25mM 0.5-30mM 0.8-22mM 1-60mM
Detection system Electrochemical Electrochemical Electrochemical Optical Electrochemical
Despite signiﬁcant technological improvements and innovations, the implementation of
biosensing solutions in markets other than the medical ﬁeld has been gradual. This situation
opens the possibility to explore these and other technological approaches for lactate detec-
tion in different media, targeting different applications. For this purpose, it is important to
understand the speciﬁcations required in designing lactate biosensors, taking into account
the current drawbacks and limitations from existing technologies. This information will have
an impact on the biosensor concept, which is based on the following design parameters:
• Response and processing time: Current commercially available products can determine
lactate concentrations in a given sample within a minute. Any other proposed approach
must target a response time within the same time interval.
• Speciﬁcity: Molecules such as α-hydroxy acids and/or their conjugate bases (citrate,
tartaric acid, malic acid, glycolic acid and oxamate) have all similar chemical structures
to lactic acid. The selection of enzymes can impart speciﬁcity to the sensing scheme. All
of the existing commercial products utilize enzymes as bioreceptors.
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• Sensitivity: Speciﬁcations regarding limits of detection for lactate depends strongly
on the desired application. For instance, normal plasma lactate concentrations range
from 0.3 to 1.3 mM in healthy individuals17. Lactate concentrations in plasma higher
than 5 mM are an indication of severe acidosis and predict high mortality of patients17.
Lactate concentration in cell cultures can reach concentrations up to 25 mM56. Lactate
concentrations in wine depend strongly on the fermentation process, and the kind of
grape used. For instance, sweet wine, independently of the grape variety, have lower
content of lactic acid than dry ones, overall lactate concentrations in wine can range
from 0.1 to 20 mM23.
• Miniaturization: According to biosensor market reviews33;57 on industrial research
trends in biosensing, companies have been focusing on technological advances in
order to achieve miniaturization and increased sensitivity and precision, especially on
nanotechnology-based biosensors. In response to market demands, industrial research
efforts aim at the development of devices suitable for multiple analyses, miniaturization
in view mobile sensing, and improvement of readout time and energy efﬁciency.
• In situ & continuous monitoring: According to current trends and limitations, there is
a need for approaches to quantify lactate both in situ and for continuous monitoring.
Sensing applications in inhomogeneous media such as cell cultures require an adapted
sensing probe able to detect in a sensitive and reliable way the production of lactate,
and to give an indication of the real concentration at the source.
• Costs of devices and consumables: Enzymes are expensive raw materials in biosens-
ing fabrication. The processes to integrate these biomolecules into devices and the
necessary electronics to obtain a readable output can increase considerably the man-
ufacturing process. Selection of low-cost starting materials is economically advisable,
together with an optimization of enzymes efﬁciency and possible reusability.
• Biocompatibility: Regarding applications requiring direct contact with human tissues
and/or body ﬂuids, the sensing material must be harmless and biocompatible.
In summary, the design of a successful enzyme-based biosensor for lactate requires the assem-
bly of enzymes onto a solid support and the selection of an appropriate transduction strategy
between the enzyme reaction and the support. The enzyme support must be biocompatible
and inexpensive to limit as much as possible the fabrication costs. At the same time, the
enzyme support must be capable of bearing a high amount of enzyme, which will translate
into a fast responsive and sensitive material towards lactate, able to detect between 0 and 20
mM of lactate and covering targeted applications in the medical, and agro-biotechnological
ﬁelds. Given the opportunities in optical lactate biosensing derived from the less extensive
commercially available options, the suggested transduced biochemical reaction between the
analyte and the enzyme can then be optically measured. The sensing approach and the com-




1.3 Overview of the lactate biosensing concept developed in this
thesis
The concepts proposed in this work consist on the optical detection of lactate based on the
utilization of two commercially available enzymes immobilized in porous materials for a
high enzyme loading. The ﬁrst objective is to appropriately design and functionalize porous
supports for their immobilization.
By exposure of these functionalized porous supports to lactate, the concentration can be
quantiﬁed following optical methods. Two different sensing schemes are proposed (Figure
1.3):
1. The development of lactate-responsive patches targeting applications in the medical/a-
grofood ﬁeld. Two concepts are presented:
(a) In the ﬁrst case, the enzyme lactate dehydrogenase oxidizes lactate into pyruvate,
with the concomitant reduction of its cofactor, the NAD, which is required for
the enzyme activity. NAD optical properties depend on the oxidation state of
the molecule. Only the reduced species, NADH shows ﬂuorescence properties.
Additionally, NADH absorbs light strongly in the UV visible range with a maximum
at 340nm. The monitoring of the optical properties of NADH is correlated to the
LDH activity and lactate concentration.
(b) The second enzyme, LOx catalyzes the same reaction but utilizing O2 as co-reactive.
The products in this reaction are pyruvate and H2O2. For this second detection
concept, CytC is included in the sensing scheme to react with the hydrogen perox-
ide produced by LOx51, as described in Section 1.2. Similarly to NAD, CytC optical
E  E  E  E  E  E  E     











Figure 1.3 – Overview of the two different biosensing approaches developed and investigated
in this work. A. Lactate detection in thin ﬁlms. B. Lactate detection in micrometric particles. S:
substrate (lactate); C: cofactor (NAD); E: enzyme (LOx, LDH): P: product (NADH; H2O2), SE:
sensing element (CytC).
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properties depend on its oxidation state. The reduced species of CytT (CytCred)
has ﬂuorescence properties and absorbs light strongly in the visible range, with
maximum at 550 nm. In contrast, the oxidised species (CytCox) does not show ﬂuo-
rescence properties nor absorb light at the same wavelength. The optical change
in absorbance and ﬂuorescence enables the quantitative monitoring of the Lox
activity and lactate concentration.
2. The second scheme involves the synthesis of micrometric particles for lactate detection,
aiming at applications in the bioprocessing/cell culture ﬁeld. This concept proposes
the integration of the enzyme LOx and CytC in the same particle, with the potential of
synthesizing a particle able to respond to lactate in solution. In this sense, the particle
becomes a micrometric in-situ lactate probe.
1.4 Objectives and outline of the thesis
The research presented in this thesis is reported into three scientiﬁc steps: (i) design of suitable
support materials and porosity design for enzyme immobilization; (ii) functionalization of
the supports for lactate biosensing; (iii) performance characterization of these biosensing
materials. The speciﬁc challenges and approaches will be explained in detail in the following
chapters. However, an introductory description is explained in this section as follows:
(i) Design of the support materials
Thin porous silica ﬁlms are synthesized for the patch-based biosensing scheme (Figure 1.3,
scheme A). These ﬁlms are optically transparent allowing measurements at the surface by
spectroscopic methods. They offer a high speciﬁc surface area for the immobilization of a
high amount of biocatalyst in the thin ﬁlm to achieve high sensitivity. Enzymes are large
macromecules with sizes up to 20 nm, imposing additional constraints on the porosity design:
pores have to be large enough to enable enzyme loading into the pores by diffusion. Therefore,
the ﬁrst challenge is to robustly produce ﬁlms with pores enabling the immobilization of the
enzymes. A ﬁne tuning of the pore- size and connectivity is required. Large mesoporous size
range (20-50 nm) to macropores (>50 nm) and multiple length scales within the same support
matrix are targeted.
Two wet chemistry approaches will be investigated to synthesize these silica ﬁlms with the
appropriate porous structure: (i) colloidal templating using block copolymer micelles as
pore formers in combination with sol-gel chemistry to form silica ﬁlms; and (ii) a powder-
based method of ﬁlm formation from porous silica particles in combination with polymeric
macropore templates. Formulation and casting parameters have to be adjusted to reproducibly
generate highly interconnected pores with one or two different scales.
Similar porosity design challenges have to be ﬁxed in the particle-based biosensing scheme
(Figure 1.3, scheme B). Calcium carbonate particles with multiscale porosity are synthesized
and used as initial supports for the formation of enzyme-based particles. A co-precipitation
approach in combination with polymer templating is used to create pores with different length




Silica and calcium carbonate were also selected for their biocompatibility, speciﬁcally for
enzyme hosting. The selected immobilization scheme is designed as the best compromise
between the selection of biocompatible raw materials for enzyme coupling, the immobiliza-
tion efﬁciency (e.g. mainly to prevent the release of enzyme in the probed medium), and the
enzyme performance. In particular, the loading of the biocatalysts into the porous ﬁlms during
functionalization strongly depends on the pore size design and the pore wall chemistry. These
aspects will be addressed using in-situ techniques (i.e. streaming potential characterization,
quartz crystal microbalance measurements) during enzyme adsorption on the inorganic ﬁlms.
The detailed functionalization approach depends on the chemistry of the enzyme reaction and
the necessary cofactors and products used for detection: (i) for the case of biosensors based
on lactate dehydrogenase (Chapter 4), the cofactor NADH and the product used for optical
detection are present in solution; (ii) for ﬁlms and particles based on the enzyme lactate
oxidase (Chapter 5), hydrogen peroxide is formed as a reaction product, and the detected
optical signal is caused by the oxidation of CytC, which will be co-embedded as a biosensing
element in the same ﬁlms (Figure 1.3).
(iii) Performance characterization and improvement
Since the use of enzymes as extremely selective biocatalysts is obviously the key for highly
selective and sensitive biosensors, the main objectives are to maintain their intrinsic activity
to a high degree even upon immobilization, to achieve high enzyme loadings in the ﬁlms and
particles, and to provide short transport distances for the substrate and the products for an
efﬁcient and fast response.
The transparency of the thin ﬁlm supports is a main challenge in combination with high
enzyme loadings and robustness of the materials. To synthesize transparent ﬁlms and micro-
metric particles, the key control parameters are the thickness (for ﬁlms), the diameter (for
particles), and the pore size (as potential scattering element).
Finally, the range of lactate concentrations of 0-20 mM was chosen, as it is relevant for health-
care, food, and biotechnology applications.
In summary, the key objectives of the work described in this thesis are:
• to develop robust and reproducible methods for the synthesis of transparent, porous
silica ﬁlms and CaCO3 porous particles, focusing on the synthesis of multi-scale porous
systems with large mesopores (10-50 nm) and macropores (50-300 nm), and to study
their suitability for enzyme immobilization.
• to functionalize the as-synthesized porous systems towards the optical detection of
lactate within a concentration range of physiological relevance (here: L-lactate con-
centrations up to 20 mM), utilizing the enzymes lactate dehydrogenase and lactate
oxidase.
• to develop optical detection schemes using different conﬁgurations of enzymes and
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cofactor elements and to assess their performance in view of the support’s structure and
functionalization.
The thesis is structured as follows:
Chapter 2 summarizes the relevant background for the formation of supports with controlled
porosity and presents concepts of mass transport, in particular the relationship between
diffusion and reaction. Since the details of the support design and functionalization strategy
depend on some of the biochemical aspects of the enzymes and the cofactors, an overview of
the structures and mechanisms for the biocatalysts (lactate dehydrogenase; lactate oxidase)
and the cofactors (NAD, cytochrome C) used here will be provided as well. Additional relevant
literature will be summarized in each of the subsequent chapters.
Chapter 3 describes the synthesis of thin porous silica ﬁlms as enzyme supports for biosensing
applications. The ﬁrst part of the chapter focuses on an approach using block copolymer
micelle templates to form large mesopores for enzyme immobilization. A speciﬁc focus
is on the challenge to form thin ﬁlms or coatings with pores in the large mesoporous size
range. Additionally, a demonstration of the concept for amino-functionalized silica ﬁlms with
immobilized horseradish peroxidase as a model enzyme is presented and discussed. In the
second part of the chapter, alternative approaches to generate mesoporous and hierarchically
porous ﬁlms from silica particles are outlined.
An exploratory screening of various alternative approaches to form hierarchically porous
silica silica materials is summarized in Chapter 4, including ‘bottom–up’ methods based on
sol–gel synthesis and ‘top–down’ methods based on pre-formed dispersed silica particles. In
particular, the methods screened include emulsion templating, electrospinning and powder-
based methods. This last approach will also be the basis for the design of the enzyme–loaded
biosensing ﬁlms in the subsequent chapters
In Chapter 5 the enzyme-based detection of L-lactate is explored using the enzyme lactate
dehydrogenase (LDH) immobilized on transparent silica thin ﬁlms. An approach to form
hierarchically structured silica ﬁlms containing both mesopores and macropores is developed,
and the structure, composition and surface charge behavior of these ﬁlms is analyzed. Protein
adsorption and desorption is investigated using quartz crystal microbalance experiments. The
performance of hierarchical ﬁlms is compared to traditional mesoporous ﬁlms. Their charac-
teristics for lactate biosensing are investigated and the enzyme kinetics and the response for
lactate biosensing are discussed.
Chapter 6 is concerned with the utilization of the enzyme lactate oxidase (LOx) to build a
hybridmultilayer scheme for lactate detection in ﬁlms and protein-based lactatemicroparticle
probes. In the patch-based scheme, the enzyme does not need the addition of a cofactor,
and it is covalently immobilized within the silica porous structure. Cytochrome C (CytC) is
then co-immobilized by adsorption using a polyelectrolyte layer-by-layer technique. A second
approach that is complementary to the patch-based biosensing system developed in this
thesis will be adapted to create particle-based detection systems by forming LOx-CytC protein
particles instead of ﬁlms. The biocatalytic activity of LOx in these particles will be assessed
using ﬂuorescence-based methods. This last part demonstrates that the detection schemes
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for lactate biosensing developed in this thesis are not limited to ﬁlm-based systems, but can
be applied to other geometries as well.
Chapter 7 presents general conclusions and recommendations towards the implementation
of the nanostructured materials developed in this work in the area of biosensing for a wide
range of potential applications.
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The design and implementation of the biosensing concepts outlined in Chapter 1 involve
the understanding and integration of principles, mechanisms, and methodologies from a
broad range of disciplines. Among them, the enzymes’ properties and reaction mechanisms,
including methodologies for their immobilization, the approaches for the synthesis of porous
materials, and diﬀusion considerations during their performance in biosensing are of particular
relevance. In this second chapter, key information covering the important features of the
enzymes and other biomolecules utilized for the development of lactate biosensing materials is
presented. The strategies to incorporate these biological agents within the porous materials
are summarized. Finally, the background for the approaches followed in this work to synthesize
multiscale porous systems and the basics on diﬀusion in porous matrices is described.
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2.1 Enzymes: deﬁnition, mechanisms and immobilization
2.1.1 Deﬁnitions and composition of enzymes
Enzymes are predominantly proteins: sequences of amino acids (Figure 2.1) covalently bound
by condensation reactions between carboxylic and amino groups. Proteins contain a wide
range of functional groups. They are present in all cells, independently of their origin, and
participate in metabolic transformations by catalyzing chemical reactions. Enzymes function
by lowering the transition-state energy and energetic intermediates and by rising the ground-
state energy in chemical reactions58. Enzymes can contain other elements than amino acids:
metal ions, polysaccharides and/or prosthetic groupsa. Enzyme molecular weights range from
several thousand to several million, and still catalyzing reactions in molecules as small as CO2.
The structure of enzymes is important for their biological relevance. These biomolecules fold
into several conformations to be able to perform their catalytic function. The conformations
are stabilized by both non-covalent and covalent interactions between side chains of amino
acids (known as residues) namely hydrogen bonding, van der Waals forces, hydrophobic and
ionic interactions and disulﬁde bonds. The sequence of amino acids in an enzyme is known
as their primary structure. The interaction between amino acids by hydrogen bonding into
regular 2D structures identiﬁed as alpha-helix and beta-strand are the secondary structure.
When these regular structures fold between them into a 3D structure, then they are referred as
the tertiary structure. Finally, the association of more than one three-dimensional structure
receives the deﬁnition of quaternary structure of the protein/enzyme59.
The three-dimensional structure of these biomolecules provides speciﬁcity to the enzyme to
interact with only onemolecule, as the amino acid residues form inmost cases an environment
to bind a speciﬁc substrate, with a speciﬁc chirality, size and charge and “lock it” into the active
site. The model of a lock and a key established by Emil Fischer60, although not completely
accurate, represents in a simple and graphic manner the mechanism of reaction of enzymes
(Figure 2.2). A substrate (key) ﬁts into a cavity in the enzyme (lock); the enzyme changes
its three-dimensional structure while performing its catalytic reaction to ﬁnally release a
product. Three-dimensional structures of enzymes can be obtained by X-ray crystallography.
Online free databases are available providing 3-D models of enzymes via the Protein Data
Bank (PDB)61, and more speciﬁc details regarding their optimal conditions to perform their
activity, inhibitors, origin, classiﬁcation, reactions, etc can be found via BRENDA, an online
enzyme information system62.
Enzymes that oxidize lactate in the cell as a step in the metabolism of glucose are relevant
in biosensing applications for lactate detection. The two most reported and commercially
available lactate consuming enzymes LDH and LOx are described in the following section.
Additionally, the structures and mechanisms of two other biomolecules, which have been used
in this work, the model enzyme HRP and the biomolecule CytC, are also discussed (Figure
2.3).
aA prosthetic group is a tightly bound, speciﬁc non-polypeptide unit required for the biological function of
some proteins
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Figure 2.1 – Overview of the 20 amino acids synthesized by the cell color-coded by their
functionalities used for immobilization. Blue: amino groups; red: carboxylic groups; orange:
thiol groups; green: pyridine group used in his-tag for metal binding.
1 2 3 4
Figure 2.2 – “Key and lock” model of enzymatic reactions proposed by Emil Fisher. 1. The
enzyme and substrate are present in the same medium 2. The enzyme recognizes the substrate
and binds to it. 3. A conformational change occurs, the enzyme perfoms its catalytic reaction
and 4. The enzyme returns to its original state, releasing a product of reaction.
2.1.2 L-Lactate consuming enzymes and other biomolecules
L-Lactate dehydrogenase
L-Lactate dehydrogenase (Figure 2.3) is an oxidoreductaseb with an Enzyme Commission
Number (EC)c 1.1.1.2762;63. It is a 4-unit protein (quaternary structure, Figure 2.3) with a
bAn oxidoreductase is a term used in biochemistry for an enzyme that catalyzes the transfer of electrons from
one molecule to another. This group of enzymes usually utilizes NAD+ as cofactor.
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Molar mass: 140,000 Da
Optimum pH: 6
Isoelectric point: 8.4-8.6
Size : 6 x 8 x 14 nm 
L-lactate dehydrogenase 
(LDH)
Molar mass: 44,000 Da
Optimum pH: 6-6.5
Isoelectric point: 3-9
Size : 4 x 7 x 11 nm 
Horseradish peroxidase 
(HRP)
Molar mass: 12,000 Da
Optimum pH: --
Isoelectric point: 10-10.5
Size: 6 x 6 x 4 nm 
Cytochrome  C 
(CytC)
Molar mass: 160,000 Da
Optimum pH: 7.5
Isoelectric point: 4.1-4.5
Size: 19 x 19 x 19 nm 
L-lactate oxidase 
(LOx)
Figure 2.3 – Three-dimensional structures and physicochemical details of the biomolecules
used in this work. LDH (PBD number 3H3F), LOx (PDB number 2DU2), HRP (1H1C) and CytC
(PDB number 1HRC) accessed via http://www.rcsb.org/pdb/61
molecular weight of 140 kDa and with crystal dimensions of 6 x 8 x 14 nm64. LDH has several
isoenzymes and it is present in a wide range of organisms, both from animal and plant
origin with slight changes in amino acid sequence, and therefore with different isoelectric
points. The enzyme isolated from rabbit muscle, LDH-isoenzyme M (skeletal muscle) has
been used in this work. It has an isoelectric point of 8.4-8.6 and an optimal catalytic pH of 6. It
catalyzes the reversible oxidation of L-lactate in the presence of NAD+ into pyruvate with the
concomitant reduction of the cofactor to NADH. NADH optical properties are exploited to
follow the oxidation of lactate. The cofactor’s reduced species absorbs light with a maximum
at 340 nm65 and it emits at 445 nm when excited at 350 nm66. Only the reduced form of NAD
has ﬂuorescence properties. The enzyme cofactor is not an integral part of the enzyme and
must be present in the medium where the enzyme is. For in-vitro studies, NAD+ is added at
cNomenclature from the Committee of the International Union of Biochemistry and Molecular Biology. It is
based on a number hierarchy of 4 digits. The ﬁrst digit corresponds to the class: 1. Oxidoreductases; 2. Transferases;
3. Hydrolases; 4. Lyases; 5. Isomerases, and 6. Synthethases. Subsequent digits provide detailed information on
speciﬁc function and reactants.
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concentrations exceeding the concentration of substrate to avoid the limitation of cofactor to
the enzyme. Both NAD+ and NADH versions are commercially available with different purity
degrees.
L− lactate+NAD+ −→ pyruvate+NADH (2.1)
Each LDH subunit is able to bind a NAD molecule and a L-lactate molecule. According to
binding dynamics studies67, NAD+ needs to bind ﬁrst in order to proceed successfully to the
binding of L-lactate. The protein’s structure forms a loop at each subunit, which might be
open or closed depending whether a NAD+ molecule has bound or not. There are several
conformations that can yield to multiple binding pathways. The enzyme structure ﬂuctuates
in shape due to internal rearrangements, mainly due to solvation/hydrogen bond formation
between different amino acid residues. The binding pocket for NAD+ and lactate is at the
protein’s interior. It is known that these rearrangements are necessary to allow the cofactor
and the substrate to efﬁciently bind the active site.
NAD+ is a dinucleotide: a ribose moiety bound to a nitrogenous base and a phosphate group
(Figure 2.4). Only one of the nitrogenous bases, the nicotinamide base, is involved in the
oxidation-reduction of lactate. The adenine base does not participate in this speciﬁc reaction.
LDH biocatalytic mechanism NAD+ is a hydride acceptor (oxidizing agent). From crysta-
lographic analysis64, the hystine residue H192 (amino acid structure in Figure 2.1) from the
enzyme takes a proton from the α-carbon in lactic acid, then the electrons from the O-H
bond shift down and push out the hydride. Because of the proximity between lactate and
NAD+, the NAD+ molecule takes the leaving hydride becoming reduced (NADH). Arginine
residues (Figure 2.1) R105 and R168 are responsible of forming hydrogen bonds with lactate,
positioning the molecule to be attacked by the proximal hystidine H192 and to transfer the
hydride to NADH64. Once the reaction has taken place, pyruvate is released ﬁrst, then the
NADH (Figure 2.5).
Figure 2.4 – Structure of Nicotinamide Adenine Dinucleotide, oxidised form (NAD+). Only the
nicotinamide base participates in the enzymatic reaction of LDH.
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Figure 2.5 – Mechanism of reaction of L-lactate dehydrogenase. NAD+ and NADH act as
hydride acceptors and donors respectively. In the oxidation of lactate to produce pyruvate,
NAD+ accepts a hydide from the α-carbon in lactic acid. R represents the NAD moiety, which
is not directly involved in the oxidation/reduction reactions. The reaction is reversible.
Lactate oxidase
EC 1.12.12.4 L-lactate oxidase (Figure 2.3) is an oxidoreductase with a tetrameric and almost
symmetrical protein of 160 kDa size68. Its crystallographic dimensions show a cubic structure
of 19 nm in diameter68. Each of the four subunits consists of 374 amino acids. It converts
L-lactate into pyruvate and hydrogen peroxide with at an optimum pH of 7.5:
L− lactate O2−−−→ pyruvate+H2O2 (2.2)
The commercial enzymes are isolated from microorganisms (predominantly bacteria). The
lyophilized enzyme is a yellow highly hygroscopic powder. It is soluble in water and has a
thermal stability up to 50 °C for 10 minutes69. Whereas it can stay undamaged by surfactants
such as Tween, Span andTriton-X at a concentration of 0.1%w/v, it becomes easily denaturated
in the presence of SDS at 0.05%. This enzyme is used for the determination of lactate in diverse
samples following different schemes for quantiﬁcation of enzymatic activity.
LOx belongs to the family of ﬂavoenzymes70. Enzymes from this family require the partici-
pation of ﬂavin cofactors to carry out their catalytic activity. In the case of LOx, a prosthetic
group ﬂavin mononucleotide (FMN, Figure 2.6 right) is an intrinsic and structural part of
the enzyme, as it is involved in the selective recognition of L-lactate and its conversion into
pyruvate in combination with molecular oxygen. Each subunit in the tetramer has a FMN
molecule. Crystallographic studies68;71 have shown that the residues 190–220 form a lid-like
structure for the active site, being a well conserved sequence among other enzymes with
similar activity, such as glycolate oxidase (Figure 2.6 left). Arginine residue R268 ﬁxes the
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hydroxyl group from L-lactate’s carboxylic group at the active site. A leucine residue L211,
being hydrophobic ﬁxes its methyl group. Tyrosine residues Y40, Y146 and Y215 are important
to identify and ﬁx via hydrogen bonding the right chirality of lactate.
Figure 2.6 – Left: Active site from L-lactate oxidase. A ﬂavin mononuecleotide (FMN, right) is a
constitutive part of the enzyme. L-lactate is ﬁxed to the active site by covalent bonding and
hydrophobic interactions from neighbouring aminoacid residues, particularly tyrosine (Y),
arginine (R) and leucine (L). Image taken from Leiros et al.71
Figure 2.7 – Mechanism of reaction of L-lactate oxidase I. In a ﬁrst step, molecular oxygen
binds ﬁrst the reduced ﬂavin prosthetic group (FMNH2) from the enzyme LOx in a two-
single electron transfer mechanism, resulting in the production of hydrogen peroxide and the
oxidised ﬂavin, FMN.
LOx biocatalytic mechanism Although the details of the mechanism are still under de-
bate72, it ultimately results in the transfer of two electrons and two protons from the reduced
cofactor to molecular oxygen to generate hydrogen peroxide and the α-keto acid (pyruvate)
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Figure 2.8 – Mechanism of reaction of L-lactate oxidase II. In a second step, the oxidation
of lactate proceeds ﬁrstly with the formation of a carbanion by the subtraction of its acidic
α-hydrogen Two possible mechanisms are presented: a) a two electron transfer with the
nucleophilic attack of the carbanion to the oxidised ﬂavin or b) by a two-single electron transfer
via radial formation. The ﬁnal products of the reaction are pyruvate and the regeneration of
FMN2 to start a new cycle.
and ultimately to regenerate the oxidized cofactor. The reaction proceeds via a ping-pong
mechanism58 (a product is released before all the substrates are bound to the active site)
with sequential reductive and oxidative steps73. The reduced ﬂavin (FMNH2) is oxidized by
molecular oxygen with the release of hydrogen peroxide (Figure 2.7). In the following step,
a base abstracts a proton from the substrate α-carbon, and then a transfer of two electrons
proceeds to the oxidized cofactor (FMN) to regenerate the reduced form (Figure 2.8). Flavin
cofactors, as the nicotinamide adenine dinucleotide, can act as hydride acceptors and donors,
transferring two electrons in the form of a hydride in these redox reactions. Flavin can also
catalyze chemical reactions where only a single unpaired electron is transferred as in radical
chemistry74. This is due to the ability of ﬂavin to form a stabilized radical intermediate called
a semiquinone, formed when FMNH2 donates a single electron, or when FMN accepts a single
electron.
Horseradish peroxidase
EC 1.11.1.7 Horseradish peroxidase (HRP, Figure 2.3) with crystallographic dimensions of 4
x 7 x 12 nm75 is a glycoprotein and a heme-containing enzyme with a molecular weight of
44 kDa. Almost a ﬁfth part of its molecular weight corresponds to its carbohydrate moiety.
It is isolated from horseradish roots (Amoracia rusticana) and it has several isoforms with
isoelectric points ranging from 3 to 9 and an optimal pH value of 6-6.5. Compared to LDH and
LOX, HRP is a single polypeptide chain (no quaternary structure). The heme group (Figure
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2.9) is the active catalytic site. It is covalently bound to the enzyme via a nitrogen-iron bond
between a proximal histamine residue in the protein and the iron center from the heme group.
The second axial coordination side from the heme group (distal side) is available for reaction
with oxygen species, among other small molecules such as CO, CN, etc.76;77. The biological
relevance of HRP is its ability to eliminate highly reactive oxygen species such as H2O2 which
are toxic to cells. H2O2 is required by the enzyme to carry out its catalytic activity.
HRP Biocatalytic mechanism HRP catalyzes single-electron reduction reactions. A general
equation for HRP activity can be expressed as78:
H2O2+2AH2 HRP−−−−→ 2H2O+2AH∗ (2.3)
where AH2 and AH* represent the reducing substrate and its radical product. Standard reduc-
ing substrates include aromatic phenols, indoles, amines, and sulfonates78. The characteristic
change of color of some of the substrates depending on their oxidation states is a widely
employed in biochemistry to amplify and quantify the signal of relevant in vitro reactions,
where HRP is usually conjugated to other biomolecules (such as antibodies, enzymes or other
proteins of interest)79.
The ﬁrst step in the catalytic cycle is the reaction between hydrogen peroxide (H2O2) and
ferric heme (Fe(3+)) in the resting or grounding state to generate compound I, a highly reactive
intermediate state comprising a Fe(4+) oxoferryl center and a porphyrin-based cation radical
(Figure 2.10).
The complex I oxidizes a wide variety of hydrogen donors via a two-single electron transfer
reactions. The generation of radical species in the two one-electron reduction steps results in
a complex proﬁle of reaction products, including dimers, trimers and higher oligomers that
may themselves act as reducing substrates in subsequent turnovers78 (Figure 2.11).
Cytochrome C
Cytochrome C (CytC) is another heme-containing protein with a diameter of 6 nm80, a molec-
ular weight of 12 kDa and an isolectric point around 10-10.5. It is involved in the electron
transfer in most eukaryotic organisms within the respiratory chain, acting as an electron-
tunneling compound among the cell membrane. CytC is not an enzyme per se, however it is
considered as a pseudo enzyme, as it is capable of reducing diverse aromatic compounds.
CytC is commercially available and is obtained from different sources, primarily from animal
origin. It possesses a dark-red color in its oxidized state (the commercial form of CytC). Mild
reducing agents such as ascorbic acid are capable of transferring single electrons to the iron
center converting it from ferric cytochrome (Fe3+) to ferrous cytochrome (Fe2+)81. This change
in oxidation state can be monitored with great speciﬁcity and sensitivity measuring the light
absorbance change at 550 nm82. The importance of CytC for the sensing concepts presented
in this work is its ability to react with hydrogen peroxide, the product of reaction of LOx83
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Figure 2.9 – Structure of heme group. In horseradish peroxidase, the heme group is attached to
the enzyme via a histidine residue (His170) at the lower plane (from below). Another histidine
residue resides at the upper plane (distal plane) and is ready to react to form hydrogen
peroxide.
Figure 2.10 – Reaction between hydrogen peroxide and the iron center (heme group) from
horseradish peroxidase. The formation of a highly reactive oxygen compound (complex I) is
the ﬁrst step towards the oxidation of several reducing substrates. Adapted from Silverman58.
(Figures 2.7 and 2.8), changing its own oxidation state according to the reactions described in
Figure 2.11. This change in oxidation state from the heme group can be monitored by optical
means.
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Figure 2.11 – Reduction-oxidation of the heme group. From Berglund et al.75.
2.1.3 Enzyme kinetics
Kinetics is the study of the rates of chemical reactions. Enzymes catalyse most of the biological
reactions that occur in the cells of living organisms84. Considering the following unimolecular
reaction:
A −→B (2.4)
Since there is only one reactant, this reaction is of ﬁrst order with respect to A. The rate or




or v = d [B ]
dt
. (2.5)
In this ﬁrst order reaction, the rate is proportional to the concentration of reactant:
v = k[A], (2.6)
where k is the rate constant. In enzymatic reactions, the reactant is called substrate (S) and it
is converted into a product (P):
S
Enzyme−−−−−−−→ P , where v =−d [S]
dt
or v = d [P ]
dt
. (2.7)
As the reaction progresses, the rate of reaction towards products competes with the rate of
reaction towards substrate, until equilibrium is reached. At this point the rates become equal.
The rate equation for an enzyme-catalysed reaction with one substrate is only the same as the
rate equation for the simple non-enzymatic reaction, when the concentration of substrate









Figure 2.12 – Graphic representation of the Michaelis-Menten equation, which describes the
kinetics of an enzyme. v0: initial reaction rate, [S]: substrate concentration, Vmax: maximum
speed of reaction, KM: Michaelis-Menten constant.
special case is very restrictive and does not apply to biological systems. Enzyme kinetics can
be studied when the concentration of the substrate is in excess compare to the concentration
of the enzyme. Under this scenario, the rate reaction is called to be zero with respect to the
substrate and any change in concentration will not affect the rate of the reaction. The model
of an enzymatic reaction includes the formation of a substrate-enzyme complex:
E +S k−−−−
k−1
ES → E +P (2.8)
At [S] >>[E], all the active sites of the enzyme are bound to substrate forming ES complexes.
The rate of reaction does not depend on the concentration of substrate but on the enzyme
concentration. In this case, the zero-order rate constant is the maximum speed of reaction,
or Vmax. Additionally, it is assumed that the disintegration of the ES leading to the product
complex is irreversible. However, at concentrations of substrate or enzyme that are not
saturating, another equation is needed to describe the kinetics of the reaction. The Michaelis-
Menten equation describes a system where the initial rate of reaction is limited to the initial
reaction rate v0, avoiding the effect of products accumulating in the medium and undergoing
the inverse reaction. The Michaelis-Menten equation is
v0 = Vmax [S]
KM + [S]
(2.9)
where KM is a rate constant incorporating all the enzymatic constants for ES and P formation:
k1, k-1 and k2 and it is equal to the concentration of substrate at half saturation of the enzyme.
KM is a ratio between the ES breakdown to S or P and the rate of ES formation and describes
the dependence of v0 on [S] and the slope of the curve v0 vs [S]. Graphically, it can be also
noticed that KM is the concentration at
1
2Vmax (Figure 2.12).
KM is inversely related to the concentration of enzyme that is in complex with substrate.
The higher the KM, the lower the fraction of enzyme bound to substrate. KM describes the
dependence of v0 on S, and determines the slope of the Michaelis–Menten curve. The values
of v0 are obtained experimentally from different enzymatic assays maintaining [E] constant
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but changing [S]. To minimize the effect of ES converting into E and S (k-1), v0 is obtained from
the slope at a short reaction time, to avoid the accumulation of the product, usually only after
a few minutes of reaction, and in this limit the short-time rate is simply v0 = Δ[P ]/Δt .
2.1.4 Enzyme immobilization
Immobilization of enzymes is one of the most important factors towards a stable biosensor.
Different methods are known and widely used, varying in their degree of stability and speci-
ﬁcity of attachment. Adsorption, covalent bonding, encapsulation or entrapments are some
of the most common ways to immobilize enzymes (Figure 2.13).
Enzymes have been the target of efforts, initially to isolate them from their natural sources,
and furthermore to ﬁnd strategies to immobilize them. Enzyme immobilization aims at
maintaining its biocatalytic function when it is out of its natural environment. The objective
is to offer stability, mainly by conﬁnement in a protective environment. At the same time,
this conﬁnement offers the possibility to preserve the enzyme with the potential to be reused
several times.
Cross-linking of enzymes is a method consisting in the formation of enzyme aggregates by pre-
cipitationwith a consequent chemical crosslinking, normally by glutaraldehyde, a bifunctional
aldehyde crosslinker. This method does not require the use of a support, since the enzymes are
linked one to each other forming particles of several microns of size. Adsorption is a popular
method and very often reported as a means to immobilize enzymes due to its simplicity,
because previous functionalization of the support is not required85; however, the interactions
between the enzyme and supports are relatively weak, with leaching of the enzyme occurring
over time86. Ionic binding involves the interaction of organic groups with opposite charges
from the enzyme and the support. Positively charged amino acids like arginine, histidine, and
lysine or negatively charged amino acids such as aspartic and glutamic acid for example can
interact with carboxylic groups and amino groups from supports under speciﬁc pH ranges
(Figure 2.14). Metal binding is another way to immobilize enzymes involving the genetic
modiﬁcation of an enzyme by attaching a hist-tag (Figure 2.1) moiety (several histidine groups,
usually at the N- or C- end of the enzyme). By means of this modiﬁcation, metal ions can bind
to the enzyme as Ni2+, Zn2+, Cu2+. At the same time, the support needs to be functionalized
with chelating groups, being the most common nitriloacetic acid, andiminodiacetic acid or
resacetophenone87. Finally, the most stable method to immobilize enzymes is by covalent
bonding (Figure 2.14). Organic functionalities at the support’s surface are required, either
naturally present or incorporated by means of post-functionalization steps. Some of the
organic functionalities, which can participate in covalent bonding, are carbonates, aldehydes,
epoxides, azides, isocyanates, amino and carboxylic groups. From the enzyme counterpart,
amino acid residues containing carboxylic, amino, thiol or hydroxyl groups in the side chain
and available at the surface of the enzyme are candidates for covalent bonding88.
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Figure 2.13 – Most common strategies to immobilize enzymes.
Enzyme supports
The choice of a relevant support for enzyme immobilization requires the consideration of
several criteria, such as:
1. the mechanical stability of the support itself, which will protect the enzyme from denat-
uration
2. the surface functionalization and the available functional groups, which are important
for the coupling of the enzyme to the support
3. the chemical/microbial resistance, relevant for the long-term stability and reusability, if
required
4. the availability of raw materials for their synthesis and cost restrictions, which will
inﬂuence the decision regarding their industrialization
5. the surface area and accessibility, whichwill determine their ability to host large amounts
of enzymes
Different supports can serve as carriers to immobilize enzymes, both from inorganic and
organic nature. The choice of one over another depends strongly on the ﬁnal foreseen applica-
tion84;89–91.
Organic supports
Organic supports can occur naturally such as proteins (such as keratin, collagen, albumin,
and gelatin) and carbohydrates (such as dextrans, celluloses, alginates, carrageenans, starch,
agarose or chitosan)40;89;92. Some of these materials are commercially available as enzyme
supports. For example, Sephadex® and Sepharose® are products obtained from cross-linked
dextran and agarose respectively. With further chemical modiﬁcations (activations), these
materials can be used for covalent immobilization of enzymes. Alternatively, commercially
available and already activated matrices are accessible too, for example Afﬁ-Gel® (BioRad)
which consists of crosslinked agarose and a customized selection of functional groups attach
to it, depending on the target application93.
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Synthetic organic supports are diverse regarding their characteristics and they can be found
commercially as well. Polystyrene, polyacrylate, polyvinyls, polyamides, polypropylene and








































Figure 2.14 – Examples of enzyme immobilization schemes. A. Covalent immobilization
involving the bonding between a functional group (F) from the support (S), the enzyme (E)
and a linker (L) between enzyme and support. B. Ionic interactions between enzyme (E) and
support (S) with opposite charges.
Inorganic supports
Inorganic carriers (e.g. glass, silica, alumina, bentonite, hydroxyapatite, nickel/nickel oxide,
titania, zirconia, calcium carbonate) often show better mechanical properties, thermal sta-
bility, and resistance against microbial attack and organic solvents than organic supports.
Inorganic supports are also better known for their mechanical stability as compared to the
organic counterparts. However, for real applications, inorganic supports often require the
combination with organic compounds, which are important part of the biosensing scheme.
For example, inorganic supports are functionalized with organic functionalities, semiper-
meable polymer layers or with biological responsive components such as enzymes. This
combination of inorganic-organic materials with enzymes in the same system can lead to the
synthesis of suitable stimuli-responsive schemes with realistic applications95–97. The term
‘hybrid material’ has been coined for this kind of materials with both organic and inorganic
components on scale of less than 100 nm98.
Enzyme immobilization strategy
The criteria for a successful immobilization of an enzymemust take into account the character-
istics of the enzyme, the support and the immobilization conditions (Figure 2.15). Regarding
the characteristics of the enzyme, parameters such as size, isoelectric point, available func-









Figure 2.15 – Parameters to consider for a successful enzyme immobilization strategy.
the performance are important to evaluate. Some of these characteristics from the enzyme can
be coupled to the features from the support. For example, the surface functionalization can be
tailored to allow covalent binding between the available functional groups from the enzyme
and the support. At the same time, these organic functionalities at the surface can be tuned to
render the isoelectric point of the support compatible for the diffusion and immobilization of
the enzyme. Electrostatic adsorption of the enzyme at the surface of the support can be a chal-
lenge during the immobilization. Finally, the concentration of enzyme, the immobilization
medium chosen and the pH are factors that will inﬂuence the overall enzyme immobilization
process.
2.2 Synthesis of porous materials
2.2.1 Sol-gel chemistry for thin ﬁlm formation
Though nanostructured metal oxide and hybrid ﬁlms are used in a large number of industrial
applications, their design and preparation remain a challenge. Mesoporous silica ﬁlms are
known candidates for enzyme immobilization since they fulﬁll with the criteria listed before to
become enzyme supports. The possibility to synthesize large surface area ﬁlms (higher enzyme
loadings), with controlled pore size, thickness, well deﬁned pore geometry, homogeneous pore
distribution along the ﬁlms, together with their thermal and mechanical stability and their
biocompatibility are among the key features. Furthermore, the inner surface of silica ﬁlms can
be chemically modiﬁed with various functional groups to match the intrinsic characteristics
of the enzyme85. Sol-gel chemistry is a very ﬂexible approach for the synthesis of mesoporous
silica ﬁlms due to the availability of silica molecular precursors, the mild conditions for their
synthesis and the opportunity to design and tune the porosity by a versatile combination of
self-assembly principles and templating materials.
Sol-gel technology is a group of material synthesis processes starting from the formation of
metal oxide colloidal particles with sizes ranging between 1 to 1000 nm. Sol-gel processes
combine the control of the chemical composition of these colloidal particles at the molecular
level with the ability to cast them or shape them into different forms such as bulks, powders,
ﬁlms, and ﬁbers. The term sol-gel encloses then the formation of a colloidal suspension or sol
of solid particles in a liquid, in which the dispersed phase particles can grow into a continuous
solid network all along the liquid phase, forming a gel.
Sol-gel chemistry is the wet technique to prepare metal oxide materials from molecular
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Figure 2.16 – Casting techniques for sol-gel ﬁlms.
precursors. These precursors are involved in successive hydrolysis and condensation reactions
leading to the formation of an oxide network. The growth of the metal oxide structure is
assimilated to an inorganic polymerization. Starting from molecular precursors, sol-gel
chemistry offers the opportunity to synthesize metal oxide materials under mild conditions
in a solvent. Sol-gel casting processes enable the production of ﬁlms via dip-coating, spin-
coating, bar-coating, electrospinning, among others processes99 (Figure 2.16).
Metal salts and alkoxides are typical metal oxide molecular precursors. Metal salts are used
in water. Then, the oxidation state of the metal and the pH are predominant parameters
determining the chemical composition of the grown metal oxide species in solution. Metal
alkoxides are usually preferred precursors, since their reactivity towards water leading to metal
oxide species can be monitored by the appropriate choice of the solvent, the alkoxide groups,
and some additives and their relative concentrations.
The metal oxide network is formed by successive hydrolysis and condensation reactions from
metal alkoxide precursors. Metal alkoxide molecules, M(OR)n, R representing an alkyl group
and n being the oxidation state of the metal, ﬁrst react with water forming a hydroxyl group
M-OH (hydrolysis reaction). Then, hydroxyl groups react with alkoxide or hydroxyl groups to
form an oxide group between two metallic centers (condensation reaction).
Hydrolysis: M–OR + H2O −→M–OH + R–OH
Condensation: M–OH + XO–M −→M–O–M + XOH (X = H or R)
The coordination numbers (N) of transition metal in thermodynamically stable crystallo-
graphic forms of the metal oxide are normally larger than their oxidation state (z). Moreover,
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their electronegativity is lower, which make them prone to nucleophilic reactions. There-
fore, transition metal alkoxides have a very high reactivity towards water. Commercial metal
alkoxide ﬂasks are ﬁlled in under Argon or nitrogen. Once opened, the metal alkoxide instan-
taneously forms oxide species by reacting with humidity.
Silicon alkoxides are less reactive towards water than other metal alkoxides (Table 2.1). Indeed,
Silicon has a coordination number and an oxidation state of 4 in the alkoxide precursor and in
crystalline silicon oxide respectively, and it shows relatively low electrophilicity: the partial
charge of the silicon atom is lower than in transition metal atoms. Since N=z, coordination
expansion does not occur spontaneously as in the case of transition metals100. For these
reasons, they are not very reactive towards water. As a consequence, the addition of an acidic
or basic catalyst such as mineral acids and bases is usually needed.
Table 2.1 – Difference in reactivity of silicon alkoxides and transition metal alkoxides.
Alkoxide Electronegativity χ Partial charge Oxide Coordination number N N-z
Si(OPri)4 1.74 +0.32 SiO2 4 0
Ti(OPri)4 1.32 +0.60 TiO2 6 2
Zr(OPri)4 1.29 +0.64 ZrO2 7 3
Silica sols obtained under basic or acidic catalysis show remarkable differences; under basic
catalysis the hydrolyzed silica precursors will form dense particles, which will grow rapidly
to a size dependent on precursor concentration and temperature. Under acidic conditions,
the hydrolyzed silica precursors will form soft oligomers, which will eventually aggregate to
form polymeric networks instead (Figure 2.17). The exact mechanism was described by Iler101.
For the sake of the synthesis of porous silica ﬁlms by sol-gel chemistry following a templating








Figure 2.17 – Silica synthesis under basic or acidic catalysis. Under basic catalysis, spherical
colloidal particles are formed whereas polymer networks are favored under acidic catalysis.
Adapted from images published from Brinker et. al.100
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2.2.2 Synthesis of particles as enzyme supports
The biosensing concepts developed to form enzyme-loaded thin ﬁlms can be extended to
create enzyme-based biosensing microparticles, i.e. particles that respond optically to the
presence of lactate in a liquid medium. In order to form those biosensing particles, a particle
support will be needed onto which the enzyme can be immobilized, together with other
biomolecules such as cytochrome C. Therefore, in this section the preparation of microparti-
cles as supports for the formation of protein-based lactate probes will be brieﬂy reviewed.
Well-deﬁned metal salt microspheres have been described as supports for the formation
of polymer multilayer capsules102;103 and for the formation of protein microspheres104 by
Sukhorukov, Möhwald and coworkers. The general concept of these approaches is to perform
sequential adsorption of oppositely charged proteins or other polyelectrolytematerial onto the
surface of colloidal particles using Layer-by-Layer (LbL) adsorption102. If a pure protein-based
microparticle is desired, the following step comprises the dissolution of the core material.
Volodkin et al.104 demonstrated that monodisperse, uniform and spherical microparticles of a
therapeutic protein (insulin) can be fabricated by adsorbing protein on calcium carbonate
microparticles. The description and detailed characterization of the carbonate particles are
described in previous publications103;105–107. In particular, these particles are porous and such
porosity has been discussed and found favorable for loading with biomolecules107: average
pore diameters measured by nitrogen sorption and BET analysis were found to be around
35 nm, with maximum pore diameters up 80 nm103. More recent modiﬁcations involve the
formation of calcium carbonate microparticles with a radially grown backbone and pore
structure consisting of CaCO3 nanocrystals108; whereas the pore sizes in these particles are
very similar to the ones reported earlier by Sukhorukhov et al.103, the radially grown structure
of pores additionally facilitated the loading of organic molecules into the microparticles108.
Other materials to create particles as enzyme supports have been described as well, including
silica109, gold110, polymers (e.g. melamine)111. However, those alternatives usually encounter
several drawbacks, among them the size of the particle smaller than half micron. Moreover,
the most crucial drawback is the need of harsh conditions (organic solvents, or pH values
below 1.6) to remove the particles. In contrast, the carbonate particles that will be used in this
thesis can be dissolved under mild conditions, either at a weakly acidic pH value, or using
complexation agents such as EDTA106. As will be discussed in Chapter 6, this is a critical point
because proteins, which are a key element for the biosensing concept developed here, are
sensitive to the presence of acids or high salt concentrations, and protein denaturation needs
to be avoided.
2.2.3 Multi-scale porosity design
Porosity is a fundamental aspect for the materials used as enzyme supports for biosensing pur-
poses. It allows the immobilization and loading of higher amounts compared to non-porous
counterparts. The incorporation of pores with more than one length scale is considered ad-
vantageous in biosensing, both for enzyme loading and performance. A hierarchically porous
material can be deﬁned as a structure containing interconnected pores on different length
scales from micro- (<2 nm), meso- (2-50 nm) to macropores (>50 nm)112. The classiﬁcation
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of pores into these three pore scales is associated to transport mechanisms: micropores are
about the size of molecules and therefore the activated transport dominates. In mesopores,
the size of the pores is the same or smaller to the path length of molecules and thus Knudsen
diffusion and surface diffusion dictate the transport. Additionally, multilayer adsorption
of molecules and capillary condensation can contribute to the transportation of molecules.
Finally, in macropores the size of the pore is larger than the mean free path of molecules and
bulk diffusion and viscous ﬂow dominate113. By introducing a hierarchy of interconnected
cavities at different length scales, the surface-to-volume ratio can be dramatically increased
and the materials properties tailored accordingly. Such hierarchically porous systems have
received special attention in recent years112;114.
In a hierarchically porous material, all the pore scales have the potential to provide a speciﬁc
effect for a ﬁnal application: the microporosity controls the diffusion of molecules through
percolation paths thereby increasing sensitivity and faster response in sensing115. Likewise,
a material with interwoven meso- and macroporous structures can provide a high speciﬁc
surface area and more interaction sites via small pores, whereas the presence of additional
macropores can offer increased mass transport, increase storage volume and create easier
accessibility to the active sites through the material116. In addition, transport phenomena
of penetrating liquid media, as well as the diffusion of dispersed species, are fundamentally
altered compared to a uniform pore architecture117.
The procedure to design porosity can follow a bottom-up or a top-down approach. In a bottom-
up approach, different organic compounds are used as templating materials and a solid
framework is built up around them from metal oxide molecular precursors. The incorporation
of these organic compounds into a sol-gel matrix leads to the production of hybrid materials;
such organic compounds are also called porogenic sacriﬁcial agents. Their selective removal
after being casted can yield nanostructured porous ﬁlms, with a wide range of different pore
sizes and shapes, depending on the sacriﬁcial template used. In a top down approach, the
solid framework around pores is not synthesized from molecular precursors but pre-fabricated
nanoparticles, dispersed or in the form of powders (usually aggregated (nano)particles), are
used instead. In this method, the porosity is not only determined by the size and shape of the
templating materials used, but by the porosity from the particles themselves and the spaces
or cavities among them when casted. Different reviews on nanostructuration of materials by
different approaches have been reported and can be consulted for further information118–123.
Microporosity (pore diameter < 2 nm)
Microporous materials, such as zeolites, possess well-deﬁned crystallographic frameworks
at the molecular level. The micropores occurring in these materials are produced by the
utilization of molecules as directing agents, which after removal, notably by ﬁring, can yield to
a three dimensional network of pores. The micropores allow the diffusion of ions and small
molecules. However, if larger molecules need to be transported through the porosity of the
material, the incorporation of larger pores into the porous matrix are required.
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Mesoporosity (2 nm < pore diameter < 50 nm)
The next scale in porosity, the meso-scale, demands the use of templating materials with
larger sizes, i.e. molecular surfactants or block-copolymers, which self-organize producing
micelles. The sizes of these micelles are larger than the size of single molecules and can
therefore be used to structure larger pores. Using self-assembly principles to template struc-
tured metal oxide materials is consequently a highly ﬂexible and efﬁcient strategy to design
materials with an enormous variety of structural features. Ordered mesoporous materials by
surfactant-templating methods have dominated the ﬁrst years of research on this ﬁeld after
their discovery124. However, the pore size range achieved by these compounds is limited (< 10
nm in general).
Large mesoporous materials with pore sizes between 10-50 nm are somehow challenging from
the design and synthesis point of view. One of the main challenges concerns the limitation of
organic templates to produce large mesopores. The interest in large mesopores relies on their
use to allow the diffusion and immobilization of larger molecules, like enzymes, since these
biomolecules can have a size of several nanometers. Their diffusion and immobilization in
nanoporous ﬁlms can therefore be restricted. For instance, the crystallographic structure from
LOx revealed a 4-subunit macromolecule with unit cell sizes of 11.7 nm, 11.34 nm and 18.5 nm
at 90°angle each71. For this reason, the synthesis of large-mesopores in porous materials is
pertinent for enzyme immobilization. Alternatively to the templating method in the synthesis
of thin ﬁlms, the casting from powders can also produce mesopores and this procedure will be
explained in more detail in the following chapter.
Macroporosity (pore diameter > 50 nm)
Finally, the presence of macropores in porous media can enhance the mass transport, particu-
larly in biosensing. Different templating materials can be used to produce macropores: mi-
celles from large-molecular weight amphiphilic block copolymers, organic ﬁbers, emulsions,
and polymer particles, among others. Additionally, the combination of organic templating
materials for macropores with powders is an effective and versatile way to produce not only
macropores, but hierarchically nanostructured ﬁlms, as explored in the following chapters.
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2.3 Mass Transport in Enzyme-based Biosensor Systems
The conservation equation for mass transport of molecules in solution, including a reaction




where c is the molar concentration, D is the self diffusivity of the molecule in the solvent, Q is






∂z2 (in rectangular coordinates). This species balance is a partial differential
equation that can only be solved in a few special cases, but in general the concentration
c=f(x,y,z,t) as a function of time and space needs to be obtained by computational methods126.
For situations where diffusion occurs in combination with a heterogenous reaction, i.e. the
reaction takes place not in the ﬂuid, but at the surface of a catalyst particle or ﬁlm, the
reaction term in Eq. 2.10 is not included in the diffusion equation. In this case, the reaction is
instead given as a boundary condition at the surface. For the case of a liquid solution with a





and the reaction rate is included as a boundary condition at the solid surface as
r =−k ′′ncn (2.12)
where k ′′n is the rate constant and n is the order of the reaction. Here, y is the direction
orthogonal to the surface. y = 0 is taken as the limit of the ﬁlm of liquid with thickness L where
the reaction becomes important. Even with these simpliﬁcations, the solution is usually an
implicit equation for the concentration125. For the concentration at the catalytic surface, the



















is the Damköhler number84;128, which gives the ratio of the intrinsic rate of the reaction
velocity (k ′′ncn−1) to the rate of diffusion (D/L). A simpliﬁed special case of Eq. 2.13 is a ﬁrst
order surface reaction (reaction constant k ′′)127;128: then at the catalytic surface, Da = k ′′L/D,
and the and the surface concentration is c/c0 = (Da+1)−1.
For Da<<1, the time for mass transport is much shorter than the reaction time. In this case, the
reaction is not limited by transport through the medium to the surface. This means that the
reaction is kinetically limited (observed rate = intrinsic rate of the reaction). In contrast, for
Da >> 1, the time scale for mass transport through the medium to the catalyst takes is much
longer than the reaction time. In that case, the overall rate that is observed is controlled by
mass transfer (here: diffusion).
From the diffusivity and the concentration gradient, the diffusive ﬂux to or from the catalytic




For a spherical molecule in a Newtonian ﬂuid, D is related to the viscosity η and the sphere




where f = 6πηR is the drag coefﬁcient for a sphere, and kB = 1.3806488·10-23 J/K is Boltz-
mann’s constant. This expression will be used here for molecules in dilute solution. Related
expressions for non-spherical species are given in Truskey et al.84.
An important relation between the distance travelled by molecule in a certain time in space
(3D) is given by
< x2 >= 6Dt (2.17)
where <x2> is the mean square displacement (MSD, the square of the distance travelled
averaged over all molecules), i.e. the slope of <x2>/6 vs. t gives the diffusivity84.
For mass transport through pores and gel-like media, D needs to be replaced by an effective
diffusivity Deff. In both cases, the behavior is controlled by the ratio of the dimensions of the
molecule and a characteristic length scale of the pore (i.e. the pore diameter) or the polymer
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network (i. e. free path length in a polymer gel network). Both these cases will be relevant in
the following chapters for the following situations:
1. transport of the enzyme to the silica surface of the porous ﬁlm during immobilization;
we assume that this transport occurs by diffusion, and we will assess how the enzyme-
to-pore ratio inﬂuences the process
2. transport of the substrate (L-lactate) and (optionally) the cofactor to the enzyme during
sensing experiments
3. transport of the product of the enzymatic reaction away from the enzyme
Note that the last step is very different for the two approaches of biosensing ﬁlms presented
in Chapters 5 and 6, respectively: in Chapter 5, the product formed (NAD+) diffuses away
from the ﬁlm to the bulk solution, where its concentration is detected optically. In contrast,
in Chapter 6 the immediate product of the enzyme reaction is hydrogen peroxide, which is
detected using co-immobilized cytochrome C inside the multilayer ﬁlm.
In comparison to dilute solutions, the observed values of D are lowered in media with a
structure, such as gels, pores, or tissues, and in suspensions or concentrated solutions. For
diffusion through liquid-ﬁlled pores, Anderson and Quinn129 and Paine and Scherr130 gave
numerical results for the drag coefﬁcient f = 6πηR ·κ, from which an effective diffusivity can
be calculated. κ(rm/rpore) is a factor that needs to be computed numerically. Figure 2.18
shows the numerical results for this factor κ. These values are based on the simpliﬁcation that
the molecule and particle is at the center of the pore, and that no additional ﬂow occurs.
For diffusion through polymer networks or hydrogels, hydrodynamic interactions between
the solute and the surrounding water (described by a factor F with values between 0 and 1)
and the steric exclusion due to the polymer network (described by another factor S) play a
role, resulting in a reduction of the diffusivity as compared to the free solution, Deff = D0· F S.
A summary of diffusivities of the molecules used in this thesis, including proteins, substrates
and reaction products, is given in Table 2.2.
Table 2.2 – Overview of diffusivities D and effective diffusivities Deff of the different species
used in this work in the relevant media at 25 °C. afrom Fu et al.131; bfrom Zare and Golabi132;
cfromRibeiro et al.133; dfromTruskey et al.84; eestimated from the Stokes-Einstein relationship
with the dimensions from Figure 2.3.
Molecule Medium Diffusivity (m2/s)
H2O2a water D = 1.0 · 10−9
NADHb water D = 3.24 · 10−10
lactatec water D = 9.70 · 10−10
lactate plasma Deff = 8.87 · 10−10
lactate cartilage Deff = 8.93 · 10−11
Lactate dehydrogenased water D = 4.99 · 10−10
Lactate oxidasee water D = 4.4 · 10−10
Horseradish peroxidasee water D = 1.6 · 10−9
Cytochrome Ce water D = 5.8 · 10−9
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Figure 2.18 – Plot of the correction factor κ for diffusion through a liquid-ﬁlled pore from
data by Paine and Scherr130 as a function of the ratio of the molecule size to the pore size
λ= rm/rpore . The effective diffusivity Deff = kBT / f for a molecule with radius rm in a pore
with radius rpore can then be obtained with the corrected friction factor f = 6πηR ·κ .
Most of the common formulations formass conservation do not take into account the different
time scale of diffusion as a function of porosity in porous media134. In such systems, the
restricted diffusion paths of species deviate from straight lines. Instead they follow trajectories
which vary depending on the total porosity, pore size and degree of connectivity between
pores in the material. A way to represent the role of these porosity effects in diffusion is to
scale the diffusion coefﬁcient with tortuosity135. Tortuosity is the squared ratio of the shortest
pathway between two points through connected pores to the straight-line between two points







Various theoretical and empirical relationships between porosity  and τ are found in the
literature obtained for different porous media137;138 Typically used correlations include the
ones proposed by Mackie and Meares139, Wakao and Smith140 and Suzuki and Smith141 in









Although only empirical approximations, they all represent an increase in tortuosity with a
decrease in the porosity142. The inﬂuence of tortuosity also depends on the time of observation
and on the actual dimensions of the material: for very thin slices of material, or for short
experimental times, the inﬂuence of toruosity decreases (see Figure 2.19: if points A and B
are very close, e.g. within the distance of a typical pore diameter, there are only direct paths
between them) . This effect will also be pointed out in the thin ﬁlm studies in Chapter 5.
A
B
Figure 2.19 – Schematic representation of tortuosity84. Red: direct path between A and B with




3 Controlling Mesopore Size and Pro-
cessability of Transparent Enzyme-
Loaded Silica Films for Biosensing
Applications
This chapter is dedicated to the design, synthesis and characterization of enzyme-loaded
silica ﬁlms using a bottom-up approach based on sol–gel chemistry with pore templates
formed by block copolymer micelles. Silica-based nanoporous thin ﬁlms including large
mesopores are relevant as enzyme supports for applications in biosensing. The diﬀusion
and immobilization of large biomolecules such as enzymes in such porous ﬁlms require the
presence of large mesopores. Creating such morphologies based on a bottom-up synthesis using
colloidal templates is a challenge in view of the combination of desired material properties
and the robustness of the casting process for the fabrication of thin ﬁlms. Here a strategy
to reproducibly synthesize transparent porous silica thin ﬁlms with submicrometer thickness
and homogeneously distributed porosity is presented. For this purpose, polystyrene-poly-
2-vinylpyridine (PS-P2VP) amphiphilic block copolymers are used as porogenic templates.
Low-chain alcohols are employed as both selective solvents for the P2VP blocks and reaction
media for silica synthesis. Rheology measurements reveal a strong inﬂuence of the block
copolymer length on the behavior of PS-P2VP micelles in suspension. The pore distribution
and accessibility into the ﬁlm are controlled by adjusting the silica to block copolymer weight
ratio. The solvent choice is shown to control not only the micelle size and the generated
pore morphology but also the structural homogeneity of the ﬁlms. Finally, the suitability of
the synthesized ﬁlms as supports for enzymes is tested using a model enzyme, horseradish
peroxidase EC 1.11.1.7. Our approach is innovative, robust, and reproducible and provides a
convenient alternative to synthesize large mesopores up to small macropores (20–100 nm) in
nanostructured thin ﬁlms with applications in biosensing and functional coatings.a
aThis chapter was published as:
O. Pérez-Anguiano, B. Wenger, R. Pugin, H. Hofmann, E. Scolan, ACS Applied Materials & Interfaces, 2015, 7,
2960–2971. DOI: 10.1021/am508630c. All experimental work was performed entirely by the PhD candidate. Prof.
Peter Fischer (ETH Zürich) is acknowledged for his help with preliminary experiments with rheology.
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3.1 Introduction
Sol–gel derived thin ﬁlms with controlled pore structures are materials which ﬁnd applications
as diverse as biosensing, drug delivery, catalysis, or solar cells143–150. Whereas their use and
versatility for the mentioned applications has been shown, the control of homogeneity and
pore size during their synthesis remains a challenge in particular for the upper end of themeso-
porous size range (10-50nm).Larger pore sizes are desirable whenever these pores are aimed
to host relatively large species such as proteins (e.g., enzymes) and to enable their diffusion
through the porous medium. The large mesopore-size range is therefore of speciﬁc relevance
to applications in the ﬁelds of biosensing, biomedical engineering151, or drug delivery152.
Several methods have been explored to generate pores in sol–gel materials, from bubbling,153
phase separation,154–156 emulsion templating,157 and nanopowder deposition158 to the em-
bedding of sacriﬁcial organic templates.159;160 Our goal here is the development of robust
procedures to design and master adequate templating approaches to produce mesoporous
ﬁlms in the 20-100 nm size range.
Since the ﬁrst report on the synthesis of ordered surfactant-templated mesoporous materi-
als124, numerous templating strategies to tailor themesoporosity have been explored122;123;161;162.
Templating materials, e. g. molecular surfactants or block-copolymers (BCP), micro emul-
sions,163 etc., self-organize onto large size 3D structures (e.g., micelles). Simultaneously,
sol–gel chemistry is used to build a metal oxide framework around them. Using self-assembly
principles to template nanostructured metal oxide materials is therefore a highly ﬂexible and
efﬁcient strategy to design materials with an enormous variety of structural features.
Pluronic®-like block copolymers are based on polyethylene oxide (PEO, hydrophilic block)
and polypropylene oxide (PPO, hydrophobic block) at different ratios and form stable micelles
in solution. Therefore, they have been extensively used as directing agents for the design of
porous materials; however, the range of pore sizes that can be obtained from them is rather
limited to small mesopores, usually smaller than 12 nm.164 This limitation is mainly due to
the low HLB (hydrophilic-hydrophobic balance) between the PEO and PPO blocks and the
limited size of the PPO block (70 units) in the available Pluronic®block copolymers.
Attempts to form larger pores have been explored. Organic compounds such as 1,3,5-trimethyl-
benzene (TMB) have been used to increase the micelle size of these polymers, acting as
cosurfactants165–168. Recently it has been shown that this method can be optimized by careful
selection of the swelling compound, based on its capability to be solubilized within the micelle,
achieving a pore size up to 37 nm.150. Nevertheless, the resulting materials suffer from the
lack of homogeneity in porosity, the poor control over the pore shape, and the toxicity issues
linked to the use of TMB.
Supercritical CO2 has been also used as swelling agent of pluronic®-based micelles, avoiding
the use of toxic organic compounds. However this synthesis is time-consuming (processing
times of several days), is performed in stainless steel chambers at high pressure, and leads to
bulk materials. This approach is therefore not adapted to the synthesis of porous ﬁlms169.
Hydrothermal/solvothermal synthesis is yet another commonly reported procedure based
on the effect of high pressure and cosolvents to produce large mesopores from 10 to 30
nm159;170;171; however, this approach is commonly only suitable to produce bulk materials
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and the pore size reproducibility is poor172;173.
Highly amphiphilic block copolymers have now emerged as versatile templating materials for
the synthesis ofmesoporous structures with controllable pore size, pore symmetry, and diverse
chemical compositions. Hydrophilic segments such as PEO, P2VP or poly(4-vinylpyridine)
(P4VP), and hydrophobic segments such as PS, polyisoprene (PI), polybutadiene (PB) and
polyacrylonitrile (PAN) are examples of polymer blocks. Recently, Deng et al.164reviewed
the synthesis of large mesoporous silica and metal oxides using highly amphiphilic block
copolymers. According to the authors, chemical compositions, block sequences, molecular
weights, and volume fractions of these templating materials can be designed, offering the
possibility to be used as templates for the creation of novel mesoporous materials. Moreover,
these copolymers can assemble into micelles of larger size compared to the pluronic types and
thus are suitable to direct the organization of presynthesized nanocrystals without destruction
of the mesostructures. The monitoring of these parameters leads to the synthesis of larger and
more stable pores in the range of 10–50 nm with thicker pore walls. Nevertheless, controlling
the morphologies in the large mesopore size range remains challenging, mostly because block
copolymers with large molecular weights and high dispersibility are needed. Furthermore,
methods enabling micelle formation along with the syntheses of metal oxide frameworks are
also essential, in particular for the preparation of mesoporous coatings.
Reports about the utilization of highly amphiiphilic block copolymers as templates in the
synthesis of porous ﬁlms mostly rely on evaporation induced self-assembly (EISA), a common
strategy for the nanostructuration of ﬁlms174;175. In EISA, concentrations of block copolymers
below their critical micelle concentration (CMC) are used. As the solvent evaporates, the
template concentration increases, forming micelles.
Templating micelles self-organize with metal oxide precursors into highly ordered and in-
terconnected structures. However, at diluted concentration of polymers, the thickness of
the ﬁlms obtained by this method is limited. Therefore, we propose an innovative approach
to produce mesoporous ﬁlms based on PS-P2VP block copolymer already organized into
spherical micelles in a solvent suitable with the sol–gel synthesis of silica oligomers. Thus, the
formation of stable and miscible sols of silica precursors and PS-P2VP micelles is the challenge
to address.
In this work, we use PS-P2VP block copolymers as templating materials for the synthesis of
nanoporous silica ﬁlms with large mesopores up to small macropores (20–100 nm). More
speciﬁcally, we established the relationship between the raw material features, the process
parameters, and the resulting pore morphology after casting. The raw materials character-
istics include BCP block lengths and ratios, solvent, and silica sol precursors. The process
parameters comprise the one/two-pot method, the formulation content (e.g., silica to BCP
ratio), the spinning speed, and the annealing procedure. In a ﬁrst attempt to synthesize
mesoporous ﬁlms using PS-P2VP micelles as templates, a one-pot procedure was carried out,
mixing molecular silica precursors and micelles at once: silica particles were obtained due
to the basicity of the P2VP blocks. Consequently, the conditions to obtain highly homoge-
neous porosity in submicrometer-thick ﬁlms with accessible and interconnected pores in a
two-step procedure are described. Finally, the assessment of these ﬁlms as enzyme supports
was evaluated following the activity of immobilized HRP in different ﬁlm structures, proving
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the suitability of the as-synthesized ﬁlms in applications such as enzyme-based biosensing.
3.2 Experimental section: materials and methods
3.2.1 Materials
PS-P2VP block copolymers were purchased from Polymer Source Inc. (Canada). Any other
chemical used in this work was obtained from Sigma Aldrich and used as received.
3.2.2 Micellar suspensions
4 mL glass vials covered with screw caps and PTFE seals were used. PS-P2VP with different
molecular weights were weighed and dissolved in ethanol or 1-butanol at a concentration of
50 mg/mL. Heating at 70°C (ethanol) or 95°C (1-butanol) was necessary to get homogeneous
dispersions. For the largest BCP, sonication was needed to induce micellization. The suspen-
sions became translucid when micelles were formed. The micellar suspensions were stable
for months.
3.2.3 Sol–gel formulation and ﬁlm deposition
Silica was synthesized under acidic catalysis. In a standard procedure, given amounts of
TEOS, water and hydrochloric acid (HCl) 1M were added to the solvent (ethanol or 1-butanol)
at a molar ratio of 1:4:0.02:42, respectively, and stirred at room temperature (20°C) for 2 h.
Micelle suspensions and silica sol aliquots from the previous sol were mixed under magnetic
stirring to obtain different suspensions with speciﬁc weight ratios of silica–PS–P2VP. The silica-
micelle suspension was then spin coated onto borosilicate glass slides (previously cleaned
and activated by O2 plasma treatment) at different speeds for 60 s. Then the samples were
heat treated in an air furnace at 550°C for 20 min.
3.2.4 Micelle size measurements
Atomic Force Microscopy (AFM, Dimension Icon with ScanAsyst, Bruker): Micellar suspensions
of 1-2 mg/mL were prepared from 50 mg/mL suspensions and spin coated onto glass slides.
Measurements were performed on these ﬁlms (tapping mode).
Dynamic Light Scattering (DLS): Dilutions from 50 mg/mL micellar suspensions are prepared
and measured by DLS (Zeta PALs, Brookhaven Instruments).
Transmission Electron Microscopy (TEM, Philips/FEI CM12): A drop of 2 mg/mL micellar
suspension was poured onto copper grids and dried in a laboratory hood. Once dried, the
grids were placed in a closed vial containing iodine for 30 minutes at 40°C.
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3.2.5 Rheology
Steady and oscillatory shear rheology was performed using a Physica MCR rheometer (Anton
Paar, Germany) with a cone/plate geometry. The ﬁxture was completely enclosed during the
measurements, and the solvent trap was ﬁlled with the appropriate solvent.
3.2.6 Nanostructure characterization
Silica porous ﬁlms were observed by Scanning Electron Microscopy, SEM (XL30 ESEM-FEG,
Philips). Thickness values were obtained from cross-section images.
3.2.7 Post-functionalization
Silica porous ﬁlms were placed into a desiccator and in an oven for 2h at 120°C. 100 μL (3-
Aminopropyl)triethoxysilane (APTES) was poured in a bottom half of a glass Petri dish equally
dried for 2h. Vacuum was applied until the silane was fully evaporated. After 2 hours, the ﬁlms
were taken from the desiccator and placed in an oven at 120°C for 10 minutes. No further
rinsing was performed.
3.2.8 Estimation of available amino groups
The characterization of post-functionalized ﬁlms with APTES was performed by a method
proposed by Coussot et al.176. Brieﬂy, the functionalized ﬁlms were immersed in a staining
solution containing excess of Commassie brilliant blue G (CBB) at acidic pH. After immersion,
the ﬁlmswere rinsedwith the same solutionwithout dye to remove the excess of non-adsorbed
dye. The amine functions are recycled by desorbing the dye with an alkaline buffer. The
amount of dye desorbed is quantiﬁed colorimetrically; the concentration is obtained using a
calibration curve for CBB by comparing the absorbance intensity at λmax of 611 nm.
3.2.9 Enzyme immobilization and enzymatic activity
Films post-functionalized with APTES were dipped in a solution of glutaraldehyde (Sigma-
Aldrirch) at 5% (v/v) in a phosphate buffer 0.01M at pH 7 for 10 minutes. Then, they were
thoroughly rinsed with deionized water. Glutaraldehyde-modiﬁed ﬁlms were then dipped for
2h in a horseradish peroxidase EC 1.1.11.7 solution (Sigma-Aldrich) at 10 μg/mL prepared
in deionized water. The enzyme-functionalized ﬁlms are rinsed thoroughly with phosphate
buffered saline Tween (PBST, Sigma-Aldrich), phosphate buffered saline (PBS, Sigma-Aldrich),
and deionized water and ﬁnally dried with compressed air. Enzymatic activity tests are
based on the ability of HRP to oxidize 3,3’,5,5’-tetramethylbenzidine (TMB) in the presence of
hydrogen peroxide. HRP-loaded ﬁlms were placed in a 24-multiwell plate and a given volume
of TMB solution (Sigma-Aldrich) was poured into each well containing a ﬁlm and let to react
in darkness for 30 minutes. Absorbance in the wells was then directly measured at 650 nm
using a microplate reader (TECAN®inﬁnite M200). Subsequently, the ﬁlms were removed
and sulfuric acid 0.5 M was then added to each well; absorbance is measured at 450 nm after
2 min. A calibration curve is built for known amounts of HRP in solution with TMB, just as
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described for the enzymatic test. The HRP concentrations calculated for the ﬁlms using this
curve correspond to apparent concentrations of HRP in solution.
3.3 Results and discussion
3.3.1 Synthesis of silica sol
The silica sol synthesized under acidic conditions following the molar ratios reported in the
experimental section was transparent. Besides, the sol showed good stability after several
months of preparation: the solution remained transparent with no evidence of precipitation
and gelation. Additionally, the synthesized ﬁlms using this sol showed the same characteristics
independently of the time of preparation. Nevertheless, for comparative studies, the sol was
always used 2 h after adding the catalyst (hydrochloric acid).
3.3.2 Formation and characterization of block-copolymer micelles as pore tem-
plates
To deﬁne the pore structures in the ﬁnal inorganic ﬁlms, careful control of the initial poro-
genic templates was necessary. The aim at this stage was to obtain a stable dispersion of
homogeneous spherical micelles of PS-P2VP in a solvent compatible with the silica sol.
Whereas the use of selective solvents for the PS block are widely found in the literature177–179,
no reports could be found regarding the formation of micelles in selective solvents (aliphatic
alcohols) for the P2VP block. This is the ﬁrst report where a study of micelle formation
and characterization is made using selective solvents for the P2VP block. Therefore, we
ﬁrst investigated the relationship between the molecular weight of different BCP, the solvent
parameters, and the resulting micelles, focusing on the formation of uniform, spherical
micelles suitable to synthesize pores of 20-100 nm in diameter. The molecular weights of the
PS-P2VP block copolymers studied are summarized in Table 3.1.
Table 3.1 – Overview of the PS–P2VP block copolymers used to form micellar pore templates
Sample PS block size, kg/mol P2VP block size, kg/mol P2VP/PS
1 13,5 24 1.77
2 25.5 23.5 0.92
3 28 36 1.28
4 102 97 0.95
5 190 190 1.00
PS-P2VP solubility in ethanol and 1-butanol
According to the available information, PS-P2VP micelles can be prepared in methyl ethyl
ketone180, toluene177, dimethylformamide181, tetrahydrofuran182, chloroform, methanol and
ethanol, the last two depending on the polymer composition. No information was found
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regarding the solubilization of PS-P2VP in 1-butanol. From the few options of short-chain
aliphatic alcohols used to prepare PS-P2VP micelles, ethanol and 1-butanol were chosen,
mainly because they are adequate with the synthesis of silica183 and less toxic compared
to methanol. P2VP is dispersible in low-aliphatic chain alcohols and other polar solvents
except water, increasing solubility from shorter to longer aliphatic chain (Table 3.2). However,
polystyrene is not soluble in any of these solvents, hence ethanol and 1-butanol are selective
solvents for the P2VP block. In previous reports dealing with the nanostructuration of materi-
als using PS-P2VP, the followed strategy consisted in either the selection of selective solvents
for the PS block177;178 or the use of good solvents for both blocks, relying on EISA.181 The
explanation about the different solubility behavior and the resulting micelle size of PS-P2VP in
ethanol and 1-butanol can be explained theoretically from the available data of Flory-Huggins
interaction parameters for these systems.
Table 3.2 – Solubility data for P2VP at 25◦C (Mw = 300.8 kg/mol and Mw/Mn = 2.32)184




In this work, PS-P2VP of low molecular weights were readily solubilized at room temperature
in ethanol, forming micelles by magnetic stirring; however, the dispersion and micellization
in butanol does not take place as rapidly. Interestingly, at higher temperature (i.e. 95°C),
1-butanol promotes a faster solubilization of the block copolymer compared to ethanol. This
behavior can be quantify with the Flory-Huggins interaction parameterχ. This parametermea-
sures the interaction in thermal energy units of the polymer chains and the solvent molecules.
The critical value of χ for the miscibility of a polymer in a solvent is 0.5 (theta temperature).
For values of χ greater than 0.5, the polymer will not be soluble in the solvent185). The χ
values for P2VP reported by Arichi et al.184;186;187 (Table 3.2) fully support the observations
made here; both ethanol and 1-butanol showed values lower than 0.5. The value for 1-butanol
(0.445) is slightly smaller as compared to ethanol (0.473); in other words, 1- butanol is a better
solvent for P2VP than ethanol at room temperature. However, this does not coincide with our
observations with ethanol. This result may ge explained by the Flory-Huggins parameters
of the PS blocks. Flory-Huggins parameter values188 χ in aliphatic alcohols decrease with
increasing temperatures (see Table 3.3) and with the number of carbons from methanol to
hexanol. Therefore, even if polystyrene will not be miscible in 1-butanol at high temperature,
smaller PS-P2VP micelle sizes under the experimental conditions used in this work could be
expected when 1-butanol is used as a solvent (lower aggregation number) as compared to
ethanol.
P2VP is a weak base and the solubility of P2VP is therefore due to the formation of hydrogen
bonding190. Arichi et al.184;186;187;191 observed higher than expected values for the intrinsic
viscosity of P2VP in different aliphatic alcohols, which is due to hydrogen bonding between
pyridine and alcohol moieties. Larger molecular weight PS-P2VP block copolymers would
dissolve faster in 1-butanol at high temperature, where the contribution of the solvent quality
of 1-butanol for polystyrene could play a role over the instable hydrogen bonding at higher
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Table 3.3 – Flory–Huggins parameters of ethanol and 1-butanol with respect to polystyrene;
average molecular weight 129.7 kg/mol188;189
Solvent Flory-Huggins parameter, χ
Ethanol 1.75, 75◦C
1-Butanol 1.20, 95◦C 1.44 ,75◦C
temperatures190.
From this ﬁrst theoretical description about solubility of PS-P2VP in aliphatic alcohols and
the ﬁrst qualitative dissolution tests performed over the different PS-P2VP block copolymers
listed in Table 3.1, a clear difference in solubility and viscosities were observed, particularly
depending on the P2VP/PS length ratio. First, block copolymers with larger PS blocks than
the P2VP counterparts were soluble in neither ethanol nor 1-butanol. Second, suspensions of
block copolymers with larger P2VP blocks than the PS counterparts were qualitatively more
viscous than those with symmetrical blocks. From these observations, and as a ﬁrst step in the
characterization of this behavior from micelle suspensions with different block compositions,
a rheological study of these systems is proposed.
Rheology of PS-P2VP micelle suspensions
As a ﬁrst investigation towards the preparation of stable silica-micelle suspensions, the rhe-
ological properties of the micelle suspensions were studied. These mixed dispersions are
then intended to be deposited by spin coating. By spin coating a PS-P2VP dispersion on a ﬂat
substrate, a free surface ﬂow is created, where the sample is only in contact with one solid
surface formed by the rotating support. Because the upper surface is free, the overall shear
rate within the sample is expected to be small192;193. In contrast, the rheometry experiments
are always performed with the samples conﬁned between two solid surfaces. Therefore, the
more useful parameter to understand the behavior of the sample is not the shear rate, but the
shear stress: it directly inﬂuences the force balance of the ﬂuid ﬁlm, which is determined by an
interplay of centrifugal forces created by the spinning disk and the shear stress.
Figure 3.1 presents the viscosity of samples 1, 2, and 3 as a function of the shear stress. The
viscosity of the micelles suspension for asymmetric block copolymers (P2VP/PS >1) was
considerably higher compared to other suspensions from almost symmetric block copolymers
(P2VP/PS ≈ 1), as shown in the rheology measurements (Figures 3.1 and 3.2). The viscosity of
sample 2 effectively does not depend on shear stress (or shear rate). The dispersion viscosity is
slightly higher as compared to the pure solvent (4 vs 1 mPa·s), but the Newtonian behaviour of
sample 2 is retained throughout the entire range of shear stresses and rates. However, samples
1 with P2VP/PS of 1.77 shows a shear-thinning behaviour with a very high viscosity at low
shear rates.
The solvation of P2VP chains in sample 1 not only increases the viscosity of the micelles
suspension, but also causes formation of a gel-type material with a yield stress and viscoplastic
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P2VP/PS= 1.77 unstable flow
Ethanol
Figure 3.1 – Flow curves of PS-P2VP micellar suspensions in ethanol. Newtonian behavior is
observed for symmetrical PS-P2VP (sample 2, squares) block copolymerwhereas asymmetrical
blocks (sample 1, triangles; sample 3, circles) show a shear thinning behavior. Unstable ﬂow is
shown for highly asymmetrical block copolymer around 10 Pa.
ﬂow behavior (Figure 2). In this ﬁgure, the predominantly viscous behavior of sample P2VP/PS
= 0.92 is observed, whereas sample P2VP/PS = 1.77 shows a typical gel-like behavior at low
strain amplitudes, where the elastic modulus dominates. The linear viscoelastic behavior is
limited to small deformations (<1%), with a cross over of the moduli at a deformation around
7%. Above this point the viscous modulus dominates, indicating the transition from a gel-like
to a viscous liquid. This drop in the elastic modulus is observed more clearly when plotting
the storage (elastic) modulus vs. shear stress (inset graph, ﬁgure 2), conﬁrming the point
where the gel yields at a stress value around 10 Pa. The critical level of the stress is virtually
identical to the value found in the steady ﬂow curve at the point where the viscosity increases
dramatically.
In conclusion, the non-Newtonian rheological behavior of the asymmetric block copolymers
with larger P2VP blocks will strongly affect the ﬁlm casting: even at the highest rotation rate of
6000 rpm (corresponding to an angular velocity of 628.3 rad/s), the block copolymer mixture
does not ﬂow during spin coating (test performed, data not shown). This undesirable ﬂow
behavior is represented by the onset of viscoplasticity in the rheology data as the asymmetry
of the block copolymer increases. In controlled shear rate experiments, where the sample
is forced to ﬂow, unstable, non-monotonic ﬂow behavior is observed194;195 (Figure 3.1); in
stress-controlled experiments, the sample simply does not ﬂow below a stress of around 10 Pa
in the example shown in Figure 3.2. Therefore, the individual blocks are chosen with identical
molecular weights (P2VP/PS = 1.0 ± 0.1) and according to their ability to form micelles with a
size range close to the targeted pore size.
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Figure 3.2 – Limiting cases of rheological behavior of the block copolymer templates: Ampli-
tude sweep of samples PS/P2VP= 0.92 (red) and PS/P2VP= 1.77 (green) in ethanol. Sample
PS/P2VP= 1.77 behaves as a gel at small strain amplitudes. Sample PS/P2VP= 0.92 shows
purely viscous and linear ﬂow behavior. Inset graph: moduli plotted vs. shear stress, indicating
the linear viscoelastic regime up to stresses around 1 Pa and a dramatic drop in the elastic
modulus around 10 Pa, suggesting gel yielding.
Micelle size and morphology
To assess the effect of solvent on the micelle sizes, size measurements were performed by
DLS on the native micelle dispersions. Additionally, dilutions from these dispersions were
deposited onto copper grids and silicon wafers, and TEM and AFM size measurements, re-
spectively, were performed on the deposited micelles after solvent evaporation. The choice of
selective solvent for the P2VP block strongly inﬂuenced the micelle size and shape, as shown
in Table 3.4 and Figure 3.3. Independently of the measurement technique, the micelles of
PS-P2VP prepared in ethanol are larger than those prepared in 1-butanol. Additionally, the
micelle sizes obtained from DLS measurements showed higher values than those obtained
from the other two techniques: the DLS values correspond to the size of solvated micelles in
suspension. The values obtained from TEM and AFM reﬂect the size of the micelles in a dried
state.
Table 3.4 – Summary of size measurements for PS-P2VP block copolymer micelles in ethanol
and 1-butanol by different techniques.
Sample DLS (nm) TEM (nm) AFM (nm)
Ethanol Butanol Ethanol Butanol Ethanol Butanol
2 81±1 46±1 36 ±4 26±2 40±6 20±3
4 183±2 142±2 79±10 63±5 99 ±14 86 ±9
5 304±4 187±4 136±20 88±11 120±13 87±12
The micelle size is determined by the solvent capacity for each block, as explained by An-
tonietti et al.196. They found that the micelle size of PS-P4VP BCP in selective solvents for
polystyrene decreased with increasing solvent capacity for P4VP, the insoluble core. Consistent
with these observations, the same tendency is observed for PS-P2VP micelles in selective
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Figure 3.3 – TEM and AFM images of micelles of samples 2, 4 and 5 in descending order
prepared in: ethanol (left side of each set of images) and 1-butanol (right side). Image size of
AFM is 2 x 2 μm.
solvents for P2VP, where micelles sizes are smaller in 1-butanol, which is a better solvent for
PS. Lower PS-P2VP micelle sizes are therefore expected when 1-butanol is used as a solvent
(lower aggregation number) as compared to ethanol.
In addition, the size of the micelles also increased with the length of the nonsoluble block (PS)
as observed in Table 3.4 and Figure 3.3. Moreover, rod-like morphologies were observed in
both AFM and TEM images for ethanolic micelle suspensions. In contrast, micelles of PS-P2VP
prepared in 1-butanol are spherical and highly monodispersed in size.
In Figure 3.4, the relationship between the micelle diameter obtained by TEM and the micelle
core given by the PS block molecular weight of symmetrical block copolymer is presented. In
this graph, an almost linear relationship is observed between PS block length and micelle sizes
for suspensions prepared in ethanol. However, micelles prepared in 1-butanol showed smaller
sizes for PS-P2VP of 190 kg/mol. This result is due to the processing temperature difference
to produce micelles in ethanol (75°C) or 1-butanol (95°C) for sample 5. As shown in Table
3.3, the Flory-Huggins parameter of 1-butanol for PS at 95 °C is smaller than ethanol at 75 °C,
indicating a better solvent capability of 1-butanol at the experimental conditions followed in
this study. A better solvent for the core block results in smaller micelle sizes196.
Considering the micelle size and shape of PS-P2VP micelles dissolved in ethanol or 1-butanol,
a direct consequence in terms of pore sizes and morphologies can be expected after mixing
these suspensions with a silica sol. Either option seems suitable to synthesize porous silica
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Figure 3.4 – Micelle mean diameter (measured by TEM) as a function of the PS block molecular
weight in ethanol and 1-butanol.
ﬁlms within the aimed range of pore sizes (20-100 nm); however, dispersions of PS-P2VP
micelles in 1-butanol are more homogeneous in shape than those prepared in ethanol. For
this reason, in the following sections, only results concerning silica ﬁlms synthesized from
micelles prepared in 1-butanol are discussed. However, silica ﬁlms were synthesized from
ethanolic formulations (data not shown) and a qualitative comparison is made in the following
sections to emphasize the choice of 1-butanol over ethanol for ﬁlm synthesis.
3.3.3 Formulation of silica-PS-P2VP mixtures
A one-pot procedure to synthesize porous silica ﬁlms was ﬁrst attempted, resulting in the
synthesis of silica particles. A possible explanation for these results lies in the participation
of pyridine groups present at outer surface of PS-P2VP micelles in hydrolysis/ condensation
reactions with silica species. Previous work by Yamauchi et al.197–201demonstrated the inter-
action of inorganic species from silica and titania with the P2VP block from micelles formed
by triblock copolymers PS–P2VP–PEO. In their studies, fully protonated micelles reduced their
size measured by DLS after addition of metal alkoxides under acidic catalysis. The reduction in
size was associated with the neutralization of fully protonated pyridine groups from the P2VP
block, leading to reduced electrostatic repulsion between them. In addition, the formation of
a silica wall around P2VP was further characterized by zeta potential measurements, before
and after addition of TEOS, revealing a signiﬁcant decrease from 35 to 5 mV.198 Taking into
account our own ﬁndings and the reported observations from similar systems, in this work a
two-step procedure was proposed, preparing in parallel a silica sol and a micelle suspension
and mixing them before casting to avoid silica particle formation. In this process, the micelles
are considered stable during the pore formation. In a strict sense, there is an equilibrium
in the self-assembly process between the micelle and the surroundining medium; however
and according to Nagaran202, the micelles are "frozen" in a kinetic sense if one block of the
copolymer has a high enough transition temperature or large enough hydrophobicity, so as to
cause a large activation energy barrier for molecular exchange. This is the case of PS, which is
hydrophobic and after micelle preparation becomes glassy, thus rendering the micelle frozen.
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Effect of silica to polymer ratio
The silica moieties in the sol form the solid framework and pore walls in the ﬁnal ﬁlms.
Therefore, the ratio between the porogenic species (PS-P2VP blocks) and the silica precursors
is expected to inﬂuence the porous structure of the resulting ﬁlms. Ratios of silica to PS-P2VP
in weight were varied from 0.33 to 1.33 (Figure 3.5). The impact of this ratio on the porous
structure was assessed by SEM. At low silica content (ratio 0.33), open pores can be observed;
nevertheless, their structures are not well deﬁned and the silica framework is fractured. Images
from ratios of 0.66 to 0.83 show a well-deﬁned nanostructure: open porosity from the surface
and no fractures. Due to the lack of silica, micelles have probably merged due to very thin
silica walls, leading to the formation of larger pores. Images of ﬁlms prepared with radii from
0.66 to 0.83 show a well-deﬁned nanostructure: open porosity from the surface and no fracture
of the silica framework. The pore wall increases when increasing the silica content. Finally, at
a ratio of 1.33, the silica content is too large, so that only a few pores are open from the surface
and most of the pores are probably closed.
Figure 3.5 – Silica thin ﬁlm nanostructures obtained from PS-P2VP micelle templating. From
top set to bottom: samples 2, 4 & 5. Numbers at the top of each column indicate the silica to
polymer mass ratio. Scale bar: 200 nm.
The image analysis from top view SEM pictures reveals large mesopores and small macropores,
ranging from 20 to 90 nm in diameter for samples 2,4 and 5 (Figure 3.6). This result conﬁrms
the choice of block copolymer sizes and the selection of 1-butanol as solvent. Moreover,
the pore size distribution in relatively narrow, as the initial micelle size dispersion. The size
distribution becomes wider with the molecular weight of the block copolymer (Figure 3.6). A
deviation from linearity in pore size diameter can be observed in Figure 3.7 where the micelle
size diameters by TEM are compared to the pore sizes observed by SEM. For bigger block
copolymer micelles, the variation in size for micelles and resulting pores is bigger compared to
smaller block copolymers. Considering spherical micelles and assuming equal volumes for the
core and the corona, the following relation is obtained (Figure 3.8): Vs =V −Vc =Vc and then
V = 2Vc , where Vs is the volume of the shell (P2VP), V is the total volume of the micelle, and Vc
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Figure 3.6 – Pore diameter distribution of nanoporous ﬁlms from image analysis for sample 2
(blue), 4 (red) and 5 (green) at a silica/BCP ratio of 0.66.
is the volume of the PS core. Deﬁning x as the ratio between the diameters of the full micelle
(core and corona) and the core, and considering the volume of a sphere: x =R/r = 32≈ 1.26
Figure 3.7 – Mean pore diameter as a function of the original micelle size for butanol-based
systems measured by TEM. The upper dashed line (slope 1) indicates the ideal case of identical
sizes of templating micelles and resulting pores. The lower dashed line (slope 0.76) is a
linear ﬁt of the data forced through the origin, ﬁtting the data well above 40 nm but slightly
underpredicting the pore size obtained from small micelles. Red segments represent the
deviation to the equality dashed line.
This value is close to the values of the ratio between themicelle size and the pore size calculated
from Fig. 3.7 namely, 1.36 and 1.33 for samples 4 and 5, respectively. This result conﬁrms
that the pore size is mainly deﬁned by the PS core size of the micelles.196 Indeed, the silica
precursors inﬁltrate the P2VP shell. The additional contribution to this size difference may be
attributed to the pore shrinking during the annealing step. For smaller micelles (sample 2),
the difference between the micelle size by TEM and the resulting pore size is not as clear as
with the larger block copolymers. This might be attributed to a more condensed P2VP shell,
which becomes denser as the micelle decreases in diameter. Finally, the expected reduction
from linearity in the ﬁlms depending on the micelle is shown in Fig. 3.7. This prediction can
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Figure 3.8 – Schematization of a PS-P2VP micelle. R and r correspond to the ratios of the whole
micelle and the PS core respectively, whereas Vc and Vs are the volumes of the PS core and the
corona respectively.
be useful to estimate the ﬁnal pore size depending on the original micelle size.
3.3.4 Effect of solvent evaporation during spin coating
Films obtained from butanolic formulations yielded homogeneously distributed porous ﬁlms
with less thickness variation (striations) along the ﬁlm compared to ethanolic suspensions (see
supporting information in the Appendix). According to Birnie203 there are certain strategies
that could be applied to reduce striations in complex mixtures (i.e., sol–gel formulations),
where water is a key component for hydrolysis-condensation reactions. From his comprehen-
sive study203–207, he describes the evaporation process of a sol–gel mixture as a combination
of two processes, one concerning the change of concentration of solvents at the surface and
another as a cooling effect affecting the surface tension. Surface tension gradients produce
a ﬂuid ﬂow from high to low surface tension areas, which progresses causing the thickness
variations along the ﬁlm (striations). As a part of the described strategy, the solvent mixture
should contain a solvent with lower vapor pressure and lower surface tension compared to
water. Ethanol is not the best choice following this strategy, since it has a higher vapor pressure
than water (see supporting information in the Appendix). In contrast, 1-butanol does not
show this result due to the effect of a low vapor pressure as main solvent during spin coating.
Moreover, the 1-butanol resulting ﬁlms are highly trans- parent, i.e., defect free (high homo-
geneity in thickness and in pore size distribution). By ﬁxing the spinning speed of the spin
coater in the 1000–6000 rpm range, the ﬁlm thickness can be adjusted in the 20–600 nm range.
This range is higher than the reported values, usually lower than 100 nm.202;208 In conclusion,
butanolic sol?gel-derived ﬁlms were reprodu- cibly produced with very homogeneous porosity
and thickness.
3.3.5 Film post-functionalization
To assess the suitability of the silica ﬁlms to be used as supports for enzyme immobiliza-
tion, the as-synthesized ﬁlms were successively postfunctionalized with an aminosilane and
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glutaraldehyde. The results presented in the previous sections serve as a guide to select the ap-
propriate block copolymer templates and coating conditions suitable for HRP immobilization.
The polymer described as sample 2 (Table 3.1) is used as a model for the following sections
at a silica to polymer ratio of 0.66. This conﬁguration exhibits the smallest pore size and yet
the highest surface area. Additionally, the pores from these ﬁlms are still large enough to
allow the enzyme to diffuse. Different ﬁlms with three different thicknesses are synthesized by
adjusting the deposition parameters. A summary of the ﬁlms used and their characterization
after functionalization is shown in Table 3.5.
Table 3.5 – Description of samples used for enzyme immobilization
Sample Thickness Coomassie brilliant blue G HRP concentration
(nm) concentration (mol/L) (μg/mL)
Reference (ﬂat) – 2.76·10−6 0.06
A 333 9.02·10−6 0.84
B 434 1.37·10−5 1.21
C 562 2.46·10−5 2.09
Amino-functionalization of silica ﬁlms
Aminosilane-functionalized porous silica is widely used in bioconjugation techniques for
the covalent immobilization of enzymes. In this case, APTES in the vapor phase is used to
post-modify the bare silica ﬁlms with amino functionalities as it has been reported209. This
post-functionalization step is evaluated colorimetrically using CBB (see Experimental Section).
This dye binds electrostatically and quantitatively to available protonated primary amino
groups in the same way as it is used to quantify proteins176. At the acidic pH of the staining
solution, the dye is negatively charged while the amino groups are positively charged. This
method is simple, reproducible and non-destructive, allowing the reusability of the ﬁlms
for further enzyme coupling experiments. The spectrum of the dye in the staining solution
showed a λmax = 611 nm. From the calibration curve at this wavelength, a value of extinction
coefﬁcient of 42’617 L mol−1 cm−1 nm is found, which is not far from the value of 43’000 L
mol−1 cm−1 reported at 620 nm210. An increase in CBB adsorption is observed by increasing
the ﬁlm thickness. This increase clearly indicates that the higher the thickness, the higher
the grafted aminosilane amount on the porous surface. This result conﬁrms that the porosity
generated by the PS-P2VP is open and interconnected. A ﬁlm with a half-micrometer thickness
shows 9 times higher dye adsorbed compared to an aminosilane treated ﬂat glass surface used
as a reference (Figure 3.9).
3.3.6 Enzyme immobilization and enzymatic test
The suitability of the amino-functionalized ﬁlms to be used as enzyme supports is tested using
HRP, a model enzyme. Glutaraldehyde is used as a linker between available amino groups
from both the enzyme and the porous silica ﬁlms previously amino-functionalized79.
This method of immobilization is unspeciﬁc, single or multipoint attachment could occur, and
loss of enzymatic activity after immobilization is a common and well-known phenomenon.91
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Figure 3.9 – Estimation of available amino groups: Quantiﬁcation of Coomassie brilliant blue G
from amino-functionalized silica ﬁlms (A-B, table 3.5). The amount of adsorbed dye increases
with the thickness of the ﬁlms. Inset images: CBB adsorption in silica ﬁlms casted on glass
squares of 1 cm2. The intensity of blue color is a reﬂection of the amount of dye adsorbed,
which increases with the thickness of the ﬁlms.
In addition, conformational changes from the enzyme can occur as a consequence of immobi-
lization, independently of the method selected leading to loss of enzymatic activity. Several
techniques to characterize these conformational changes have been recently addressed in a
review dedicated to enzyme immobilization.211 However, the advantage of covalent binding is
the stability against leaching, which could lead to progressive loss of enzyme over time. For the
purpose of this study, the covalentmethod of immobilization using glutaraldehydewas chosen.
The main goal is to demonstrate that the porosity designed in the ﬁlms is accessible to the
enzyme and to prove the suitability of these ﬁlms as enzyme supports. HRP is a glycoprotein
with a diameter of 4-5 nm212 and with 6 lysine residues available for conjugation213. There are
several isozymes with isoelectric points ranging from 3 to 9. At pH 7.4 (immobilization buffer)
electrostatic interactions can occur between the functionalized silica ﬁlms and HRP. However,
the relatively small size of the enzyme compared to the pore size in the ﬁlms is expected to
allow the transportation of these biomolecules through the pores.
HRP catalyzes the oxidation of redox indicators by H2O2, involving the transfer of 2 elec-
trons214. In this study, TMB is a chromophore used as the redox indicator, with a characteristic
change from colorless (reduced state) to blue (partly oxidized state), and quantitatively mea-
sured at the absorbance wavelength 650 nm. Moreover, the fully oxidized TMB is a diimine
derivative with a yellow color and with a maximum absorption at 450 nm. The amount of oxi-
dation products was measured photometrically. For this purpose, the medium was previously
acidiﬁed to a pH below 1, favoring the equilibrium among all the oxidations species from TMB
towards the diimine derivative214.
The enzymatic activity of HRP immobilized in porous silica ﬁlms was monitored through
the oxidation of TMB during 30 minutes (Figures 3.10 and 3.11). With no acidiﬁcation of the
medium, the characteristic blue product was formed with a maximum absorbance at 650
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nm214. The increase in the concentration of oxidized species of TMB (higher absorbance
values at 650 nm) was directly related to the increase thickness of the ﬁlms. Hydrochloric
acid 2M was used to lower the pH below 1. The absorbance measured from porous ﬁlms
loaded with HRP showed in all cases higher values as compared to the ﬂat reference. These
absorbance values from porous ﬁlms are proportional to their thicknesses, as previously
observed from the adsorption of CBB (Figure 3.9).b
TMB
HRP, H2O2−−−−−−−−−→TMBdiimine
Figure 3.10 – Conversion of TMB into its diimine derivative in an acidic medium.
Figure 3.11 – Monitoring of the oxidation of 3,3’,5,5’-tetramethylbenzidine (TMB) from HRP-
loaded porous silica ﬁlms. Higher enzymatic activity is observed from all the ﬁlms evaluated
with different thicknesses (red circles: 562 nm, green diamonds: 434 nm, blue circles: 333 nm)
as compared to a ﬂat surface used as reference (orange triangles).
After addition of hydrochloric acid, the oxidation products from TMB are converted into a
diimine derivative with a λmax at 450 nm214. A calibration curve is built for known concentra-
tions of HRP in solution with TMB, leading to the calculation of apparent concentration of
bFrom the data in Fig. 3.11, it is also possible to obtain the rate of change of the absorbance dA/dt (see
Appendix). A comparison for each ﬁlm shows that the same overall trend is observed for the rate of change as for
the absorbance values themselves. Therefore, the thickest ﬁlm not only yields the highest product concentration,
but also the fastest production rate of the detected reaction product. For the thinner ﬁlms A and B, the slope dA/dt
takes about 15-20 minutes to increase to the maximum rate, while the thickest ﬁlm C already produces at the
fastest rate from the beginning.
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Figure 3.12 – Evaluation of the efﬁciency of immobilized HRP ﬁlms in comparison to the
free enzyme in solution. For each mesoporous ﬁlm, the ﬁgure shows the activity that can be
reached in terms of the equivalent free enzyme concentration. The equivalent concentration
increases with the thickness of the ﬁlms and is much higher for the mesporous ﬁlms as
compared to a ﬂat glass support. The area of the immobilized ﬁlms is 1 cm2. Inset picture:
graphic representation of HRP, pdb 1w4w, using the VMD visualization program from the
University of Illinois215. In green, lysine groups available for conjugation, in red hemoglobin
group of the enzyme structure.
HRP in the ﬁlms (Figure 3.12). These values represent the equivalent concentrations of free
enzyme in solution. From Figure 3.12, the enzymatic activity increases proportionally to the
thickness of the ﬁlm. These values are 14, 20 and 35 times higher than those obtained for a ﬂat
surface. They conﬁrm the previous ﬁndings about pore accessibility from the CBB adsorption.
Despite the low loading concentration (only 10 μg/mL of HRP), the effect of ﬁlm thickness on
the enzymatic activity was observed. In addition, the accessibility of the pores to the enzymes
is conﬁrmed.
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3.4 Conclusions
A highly reproducible method to synthesize transparent nanoporous silica ﬁlms with pore
sizes ranging from large mesopores to small macropores up to 100 nm has been developed. A
new method has been developed, based on the entrapment of PS-P2VP micelles preliminary
formed in a selective solvent. The inﬂuence of the solvent and block copolymer size selection
on both the nanostructure and the homogeneity of the ﬁlm has been demonstrated. In
particular, the control of the porous structure was achieved by selecting symmetrical PS-
P2VP block copolymers and 1-butanol as the selective solvent for P2VP blocks. Symmetric
PS-P2VP-based micellar suspensions behave as Newtonian ﬂuids at the studied concentration,
whereas rheology measurements showed that asymmetric block copolymer suspensions at
the same concentration form gels, which are unable to be casted as ﬁlms. Regarding the
ﬁlm casting, 1-butanol is highlighted as an alternative main solvent to the commonly used
ethanol for the synthesis of silica. 1-Butanol-based silica formulations led to even-textured
ﬁlms with homogeneously distributed pores. The silica to polymer ratio is adjusted to each
block copolymer formulation to build up an interconnected porous network accessible from
the surface of the ﬁlms, highly transparent, and with thicknesses up to submicrometer scale.
Finally, the as-synthesized ﬁlms were successfully tested as enzyme carriers using HRP as a
model. Mesoporous silica ﬁlms with a submicrometer-scale thickness show an enzymatic
activity up to 35 times higher than a functionalized ﬂat support. This reliable method is
relevant for the preparation of mesoporous supports for efﬁcient immobilization of large
bioentities. These functional mesoporous supports constitute promising patches for the
reliable, accurate, and selective detection of analytes in biological media. More speciﬁcally,
such enzyme-loaded patches will enable the highly sensitive and noninvasive detection of
lactate, glucose, and glutamate in body ﬂuids.
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4 Formation of hierarchically porous
silica ﬁlms: screening and summary
of different approaches
This chapter summarizes an exploratory screening of diﬀerent approaches to form hierarchically
porous silica ﬁlms. In addition to the bottom-up sol–gel synthesis of silica ﬁlms with colloidal
mesopore templates described in the previous chapter, the evaluated approaches include
powder-based methods, emulsion templating, electrospinning, and their combination. A
summary and comparison of this evaluation is provided in this chapter, with a brief description
of the diﬀerent explored methods, stressing their advantages and disadvantages. In particular,
a ‘top-down’ approach to form hierarchically porous silica ﬁlms from dispersed silica particles
combined with polymeric macropore templates was selected for the design of the enzyme-loaded
biosensing ﬁlms to be described in the subsequent chapters.a
aDr. Rolf Steiger (CSEM) is acknowledged for helpful discussions contributing to the development of the
powder-based approaches to form silica ﬁlms described in the following chapters.
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4.1 Introduction
Over the last years signiﬁcant efforts have been dedicated to the development of strategies to
synthesize hierarchically porous materials. Their impact in catalysis, separation, energy and
life science applications has motivated these developments. The presence of a multi-scale
porous network combines the advantages of each pore length scale: the micro- and mesopores
provide a size and shape selective network where a large amount of molecules can be hosted
owing the large surface area, while macropores enhance the diffusion and accessibility of
larger molecules. An exploratory screening of different approaches was carried out at an
early stage of this PhD work to synthesize hierarchically porous silica ﬁlms. The resulting
insights are summarized in this chapter, stressing the advantages and disadvantages of the
different evaluated formulations, processes and structures that can be achieved. Finally, based
on this screening the most relevant methodology to synthesize hierarchically porous silica
ﬁlms was selected and will be described in more detail in Section 4.3. The methods described
here will subsequently be used to form hierarchically porous ﬁlms as supports for enzyme
immobilization in the next chapters.
4.2 Powder approach for the formation mesoporous silica ﬁlms
In a ﬁrst approach to form mesoporous silica ﬁlms, a top-down method based on a silica
nanopowder is evaluated. This nanopowder is made of aggregated primary nanoparticles.
Following a route originally used to form thin ceramic coatings158, an aqueous, polymer-
stabilized suspension of these silica aggregates is cast into ﬁlms by different deposition tech-
niques (spin, dip, bar-coating) and sintered at high temperatures, yielding mesoporous silica
ﬁlms. Fig. 4.1 shows a schematic representation of the method. The main process steps are:
(1) the preparation of a stable water-based suspension of silica aggregates using PVA as a
binder and boric acid as a crosslinker, (2) ﬁlm formation from this suspension using different
deposition techniques (e.g. spin, dip, or bar-coating), and (3) sintering at high temperatures
to remove organic compounds, resulting in mesoporous silica ﬁlms.
4.2.1 Experimental section
Materials
CAB-O-SIL® M5 silica nanopowder was purchased from Cabot. 2-aminoethyl-3-aminopropyl-
trimethoxysilane was purchased from Evonik GmbH. Aluminium chlorohydrate was obtained
from Clariant. Polyvinyl alcohol (PVA, Mowiol 40-88) and boric acid were purchased from
Sigma-Aldrich.
Preparation of positively charged silica
The silica nanopowder wasmoisturizedwith a given amount of deionizedwater to reduce their
‘volatility’. In parallel and under mechanic stirring, 2-aminoethyl-3-aminopropyltrimethoxy-
silane and aluminium chlorohydrate were mixed in water leaving the mixture to react for at
least 30 minutes. The pre-moisturized silica was then added to the previous mixture to get
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a ﬁnal 20 wt% aminated silica aqueous dispersion. The mixture was left to react for at least
one hour under mechanic stirring. To homogenize the mixture, sonication is required. A
sonication probe (Bandelin Sonopuls) was used.
Preparation of silica-PVA suspension
A 15 wt% silica suspension is then prepared from the previous mother solution of aminated
silica. The formulation was prepared as follows: A given amount of previously aminosilane-
modiﬁed dispersed silica aggregates was mixed with a given volume of deionized water under
magnetic stirring at 40◦C in a water bath. At the same time, PVA at 10% w/w was prepared by
dissolving the corresponding amount of PVA in deionized water. Once dissolved, PVA was then
added to the silica suspension until reaching a ﬁnal concentration of 15% w/w with respect to
the silica content. The mixture was homogenized using a sonication probe. Prior to the ﬁnal
casting of this suspension into ﬁlms, boric acid in aqueous solution (5% w/w) was added to
the silica-PVA suspension.
Silica ﬁlms
Glass cover slips were immersed in isopropanol and sonicated, followed by rinsing with
ethanol and dried with compressed air. The cleaned glass surfaces were treated with O2
plasma for 10 minutes. Films were cast by spin coating onto the cleaned glass substrates.
Figure 4.1 – Representation of the method followed for the synthesis of mesoporous silica
ﬁlms via a top-down approach. (1) A homogeneous and stable water-based suspension of
silica aggregates is prepared, containing PVA as a binder and boric acid as a reticulating
agent. (2) This suspension is cast into ﬁlms by different deposition techniques (spin, dip,
bar-coating) and (3) sintered at high temperatures, removing organic compounds from the
original formulation, which ﬁnally yields mesoporous silica ﬁlms.
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4.2.2 Results and discussion
This method to prepare mesoporous silica ﬁlms from silica powders is a top down approach.
The original nanopowder is agglomerated with agglomerate sizes in the range of a few 100 nm
to a few μm, based on primary silica nanoparticles with a mean diameter of 15 nm. Stabilized
aqueous dispersions of these powders were obtained in deionized water (pH=5.5). At this pH
value, the silica colloids are negatively charged (the isoelectric point of silica is around pH≈2-
3), resulting in partial deagglomeration of the powder grains. The surface functionalization
with aminosilane leads to positively charged SiO2-NH2 particles dispersed inwater. Finally, the
sonication step further reduces and homogenizes the size of the aminated silica agglomerates
in dispersion to average sizes around 50-100 nm. The combination of positively charged silica
particles with sizes below 100 nm leads to stable aqueous silica dispersions.
Compared to the templating method this approach has the advantage that relatively inex-
pensive raw materials can be used. Moreover, the aqueous solvent is more convenient at the
industrial scale than 1-butanol. Films with several micrometers in thickness can be achieved
by adjusting the concentration of solids, and therefore the viscosity of the dispersion, and
via the coating process parameters. However, due to the use of industrially processed silica
aggregates, it can be expected that the the pore size distribution will not be as well controlled
and homogeneous as compared to e.g. block copolymer mesopore templates. The porosity of
ﬁlms obtained using the approach described here will be discussed further in the next chapter.
Polyvinyl alcohol (PVA) is used as a polymeric dispersing agent in the aqueous dispersion
of aminated silica particles. This polyalcohol contains pendant OH groups with a strong
afﬁnity to form hydrogen bonds with the -NH2, silanol (Si-OH) and siloxy (Si-O-Si) moieties
on the silica surface. PVA is mainly obtained by hydrolysis of polyvinyl acetate (PVAc) (see
Figure B.1 in the Appendix). PVAc hydrolysis is usually not complete, and the degree of
hydrolysis is given by the ratio of hydrolyzed vinyl acetate moieties216. It inﬂuences the
chemical and physical properties, including solubility, crystallinity and hydrophilicity of the
resulting PVA. The degree of hydrolysis of for the PVA used here is ≈88%216, meaning it is
highly hydrophilic. The abundant hydroxyl groups provide PVA with a high afﬁnity to metal
oxide surfaces. PVA therefore facilitates the dispersion of the silica nanoparticles. Besides this
colloidal stabilization, the presence of PVA in the silica formulation increases the homogeneity
of the ﬁnal ﬁlm: by interacting with the silica surface, PVA chains create a polymeric framework
within the resulting ﬁlms. Finally, boric acid (B(OH)3 or B(OH)−4 in water) crosslinks the PVA
chains mainly during the drying step (see Figure B.1 in the Appendix). It strongly binds
compounds with adjacent alcohol functions217. Due to the four symmetric binding functions
of boric acid, B(OH)−4 is able to bridge closed PVA chains. In the silica dispersion before
coating, the borate and PVA species do not yet form a cross-linked network. Nevertheless, their
interaction in water increases the formulation viscosity and therefore the potential thickness
of the resulting ﬁlms (up to several μm). During the ﬁlm drying step, the concentration of
these compounds is increased and they form a polymeric network interpenetrated with the
silica skeleton. This combination provides the hybrid ﬁlm with mechanical ﬂexibility and
reduces brittleness and cracking. The resulting structures also provide a high transparency of
the ﬁlms.
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4.3 Silica powder dispersions combined with polymeric particles as
macropore templates
The powder method described in the previous section can be extended by inserting additional
pore templates to form large macropores. This approach is promising for the synthesis of
hierarchically nanostructured silica ﬁlms. As described in Section 4.2, a stable and homo-
geneous dispersion of silica aggregates in water was obtained and used for the synthesis of
homogeneous mesoporous silica ﬁlms. Polymeric particles are added to the dispersion to
generate macropores. A wide variety of particles are commercially available for this purpose.
The chemistry and size of such particles are chosen in a way that the formulation remains
stable and that the resulting ﬁlms exhibit well-deﬁned additional macropores. There are
many advantages of this process to obtain multi-scale porous ﬁlms: (i) the ﬁlm thickness
can be controlled by the deposition conditions and by the silica and polymer content in the
dispersion, (ii) transparent ﬁlms can be obtained (depending on ﬁlm thickness, macropore
size and macropore number density), (iii) the possibility to cast the ﬁlms on large areas, (iv) the
fact that these formulations can be water-based, avoiding the use of ﬂammable or hazardous
chemicals which demand implementation of safety guidelines during manipulation, limiting
the up-scalability for a potential industrial synthesis, (v) the diversity of deposition techniques
that can be used to cast ﬁlms, and (vi) the compatibility with water-dispersable macropore
templates. The process followed to obtain these ﬁlms is schematized in Figure 4.2; in the
example shown, polystyrene (PS) beads are used in the formulation. After their removal by
pyrolysis, macropores are formed, with pores in the size range of the of the polymeric template.
Figure 4.2 – Top-down approach for the synthesis of multi-scale porous ﬁlms based on a
powder method. Mesopores are formed within the silica framework due to the structure
of the aggregates consisting of primary silica nanoparticles. The macropores are formed
by inserting polymer beads as sacriﬁcial templates. After removal of the polymer by heat
treatment, hierarchically porous ﬁlms are obtained. Scale bar of inset micrograph: 500 nm.
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Figure 4.3 – A mixture of silica sol/PS-P2VP block copolymer micelles with a bimodal size
distribution (left; silica precursors shown in black, micelles shown in blue) is cast into ﬁlms
and the porogenic materials are removed by calcination (middle; SEM micrograph), resulting
in ﬁlms with a bimodal pore size distribution with peaks around 22 nm and 81 nm (right,
obtained from analysis of SEM images using the longest secant pore diameter).
4.4 PS-P2VP block copolymer templating
As discussed in Chapter 3, PS-P2VP block copolymers can be used as templating materials
for the nanostructuration of silica ﬁlms. Following the same procedure, spherical polymer
micelles with different micelle size diameters were obtained by dissolving symmetrical block
copolymers (BCP) in short chain aliphatic alcohols. The resulting micelle size diameter
depended on the block copolymer molecular weight. Each block copolymer with a given
molecular weight was separately dissolved and micellized. Afterwards, mixtures of micelle
suspensions at different ratios were prepared. These blends of micelles with different sizes
were ﬁnally mixed with a silica sol, following the method described in Chapter 3. Despite the
similar chemistry, the micelles of different BCP sizes remain stable after mixing. Depending
on the ratio between micelles of different sizes, a hierarchically porous ﬁlm could be obtained
like the one shown in Figure 4.3. A clear advantage of this method is the control over the size
of the resulting pores, which directly depend on the used micelle size. Additionally, the ﬁlm
nanostructure can be tuned by varying the ratio between micelles with different diameters.
However, a key disadvantage is the thickness of the ﬁlm obtained after one deposition, which
was lower than 100 nm. If thicker ﬁlms are required, several deposition-calcination steps need
to be performed, which increases the synthesis time and makes this approach less practical.
4.5 Porous silica particles in combination with micellar pore tem-
plates
In this strategy, polymeric colloidal templates have been used in combination with PS-P2VP
block copolymer micelles to synthesize porous ﬁlms (Figure 4.4). In this particular case,
commercially available polymer beads made of polystyrene were used as macrotemplates
to prepare porous silica particles, which in the last step were cast as ﬁlms. Firstly, negatively
charged polystyrene beads (a) and PS-P2VP micelles (b) were mixed in the same solvent where
the micelles were prepared. A silicon alkoxide (TEOS) was added drop wise, followed by acidic
water. After allowing themixture to react, it was cast into ﬁlms and the templates were removed
by calcination. The detailed mechanism of formation of these porous particles (c) remains
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Figure 4.4 – Polymer particles in combination with PS-P2VP micelles are used as templates
for the synthesis of porous silica particles, which ultimately are cast as ﬁlms, producing
hierarchically nanostructured silica ﬁlms. Upper panel of images: schematic representation of
the approach showing a) the surface of the polymer particle b) sketch of template micelles
(blue) at the polymer surface and c) sketch of a resulting porous silica particle; Lower panel:
resulting cast ﬁlm (large micrograph) and an individual structured silica particle (inset) as
observed by SEM.
challenging to explain. However, the order of addition of each component of the mixture
during the synthesis was found crucial, similar to the method used in Chapter 3. In view of a
mechanism proposed by Wu et al.218 for silica structures templated with cationic surfactant
micelles, the silica nanoparticles are formed by a ’seed and growth’ mechanism: the templates
deposit on the polymer microsphere due to surface energy, and the cationic nature of the
template directs silica growth around the micelles at the surface of the beads. In the larger
block copolymer micelles used in this work, basic pyridine groups are located on the outside
of the micelle, suggesting that this type of catalyst and mechanism favors the formation of
the particulate silica materials shown in Fig. 4.4. Casting these particles from the suspension,
the procedure allowed the synthesis of porous ﬁlms. The porosity consisted of mesopores
within each particle and macropores formed inside and between particles, in a similar way as
described in the previous section. Whereas the synthesis of porous particles seems innovative
and promising, some disadvantages of this approach were recognized, among them, the lack
of transparency of the resulting ﬁlms, reducing the optical read-out of the resulting chemical
biosensors. Assuming that these particles are hollow, similar to the ones described by Wu et
al.218, they could be of interest to encapsulate small molecules that are able to pass through
the mesopores of the particle, for example in drug delivery applications. However, since the
focus in this work was to immobilize large enzyme molecules of the size of a few nanometers,
this approach was not followed further.
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4.6 Hierarchically nanostructured ﬁlms formed by emulsion tem-
plating
Emulsion templating is a versatile technique used to obtain porous thin ﬁlms following an
appropriate combination of surfactants, silicon alkoxide precursors and deposition conditions.
The method consists in the formulation of stable emulsions as pore templates. In this example,
oil-in-water (o/w) emulsions were prepared; the dispersed phase consisted of a hydropho-
bic compound (octane). The emulsions were stabilized by the incorporation of non-ionic
emulsiﬁers from the family of Tween® and Span® (Table 4.1). The method followed to obtain
stable emulsions was the combination of surfactants with different hydrophobic-lipophilic
balance (HLB) values at low energy inputs, making this approach interesting as a low-energy
emulsiﬁcation procedure. Mixtures of non-ionic surfactants where dissolved with the organic
phase using the relation:
HLBmix= HLBAx [A] + HLBBx [B]
for two different surfactants A and B, where the square brackets indicate molar concentrations
and the HLB scale ranges from 0 to 20 (Table 4.1). Water was added to reach the phase
inversion composition (PIC) at 60◦C. The emulsions were stable for months and were used as
templates simply by mixing with an aqueous silica sol prepared by silicon alkoxide hydrolysis
under acidic catalysis. After mixing with the sol, the formulations were cast by spin coating
yielding silica gel based ﬁlms containing homogeneously distributed oil droplets. Silica matrix
crosslinking and drying followed by removal of the oil droplets by heating at 500◦C leads to
porous ﬁlms with various pore sizes (Figure 4.5). These different pore sizes are deﬁned by the
polydispersity of the original emulsion. Although this approach is reported in the literature,
little information is available regarding its use in real applications. A main limitation of this
method is the stability of the emulsion after combination with the silica sol.
Table 4.1 – Overview of the HLB scale and values for speciﬁc surfactants
HLB scale
HLB Type




13-15 Typical of detergents







Droplets tend to coalesce due to the solvents present in the silica sol, limiting the applicability
of this method in particular for small drop sizes below 100 nm. Additionally, the ﬁnal nanos-
tructure is difﬁcult to control as the evaporation of the solvents during casting can destabilize
the emulsion.
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Figure 4.5 – An example of an emulsion-templated silica ﬁlm synthesized from an oil in
water emulsion in combination with pre-hydrolized silicon alkoxide. Octane droplets were
emulsiﬁed in water with non-ionic emulsiﬁers (see Table 4.1) using the phase inversion
method. The resulting stable emulsion was mixed with an aqueous silica sol prepared by
acidic silicon alkoxide hydrolysis, and the mixture cast by spin coating, crosslinked and dried.
Heating at 500◦C yielded macroporous silica ﬁlms with various pore sizes deﬁned by the
polydispersity of the original emulsion.
4.7 Electrospinning-based approaches: direct deposition and tem-
plate ﬁbers
Electrospinning is technique used for the nanostructuration of materials into ﬁbers. In this
technique, an electric ﬁeld is used to create a charged jet of a complex ﬂuid formulation.
Under suitable experimental conditions, the jet solidiﬁes and forms dry ﬁbers. This process
therefore requires the formulation to contain ionizable compounds such as electrolytes. The
electric ﬁeld produces a movement of the ions transferring a force to the polymer containing
liquid219. As this jet travels in the air, the solvent evaporates leaving a charged ﬁber that can
be electrically deﬂected and collected on a metal screen Figure 4.6220. Here, two strategies
have been explored to produce hierarchically structured coatings with electrospinning: a)
deposition of a polymeric network used as sacriﬁcial macrotemplates by embedding in a
mesoporous silica framework; b) direct deposition of a network of mesoporous silica ﬁbers,
the macropores being the voids between the ﬁbers.
The morphology and diameter of electrospun ﬁbers depend on various factors which can
be divided as a) the intrinsic parameters from the ﬂuid to be electrospun, b) the operational
parameters for obtaining ﬁbers and c) the ambient parameters221. Among the intrinsic
parameters are: (i) the properties of the polymer (such as molecular weight, molecular-weight
distribution, glass-transition temperature, solubility and conformation of polymer chain222),
ii) the viscosity (or concentration); iii) elasticity; iv) electrical conductivity and v) the polarity
and surface tension of the solvent. The operational parameters comprise the i) strength of
applied electric ﬁeld (usually 1-30 kV)221, ii) the distance between spinneret and collector
(10-25 cm222 in most lab set-ups), and the feeding rate for the polymer solution. Finally the
ambient parameters include i) the humidity, ii) temperature of the ﬂuid to be electrospun and
from the chamber’s setup and iii) the air ﬂux in the chamber for electrospinning. Despite the
apparent complexity, this technique has been widely used over the last 10 years to produce
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Figure 4.6 – Left: Electospinning setup. Right: Examples of different nanostructures as ob-
tained with the electrospinning setup built for this work: a) mesoporous silica ﬁbers, b)
gelatin ﬁbers as macroporous templates, c) cross-linked gelatin ﬁbers, and d) half-embedded
polystyrene ﬁbers in a mesoporous silica ﬁlm.
polymeric, inorganic (metallic, metal oxide) or hybrid organic-inorganic ﬁbers; moreover,
this process has been implemented at the industrial level and is used to produce technical
textiles219–222.
Figure 4.6 shows a representation of an electrospining set-up and some of the diverse nanos-
tructures which have been achieved using the technique, ranging from porous silica ﬁbers
(Figure 4.6a), organic ﬁbers which serve as macropores templates (Figure 4.6b), crosslinked
ﬁbers to be used as enzyme supports with no further modiﬁcation (Figure 4.6c) to mesoporous
silica matrixes template with PS electrospun ﬁbers. Although the range of possibilities is huge,




Different approaches were evaluated to synthesize hierarchically porous ﬁlms with a focus on
the following required properties:
• Transparency of the ﬁlms
• Control over thickness, pore size and pore size distribution
• Accessible porosity
• Facility to synthesize large mesopores (>100 nm)
• Inexpensive
• Up-scalable
A summary of the results is presented in Table 4.2. The method using silica powder dispersions
was selected as the most promising approach to synthesize porous ﬁlms with the necessary
characteristics listed before. This method is relatively inexpensive, produces a highly inter-
connected mesoporous matrix, which in combination with porogenic macrotemplates can
generate hierarchically porous materials with large macropore sizes; this approach is versatile
to produce ﬁlms with tuneable thickness on supports of different nature: glass, metal, paper,
etc. Additionally, the formulations are water-based and stable, which enable the scale-up of
the process to coat large-surface areas. In view of these features, this method will be used
in the following chapters to investigate their suitability as supports in the design of lactate
biosensors.
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Table 4.2 – Overview of different approaches screened to synthesize hierarchically porous
ﬁlms with a focus on the required properties in view of enzyme-based biosensors.





• Large macropore sizes
embedded inmesoporous
network




• Colloidal stability needed
(manageable via formula-
tion and processing time)













• Expensive raw materials
• Limit in thickness
• Large macropores (>100
nm) are difﬁcult to
synthesize
Not further considered for
biosensor design in this the-
sis
Electrospinning
• Control over ﬁbre size
•Useful for templating and
porous ﬁbres
• Accessible porosity





• Lack of transparency
Not further considered for




• Low energy consumption
•Unstable formulations
•Difﬁcult to control pore
size, connectivity and
accessible porosity
Not further considered for
biosensor design in this the-
sis
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5 Lactate detection based on hierarchi-
cally porous silica ﬁlms functional-
ized with L-lactate dehydrogenase
In this chapter, a silica powder approach in combination with polymer particles as porogenic
templates is followed for the development of multiscale porous patches for lactate biosensing. In
this multiscale system, macropores of a size dependent on the polymer particle are surrounded
by a mesoporous interconnected network formed by silica aggregates. The introduction of
diﬀerent pore scales in the ﬁlms and the consequences on enzyme immobilization and optical
lactate biosensing performances are the central topics in this chapter. Their performance for
lactate detection has been compared to a similar material with monomodal porosity. This
detection is based on the activity of lactate dehydrogenase (LDH) immobilized in the ﬁlms.
A multiscale porosity in the same silica system is advantageous for the transportation of
enzymes during their immobilization, as revealed by an analysis of their diﬀusivities in media
with diﬀerent pore size scales. Additionally, the inclusion of a dual range of porosity in the
ﬁlms improves the response time of the ﬁlms towards lactate detection. Visual modelling of
enzyme diﬀusion reveals the importance of macropore location and connectivity within the
ﬁlm. This procedure is versatile, relatively inexpensive and compatible with more than one
deposition technique, making it relevant for industrial applications.
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5.1 Introduction
Hierarchically porous materials exhibiting multiscale pore sizes ﬁnd application as enzyme
supports primarily for their combination of high surface area and improved mass transport.
In the last years, research has been devoted to the development of procedures to synthesize
multiscale porous systems and the work on this ﬁeld has been extensively reviewed99;223.
Methods based on the self-organization of soft and hard materials as templates are the most
frequently cited in the literature99;224;225.
Several developments of hierarchically porous materials speciﬁcally for enzyme immobi-
lization have already been reported in the literature. For instance, a concept based on the
preparation of a double emulsion has been described226. This technique allowed the synthesis
of porous silica with meso and macropores to immobilize lipase by entrapment.
In another report227, a sol-gel process with a combination of pore templating materials and
phase separation led to the synthesis of monolithic silica with hierarchical porosity. The
resulting material was used as a bioreactor, immobilizing invertase, a relevant enzyme in food
industry. The functionalized monoliths possessed extensive systems of micrometric channels
connected with mesoporous networks embedded in the silica framework, resulting in large
activated surface area and very short diffusion paths.
Hierarchical porous silica with pore diameters between 10 and 40 nm and 0.5 and 10 μm,
and variable glyoxyl group content on its surface225 was used as support for immobilization
of beta-galactosidase from Bacillus circulans, through multipoint covalent attachment. A
higher loading capacity and enzymatic activity in comparison with other known supports
was promoted by the presence of macropores and large mesopores, which were assumed to
improve the diffusion of the enzyme into the mesopores.
The kinetic parameters of enzymes from the Michaelis-Menten model KM and Vmax describe
the behaviour of a given concentration of enzyme towards the substrate. In a general manner,
Vmax is a reﬂection of the maximum rate of substrate conversion into product. Higher con-
centrations of substrate in the medium, once the Vmax is reached, will not affect this rate of
conversion. KM is often considered as a parameter that indicates the afﬁnity of the enzyme for
the substrate, but also the accessibility of the substrate to the active site of the enzymes. The
lower the Km values, the faster the enzyme will be saturated with substrate, which ultimately
represents a higher afﬁnity of the enzyme for the substrate. Under the context of biosensors, it
would be desirable to maintain high Vmax and low Km values after immobilization. This could
be translated into faster response times and higher sensitivity, respectively. Nevertheless, the
kinetic parameters are also affected by the immobilization of enzymes.
The role of the pore size in the immobilization of lipase in polymer-based support materials
was reported by Li et al.109. Polystyrene porous particles with different average pore sizes in
the range of 15 nm to 314 nm were used. The kinetic parameters of the enzyme, Km and Vmax
in solution were 0.441 mM and 70.4 (μmol/l)/min, respectively. Using a ﬂuorescent probe
linked to the enzyme, it was found that lipase reached the core of the macroporous particles.
In contrast, the enzyme was retained as a shell in the mesoporous particles, demonstrating
the limit of the pore size in the diffusion of the enzyme. After immobilisation, the values of
Km were higher and Vmax became smaller in particles with smaller pore sizes. However, the
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Km from the enzyme immobilised in macroporous supports were lower than those of free
lipase. These results indicated that the diffusion of substrate was not affected due to the
large pores, which allowed the substrate to reach the immobilised lipase. In contrast, the
higher Km values for the enzyme immobilised in mesoporous supports was considered an
indication of a weaker afﬁnity of the enzyme for substrate and a result of diffusion limitations
in the small pore material. In a similar study, invertase was immobilized by entrapment in
sodium alginate, showing a higher value for Km and a lower value Vmax as compared to the
free enzyme92. Similarly, β-glucuronidase was covalently immobilized in porous silicon. The
values of Vmax and Km calculated were 0.076 nmol/min (or 19 nM/min if molar concentration
units are used) and 0.05 mM, respectively. These values were in the same range as those from
the same enzyme in solution (1.55 nmol/min and 0.078 mM). However, the value for Vmax for
the immobilized enzyme was slightly lower228.
The short overview given here shows that many approaches exist to create immobilized en-
zyme systems in bulk materials or on particles. In contrast, an efﬁcient method to form robust,
inexpensive and efﬁcient biosensing surfaces in the form of thin, optically transparent ﬁlms
with multiscale porosity and suitable for L-lactate biosensing is still missing. The results
presented in Chapter 3 showed that silica ﬁlms with pore sizes in the large mesoporous range
(30-50 nm), templated with block copolymer (BCP) micelles, can successfully entrap a model
enzyme, horseradish peroxidase (HRP, diameter 4-5 nm212). LDH is a larger enzyme requiring
the incorporation of macropores for its diffusion and immobilization. In this chapter, the
synthesis of thin, transparent and LDH functionalized patches is described. A combination of
a templating approach to synthesize macropores together with the formation of large meso-
pores using silica aggregates has been demonstrated, providing an interconnected mesopore
network, large surface area and macropores to allow the diffusion of enzymes. This procedure
employs the use of water based formulations which can be scaled-up and which are safer and
more eco-friendly. The following sections describe the characterization steps towards the use
of these ﬁlms as responsive surfaces in lactate biosensing.
In summary, the objectives addressed in this chapter, are: (i) to synthesize in a versatile and
robust way multiscale porous ﬁlms with interconnected porosity and high transparency, (ii) to
immobilize LDH for optical lactate biosensing, iii) to characterize the functionalized materi-
als before and after enzyme loading and iv) to demonstrate the effect of macropores in the
sensor performance. LDH has a a diameter of 15 nm at its largest three-dimensional length,
representing three times the size of HRP. Therefore the importance of incorporating a second
pore length scale in the macropore range becomes pertinent for efﬁcient transportation and
immobilization. Additionally, the known mechanism of LDH described in the background
chapter follows a multistep process for substrate and co-factor binding, and requires a three
dimensional conformation change of the enzyme during its activity. This information sup-
ports the hypothesis that pores in the meso-scale are not large enough to allow an efﬁcient
performance of the enzyme. In the next sections, this hypothesis is supported by scientiﬁc
evidence obtained during the performance evaluation of mesoporous vs multiscale porous
ﬁlms for lactate biosensing.
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5.2 Materials and methods
5.2.1 Film synthesis and casting
Support treatment: Borosilicate slides were cleaned by sonication using isopropanol for 10
minutes. They were then rinsed with ethanol, dried with compressed air and placed into
an oxygen plasma chamber for 10 minutes. Film preparation: Silica ﬁlms were synthesized
following a top-down approach. In a typical procedure, silica aggregates (Cabosil M5) are
dispersed in deionized water at a concentration of 10% w/v. For hierarchically nanostructured
ﬁlms, poly(methyl methacrylate) (PMMA) beads (280 nm in diameter, Polymer source) were
used asmacroporous templates. A given volume of polymer beads (10%w/v) was incorporated
dropwise to the silica suspension with strong agitation. Polyvinyl alcohol (PVA) was used
as a binder at a concentration of 15% w/w with respect to the total solids content of the
formulation. The resulting suspension was spin-coated onto cleaned borosilicate slides. Heat
treatment was applied to remove the porogenic templates (550°C for 20 minutes).
5.2.2 Film characterization
The ﬁlms nanostructure was observed using Scanning Electron Microscopy (SEM XL30 ESEM-
FEG, Philips). Cross-sectional images were taken to measure the thickness of the ﬁlms. The
porosity was characterized using an accelerated surface area and porosity analyser by nitrogen
sorption porosimetry using BET analysis (ASAP, Micrometrics) and using a mercury intrusion
porosimeter (MIP; Pascal 440, Thermo Fischer Scientiﬁc). For N2 sorption measurements, the
ﬁlms deposited on glass were scraped using a blade and the product obtained was used for
analysis. For MIP measurements, a monolith of the suspension was obtained by drying ﬁrst a
suspension in a vial to obtain a pellet and then by removing the organic templates and other
compounds by calcination.a
5.2.3 Post-functionalization of silica ﬁlms
Silanization: Prior to the post-functionalization steps, the uncoated side of the support was
protected with adhesive tape. Amino-propyltriethoxysilane (APTES) in the vapour phase was
used to functionalize silica ﬁlms with amino groups. Amino-functionalized silica ﬁlms were
then immersed in a solution of glutaraldehyde at 5% v/v in phosphate buffer 0.01mM at pH
7. After 10 minutes, the ﬁlms were thoroughly rinsed with deionized water, and then dried
with compressed air. If not used immediately, they were stored in a refrigerator covered with
aluminium foil for maximum 2 hours before use. Enzyme immobilization: A stock solution of
lactate dehydrogenase (LDH, EDM Millipore Calbiochem®) at a concentration of 100 U/mL
was prepared in deionized water. It was diluted in phosphate buffer 0.01mM to reach a ﬁnal
concentration of 10 U/mL. The post-functionalized silica ﬁlms were immersed in this solution
for 2 hours at room temperature. Afterwards, they were thoroughly rinsed with phosphate
buffered saline –Tween 20 solution (PBS-T, Sigma Aldrich), PBS and water, and dried with
compressed air. The protecting tape of the ﬁlm was removed and the enzyme-conjugated
ﬁlms were placed in a 24-multiwell plate for further experiments.
aDr. Elise Berodier (EPFL-IMX-LMC) is acknowledged for her help in performing MIP measurements.
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5.2.4 Streaming potential
Streaming current measurements were performed with the SurPASS instrument by Anton Paar
(Graz, Austria) using the Adjustable Gap Cell Sample holder for the accommodation of planar
samples with dimensions of 10 mm x 10 mm. For each measurement a pair of glass slides with
identical top layers was ﬁxed on these sample holders using double-sided adhesive tape. The
sample holders were inserted in the cell such that the surfaces of the glass slides were precisely
facing each other. A gap of 100 μm was adjusted between the sample surfaces. Before starting
each measurement, the samples were carefully rinsed with the corresponding measuring
electrolyte. A 0.001 mol/L KCl solution was used as the standard electrolyte. In addition a
phosphate buffered saline (PBS) with ionic strength of 0.01 mol/L was used. The pH of these
aqueous solutions was adjusted with 0.05 mol/L HCl and 0.05 mol/L NaOH, respectively.b
5.2.5 Quartz crystal microbalance measurements
The adsorption of LDH was tracked by time-dependent measurements using a quartz crystal
balance (E4 QCM, Q-sense). The QCM technique offers nanogram sensitivity and allows
quantitative analysis of the adsorption and surface interaction of biomolecules and surface-
active polymer in real-time229–231. The method is based on the detection of small changes in
the resonance frequency of quartz crystal oscillator when mass is adsorbed on its surface. An
oscillating AC voltage is applied using two gold electrodes on the quartz crystal, and the shift
of the resonance frequency −Δf to smaller frequencies measured.
A ﬁlm of mesoporous or hierarchically porous silica was deposited by spin coating on top of
silica-coated quartz sensors, protecting the electrodes on the sensors. The organic templates
from the formulation were removed by calcination at 550°C during 1 hour. Subsequently,
the sensors were cleaned with deionized water, dried with N2 and exposed to O2 plasma
(10min) before measurements. A solution of 10 U/mL of LDH in PBS was pumped through the
chambers and let to equilibrate for several hours. The unadsorbed enzyme was removed by
pumping PBS in a rinsing step.
5.2.6 Thermogravimetry (TGA) measurements
TGA analysis (Mettler Toledo TGA/SDTA model 851e) was performed to assess the func-
tionalization of the ﬁlms after each step and to estimate the loading of the enzyme in the
hierarchically nanostructured ﬁlm using a ramp from 30 to 1000 °C in air.
5.2.7 Enzymatic tests
A TRIS-hydrazine buffer solution was prepared with a concentration of 0.1M for TRIS and
0.5M for hydrazine. The pH was adjusted to 8.8 with HCl. L-lactate and NAD+ solutions at
0.1M were prepared in deionized water. Calculated aliquots of NAD+ and TRIS-hydrazine
buffer were poured into 24–well transparent plates containing a functionalized porous ﬁlm.
bDr. Thomas Luxbacher (Anton Paar, Graz Austria) is acknowledged for his support with streaming potential
measurements.
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L-lactate was added as the ﬁnal step. Approximately every 5 minutes the absorbance at 340 nm
was measured (TECAN® inﬁnite M200). A program with previous agitation (orbital shaking)
was set to homogenize the solutions in each well, therefore the solutions can be considered as
well-mixed.
5.2.8 Visual modelling of enzyme and solute transport
Visual simulation of LDH and L-lactate diffusing through mesoporous and hierarchically
porous silica ﬁlms and adsorbing on the surface was performed using the 3D graphics software
BlenderTM (Blender version 2.72b usingMacOSX, available at www.blender.org as open source
software).
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5.3 Results and discussion
In this section, the synthesis of bimodal porous silica ﬁlms is evaluated towards lactate de-
tection. The structures of mesoporous silica ﬁlms and hierarchically structured ﬁlms will
ﬁrst be described and compared using SEM micrographs and porosimetry. To further charac-
terize the suitability of the hierarchically structured ﬁlms for enzyme immobilization, their
surface charge behavior will be analyzed using streaming potential data measurements under
conditions relevant for the surface functionalization. The enzyme loading will be character-
ized using TGA curves. The adsorption and desorption of LDH on the different ﬁlms will be
compared using quartz crystal microbalance measurements. Finally, the enzymatic response
curves of the ﬁnal enzyme-functionalized surfaces at different substrate concentrations will
be presented and discussed.
5.3.1 Nanostructure and Porosity
SEM micrographs of mesoporous and hierarchically nanostructured silica ﬁlms are shown in
Figure 5.1. In comparison to the mesoporous silica ﬁlm formed from a stable dispersion of
silica aggregates (without addition of polymeric templates for the larger pores), the hierarchi-
cally porous ﬁlm clearly exhibits macropores in the size range of the spherical PMMA pore
templates (i.e. around 280 nm). The thickness measured from cross sectional images was ≈
1.3 μm for both. A similar thickness was expected since the formulations were designed in a
way that their viscosity would be similar by matching the PVA concentration in each forulation
to account for the presence of polymer beads.
Two different methods to obtain quantitative information about the pore sizes, pore volume
and porosity were used: nitrogen sorption porosimetry (with BET isotherm analysis) is sensi-
tive for micro and mesopores (because N2 ﬁrst condensates in the smallest pores while the
partial pressure is increased during the measurement), whereas mercury intrusion porosime-
try (MIP) is sensitive to meso and macropores (because larger pores are ﬁlled ﬁrst while the
liquid mercury is pressed into the material). Table 5.1 summarizes the main results from the
analysis of the synthesized ﬁlms using both techniques.
Table 5.1 – Summary of porosity and surface area measurements by N2 sorption and mercury
intrusion porosimetry (MIP). dp : average pore diameter, Ss : speciﬁc surface area (BET anal-
ysis), Vp : pore volume. aaverage diameter d50 of the entire distribution; bmean diameter of
the macroporous range only (i.e. only pores > 50 nm; see right-hand peak of the pore size
distribution in Fig. 5.3).
Sample Method dp (nm) Ss (m2/g) Vp (cm3/g) Total porosity (%)
Mesoporous MIP 17 209.0 1.14 73.27
N2 adsorption 31 194.2 1.50 85.6
Hierarchical MIP 15a ; 181b 226.0 2.85 84.05
N2 adsorption 27 178.6 1.21 68.9
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Figure 5.1 – SEM images of hierarchically nanostructured ﬁlms. Upper pictures: Mesoporous
silica ﬁlm (top and cross-section views) formed from a dispersion of silica aggregates. Lower
pictures: hierarchically porous silica ﬁlm formed using PMMA particles as porogenic tem-
plates.
N2 adsorption data reported in table 5.1 have been extracted from representative adsorption
and desorption isotherms obtained for the standard mesoporous ﬁlms Figure 5.2 along with
the resulting pore size distribution. Average pore sizes around 30 nm (Figure 5.2 right) are
observed for both types of ﬁlms. The porosity in the mesoporous range is similar between
the two ﬁlms. This mesoporosity is determined by the spaces created between the silica
aggregates after being cast as ﬁlms. The curve shown in Figure 5.2 (left) is a typical type IV
isotherm for mesoporous materials232 with type H1 hysteresis, indicating a uniform meso-
porous system with narrow distribution233. Sharp capillary condensation steps have been





































Figure 5.2 – Pore size distributions in the mesopore size range as measured by nitrogen
sorption porosimetry, shown here for the mesoporous ﬁlms.
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interpreted as an indication of highly uniform mesopores234. Unlike pore size distribution, the
results from surface area and pore volume differ between both types of ﬁlms. Both values are
smaller in ﬁlms prepared using macroporous templates (PMMA particles) compared to purely
mesoporous ﬁlms (Table 5.1). Smaller surface area in bimodal porous ﬁlms can be expected,
as the inclusion of macropores reduces the total surface area of the material. Smaller pore
volume values for bimodal porous ﬁlms using the N2 adsorption technique can be explained
considering that the pore volume is calculated after the condensation of the adsorbate takes
place. The probe (N2) size is very small to condensate in the macropores created by the PMMA
particles, and in this way the result for total volume can be miscalculated by N2 adsorption.
These results lead to the conclusion that this technique is not the most appropriate to compare
both types of porosity in the ﬁlms.
Mercury porosimetry is generally accepted as the most useful available method for the textural
analysis of macropores235. The results obtained using mercury intrusion porosimetry show
a clear difference between the two ﬁlms in the macroporous range (Figure 5.3). In this case,
the PMMA-templated large pores are markedly conﬁrmed in the pore size distribution. The
ﬁrst change of the slope in the intrusion curves from Figure 5.3 (left) is referred to as the
threshold or critical pore size, which is related to the size of the ﬁrst pores where mercury
penetrates. The shape of the curves can be compared between similar materials revealing
differences in their structures236 and it reﬂects the distribution of pores. In the case of the
materials evaluated here, a critical pore size around 1 μmcan be observed for the hierarchically
nanostructured silica (red line). The shape of this intrusion curve shows a change in the slope
at around 250 nm. The curve concerning the mesoporous material shows a critical pore
site of 100 nm but a ﬁrst clear slope at 30 nm and ﬁnally a steep slope at 10 nm. The ﬁgure
5.3 upper right is the derived curve where Dv is the volume pore-size distribution, deﬁned
as the pore volume per unit interval of pore radius. Comparing both curves, the bimodal
distribution of pores in the hierarchically nanostructured material is evident as compared to
the narrowed distributed porosity in the mesoporous material. The pore network structure
signiﬁcantly inﬂuences the outcome from MIP measurements. Large pores, referred as ink-
bottle pores, may be only accessible to mercury by smaller pores (neck entrances). These
pores therefore may not be ﬁlled up with mercury until the pressure is increased. This leads
to an underestimation of the size of these pores237 and may be the reason of the lower than
expected values for macropores (100 nm in average according the derivative curve in Figure
5.3, upper right). The total surface area and pore volume values for bimodal porous ﬁlms
obtained using mercury intrusion porosimetry are bigger than for the mesoporous ﬁlms (Table
5.1), which are contradictory to the values obtained by the N2 adsorption technique. In the
case of mercury intrusion porosimetry, the probe (mercury) is able to enter the sample and
ﬁll in all the available spaces from a low to high pressure. In this sense, the contribution
of macropores as windows to access smaller pores within the material can be a reason why
higher values of surface area and pore volumewere obtained for themultiscale porousmaterial
compared to the mesoporous counterpart. Another way to compare these results is shown in
Figure 5.3 (lower panel), where the pore size distribution in relative volume is presented. The
hierarchically porous sample showed a larger bimodal porosity, as expected, with half of the
total pore volume corresponding to macropores. In contrast, the mesoporous ﬁlms showed
monomodal porosity.
Hierarchically porous silica monoliths were previously synthesized by Sun et al.234 by a com-
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Figure 5.3 – Pore size distributions of mesoporous and hierarchically structured silica ﬁlms
by MIP. Upper panel: Cumulative porosity curve by intrusion (left) and its derivative (right).
Lower panel: Pore size distribution (relative volume) from MIP measurements for mesoporous
(left) and hierarchically porous ﬁlms (right)
bination of templates: a highly ordered polymer particle colloidal crystal as macroporogenic
templates and pluronics® block copolymers as mesoporogenic templates. Their materials
showed high surface area (330 m2/g), with a pore volume of 0.36 cm3/g, mesopores in the
range of 3.6 - 4.7 nm and macropores up to 200 nm.234 In comparison to the results obtained
here, the total surface area achieved was around 200 m2/g, which is lower than the reported
values by Sun et al. However, the sizes of mesopores obtained with our method are larger
(20-40 nm), as well as the pore volume (values of 1.2 to 2-8 cm3/g, depending on the method).
Finally, the porosity results obtained by these two techniques (N2 adsorption and MIP) are
complementary; the interpretation of these results takes into account the characteristics
of each technique, their advantages and limitations and therefore each technique provides
valuable information to describe the porous systems in this work.
As a conclusion, polymer templates have successfully contributed to create large macropores
in the ﬁlms. These macropores appear to be well interconnected through mesopores, as
observed in the high porosity values obtained for multiscale ﬁlms (84% total porosity) and
well distributed within the ﬁlm (as observed by SEM imaging). The macropore sizes in the
100-300 nm range perfectly complete the mesoporous framework (below 40 nm in diameter).
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The balance between the surface area (> 200 m2/g) and the pore volume (> 2.5 cm3/g) can be
considered an excellent compromise for enzyme loading and transportation. The mesoporous
ﬁlms, despite showing relatively similar surface area and total porosity, have monodispersed
porosity with average pore sizes below 30 nm. This represents a potential limitation for enzyme
diffusion and immobilisation. To investigate further the role of pore size in the diffusion and
immobilization of enzymes, quartz crystals microbalance (QCM) measurements will be the
focus of the following section.
5.3.2 Tracking of enzyme adsorption and desorption by QCM
QCM experiments were performed at a pH 7.4. At this value, the silica surface from the ﬁlms is
predominantly negatively charged whereas the enzyme, which has an isoelectric point of 8.4,
is expected to be positively charged. In these conditions, the electrostatic adsorption of the
protein onto the ﬁlms can be investigated (see Figure 5.4) with two objectives: ﬁrstly, to track
the time-dependent adsorption of the enzyme onto the two different types of porous ﬁlms
(mesoporous and bimodal meso- and macroporous patches); secondly to study the effect of
the pore sizes itowards enzyme diffusion, ultimately affecting their immobilization.
The sensor coated with a mesoporous silica ﬁlm required several hours for stabilization
in buffer (data not shown). After pumping the enzyme into the chamber, the ﬁlms were
incubated for about 10 hours. A sharp drop in the frequency of the crystal quartz resonator was
observed in both ﬁlms as soon as the enzyme solution entered the sensor’s chamber, related
to the adsorption of enzyme. The mesoporous ﬁlm showed stabilization after a couple of
hours. Conversely, the frequency for the hierarchically porous ﬁlm kept decreasing, indicating
continued adsorption of enzyme over time. This observation can be linked to the diffusion
of the enzyme through the porosity of the ﬁlm via the macropores, which otherwise was not
observed in monomodal porous ﬁlms. However, this interpretation of results regarding the
effect of macropores in the transportation of the enzymes is not conclusive. Macropores are
considered advantageous for the fast diffusion of species in a multiscale porous material109;225.
QCM is very sensitive to changes in mass adsorbed at the surface of the sensors. Whereas the
ﬁlms with mesoporosity do not take up any more enzymes after the ﬁrst hour of incubation,
those with macropores continue to adsorb for several hours despite a lower surface area.
After incubation, the ﬁlms were rinsed with buffer to remove the non-adsorbed or loosely
adsorbed enzyme. The frequency change due to mass loss upon rinsing was larger in the
mesoporous ﬁlm than in the bimodal porous ﬁlm. Both ﬁlms stabilized quickly after the
rinsing step, indicating no signiﬁcant mass loss due to enzyme desorption once the rinsing
was completed. However, the bimodal ﬁlm showed a higher enzyme loading after rinsing,
demonstrating the advantage of the macropores in the ﬁlm structure.
In the classic analysis based on the Sauerbrey equation238, the adsorbed mass is simply
proportional to the decrease in the resonance frequency Δm = (−C/n) ·Δ f . C is the mass
sensitivity constant and n = 1,3,5,... is the number of the harmonic (overtone) frequency
that is analyzed. The quartz crystals used here have a resonance frequency of 5 MHz, and
C = 17.7 ng cm−2 Hz−1 according to Hook et al.229. The Sauerbrey equation was developed for
solid-like thin ﬁlms, and its values need to be interpretedwith care for soft polymermultilayers,
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Figure 5.4 – QCM analysis of LDH adsorption and desorption on mesoporous (blue) and hier-
archically porous (red) ﬁlms. QCM sensors were coated with mesoporous and hierarchically
porous silica ﬁlms. The negative frequency shift Δf is related to the adsorbed mass at the
surface. The arrow indicates the beginning of the rinsing step with pure PBS buffer at pH 7.4,
leading to protein desorption. The hierarchically porous ﬁlm takes more time to be saturated
with the enzyme during adsorption, but it retains signiﬁcantly more protein during the buffer
rinse as compared to the traditional mesoporous ﬁlm.
which are often highly ﬂexible and viscoelastic229. In that case, simultaneous monitoring
of the dissipation can provide additional information about the softness and viscoelastic
properties of the layer231;239.
Comparing the frequency shift due to the enzyme adsorbed on mesoporous and hierarchically
porous ﬁlms following the washout step in Figure 5.4, the ratio (−Δfhierarchical)/(−Δfmeso) is
approximately 1.35 for the two ﬁlms. This suggests that enzyme adsorption on the hierarchi-
cally structured ﬁlms is about 35% higher than for the mesoporous ﬁlms. If the Sauerbrey
equation238 is used, the adsorbed mass of enzyme is approximately 1360 ng/cm2 for the
hierarchical ﬁlms vs. 1005 ng/cm2 for the mesoporous ﬁlms. This is much higher than the
typical values around 40-150 ng/cm2 published for protein layers on ﬂat surfaces229. However,
these adsorbed mass values should only be used as an approximation for two reasons: 1. the
Sauerbrey equation neglects ﬂexibility and dissipation of the protein layers, i.e. a higher mass
than the measured value might be adsorbed, but it is not detected231. 2. Hook et al.230 found
that QCM adsorption values were ca. 1.75-3.2 times higher than those measured with optical
techniques. According to these authors, the difference is due to the strong hydration of the
proteins: mass uptake and hydrodynamic coupling of water to the proteins increases the
detected mass. Swelling effects were also discussed by Vogt et al.231
The difference between the QCM curves also indicates that the enzyme is not adsorbed
identically in the two different silica ﬁlms: For the mesoporous ﬁlm, there is a signiﬁcant loss
of mass during rinsing. This suggests that a part of the enzyme is only loosely adsorbed. By
analogy with known QCM data from protein and lipid layers240–242, this behaviour can be
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explained by the build-up of secondary adsorption layers of enzyme, which are only weakly
bound and detach easily during rinsing (on the mesoporous ﬁlm, some mass loss of LDH is
even evident before rinsing, since Δf increases again slightly between 5-10h in Fig. 5.4). In
contrast, the enzyme adsorbed on the hierarchically porous ﬁlm shows much smaller loss
during rinsing, suggesting that a higher fraction of the enzyme is directly adsorbed on the
silica in a stable manner. If this hypothesis is correct, both a higher enzymatic activity and less
experimental variation would be expected for the hierarchical ﬁlm. This will be assessed later
in this chapter in the lactate biosensing tests.
These results reveal qualitatively the positive effect of macropores in the ﬁlm on the enzyme
adsorption on silica ﬁlms, suggesting that their presence might allow diffusion of a larger
amount of enzymeswithin the ﬁlm, with possible beneﬁcial repercussions for the ﬁnal biosens-
ing of lactate. For the assessment of the effect of the nanostructure in the ﬁnal biosensing
application, the post-modiﬁcation of these silica ﬁlms with organic functionalities is necessary.
This post-functionalization is a multistep process requiring ﬁrst the incorporation of amino
groups, which further react with glutaraldehyde molecules. After each step of this process,
a change in the surface charge of the ﬁlms is expected, which not only can be monitored
to evaluate the correct post-modiﬁcation of the silica ﬁlms, but allows to better understand
the consequences regarding the enzyme diffusion and immobilization. To investigate this
in detail, streaming surface potential measurements were performed and their results are
presented in the next section.
5.3.3 Streaming potential
The understanding of the surface charge at the solid-liquid interface and the isoelectric point
of the ﬁlms is important considering that enzymes are charged biomolecules. When a surface
is charged, ions or larger molecules of opposite charge can be attracted to it, independently
if this phenomenon is desired or not. The zeta potential is a property directly related to the
electrokinetic charge density of a material surface243. For particles, it can be measured via
the electrophoretic mobility. In contrast, for ﬂat surfaces or porous bodies, the zeta potential
can be obtained from measurements of the streaming potential:244 the surface of a ﬁlm has a
charge, and a distribution of both anions and cations at the surface is found at equilibrium.
When a liquid ﬂows tangentially to the surface, this equilibrium is disrupted and creates a
potential difference known as streaming potential. The measurements of streaming potential
at different pressures are then converted into zeta potential values245.
In this work, streaming potential measurements were performed to evaluate both the post-
functionalization of silica ﬁlms and the charge of the ﬁlms at the pH at which the immobiliza-
tion of the enzymes takes place (pH 7.4). These measurements enable the evaluation of any
potential interaction between these proteins and the ﬁlms. The synthesized nanostructured
ﬁlms were functionalized successively with an aminosilane (APTES) and with glutaraldehyde
after APTES modiﬁcation. Figure 5.5 shows the pH dependence of zeta potential for func-
tionalized hierarchical porous silica ﬁlms in the pH range relevant for their isoelectric point
(IEP). The zeta potential values for amino-functionalized and bare porous silica were within
the expected values. Silica exhibits negatively charged Si–OH groups at neutral pH whereas
the amine groups render the surface charge positive. The IEP at pH 3.5 for silica is charac-
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Figure 5.5 – Streaming potential measurements for bare and functionalized hierarchically
porous ﬁlms
teristic for an acidic surface whereas the IEP at pH 8.6 for the amino-functionalized sample
represents a basic surface behaviour. From the literature similar values have been reported;
for instance, Deere et al. reported values of 3.6 for bare mesoporous silica246. Regarding
amino-functionalized porous silica, Dong. et al.247 found that the IEP was dependent on the
amount of APTES used for functionalization, ranging from 7.9 to 8.7 for molar concentrations
of 0 to 0.2M in solution following a co-condensation method. From the outcomes of these
measurements, it can be concluded that bare silica ﬁlms were suitably functionalized with
amino-functionalities.
Finally, the IEP value found for glutaraldehyde-functionalized silica was 5.7. For aldehyde-
functionalized silica, the scientiﬁc literature appears to lack any reference data. The cor-
responding zeta potential shown in Figure 5.5 therefore represents the ﬁrst data for such
functionalities on this type of surface ﬁlm. LDH from rabbit muscle has an isoelectric point be-
tween 8.4-8-6248 and the bare silica and glutaraldehyde-modiﬁed ﬁlms showed an isoelectric
point around 3.5 and 5.5 respectively. In PBS buffer at pH 7.4, the enzyme and ﬁlms surface
have positively and negatively charged surfaces respectively, allowing electrostatic adsorption
of LDH on the porous silica ﬁlms.
In combination with the knowledge of the enzyme known isoelectric point, the streaming
potential measurements therefore provide valuable information in terms of surface charge
of the ﬁlms to allow successful enzyme diffusion in the porous supports. At physiological
pH, the enzyme is expected to have a general positive charge whereas the bare silica and
glutaraldehyde-modiﬁed ﬁlms have a negative charge. As a consequence, the adsorption of
the enzyme onto the silica porous ﬁlms can be anticipated. This effect competes with the
diffusion of the enzyme into the ﬁlms. Another aspect of this competition is the role of the
pore size for enzyme diffusion vs. adsorption. The effect of the nanostructure on the transport
of the enzyme molecules during immobilization, and the transport of solutes (substrate and
product) in the ﬁlms will be discussed in more detail in Section 5.3.7.
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5.3.4 Themogravimetry analysis
TGA analyses were performed to investigate the functionalization efﬁciency of the hierarchi-
cally nanostructured ﬁlms. The resulting curves are shown in Figure 5.6 and a summary of
these results is presented in Table 5.2.














Figure 5.6 – TGA analysis of functionalized hierarchically nanostructured ﬁlms (red) with
APTES (blue), APTES+Glutaraldehyde (green) and APTES+Glutaraldehyde+LDH (orange).
A loss of 2.56% was observed for the bare silica ﬁlm. This loss corresponds to condensed water
(humidity) in the pores, as the weight remained stable after 100°C.
The loss of the amino-functionalized ﬁlms represents 1.5% of the total silica ﬁlm weight,
corresponding to 25.86 mmol of aminopropyl groups per 100g of silica. The cumulative loss of
the glutaraldehyde-functionalized ﬁlms yields 4.0%. By subtracting the 1.5% contribution of
the aminated groups, the mass loss for glutaraldehyde represents 2.5% of the total silica ﬁlm
weight, i.e. 25.27 mmol of glutaraldehyde per 100 g of silica. Due to the close values of amine
and glutaraldehyde functionalities in the ﬁlm, it can be concluded that almost all the amino
functionalities from the ﬁlm reacted with glutaraldehyde.
Results from biomacromolecule adsorption studies in hierarchically porous silica showed that
porous silica monoliths with a macropore entrance of about 50 nm retain about 16.6 mg/g
of bovine serum albumin (BSA, ≈10 nm in size). This amount is much higher than that ≈3.4
mg/g of the mesoporous silica materials without such macropore entrances234. Furthermore,
porous materials with or without macropore entrances exhibited similar adsorption capacity
Table 5.2 – Summary of TGA results. Evaluation of the functionalization steps of hierarchically
porous ﬁlms towards enzyme functionalization.
Cumulative weight loss % Weight loss per functional group % mmol/100g SiO2
SiO2 (H20) 2.6 2.5 142.22
Amino-silica 1.5 1.5 25.86
Glutaraldehyde 4.0 2.5 25.27
L-lactate dehydrogenase 13.3 9.3 6.61·10−2
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for cytochrome C with an average size of 3 nm, (≈36.8 mg/g), suggesting that large guest
molecules were excluded by the porous silica monoliths without the macropore entrances.
When converted into the same units used in this work (mmol/100g of silica), considering that
BSA has a molecular weight of 66’463 g/mol, they correspond to 2.5 · 10-2 mmol/100 g silica
for hierarchically structured ﬁlms and 5.1 · 10-3 mmol/100 g silica for purely mesoporous ﬁlms.
The values of enzyme concentration in our bimodal porous silica ﬁlms are higher than the
reported values in the literature for typical enzyme loadings in bulk silica249. Finally, the mass
loss related to LDH in the ﬁlm was 9.25 %, representing 6.61 · 10−2 mmol/ 100g of silica. This
value is considerably smaller than the molar amount of glutardehyde functionalities in the
ﬁlm, which is predictable as enzymes are biomolecules with larger molecular weights com-
pared to glutaraldehyde. If the weight loss is compared instead for these two functionalities
(glutardehyde and protein), it can be observed that the amount of enzyme was almost four
times larger than glutardehyde. Using the molar amount of protein per mass of silica obtained
by TGA, a simple approximation of enzyme coverage in the hierarchical and mesoporous
ﬁlms can be made (see Table 5.3) assuming a monomolecular protein adsorption layer and a
mean molecular area of adsorption230;250 of 1.96 ·10−16 m2 (based on the longest dimension
of the LDH molecule of 14 nm61). For the hierarchical ﬁlm, this rough estimate suggests that a
fraction of approximately 43% of the overall surface area in the porous ﬁlm is covered by the
enzyme, whereas for the mesoporous ﬁlm the value is around 30%. These values should be
understood as approximations only: for a detailed picture of protein adsorption, specialized
techniques such as radio–labelling251 and surface plasmon resonance (SPR)229 are necessary.
Moreover, for further investigations regarding the optimal loading of enzyme in the ﬁlms, a
study dealing with several ﬁlm nanostructures would be required. In particular, it is important
to optimize the number of macropores per ﬁlm area and the ﬁlm thickness in view of the
speciﬁc application; however, such a study was out of the scope of the present thesis and
should be the subject of future optimization work.
Table 5.3 – Approximation of enzyme coverage in the hierarchical and mesoporous ﬁlms
(assuming monomolecular coverage and a mean molecular area of adsorption of 1.96 ·10−16
m2 ).
Hierarchical Mesoporous
LDH loading, from TGA (mol/100g SiO2) 6.60 · 10−7 4.89 · 10−7
Ss , from BET analysis (m2/g) 178 194
LDH per speciﬁc surface area (mol/m2) 3.71 · 10−9 2.52 · 10−9
LDH per speciﬁc surface area (molecules/m2) 2.23 · 1015 1.51 · 1015
Fraction of Ss covered by LDH (–) 0.43 0.30
5.3.5 Characterization of the enzymatic response of lactate dehydrogenase in so-
lution
To provide the necessary calibration curve to detect lactate with LDH, the enzyme was ﬁrst
characterized in solution. The enzymatic reaction follows the conversion of L-lactate into
pyruvate with the concomitant reduction of NAD+ into NADH by LDH:
L− l actate+N AD+ LDH−−−−→ pyruvate+N ADH
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This reaction is reversible. To minimize the effect of accumulation of the product while boost-
ing the conversion of lactate into pyruvate, the buffer TRIS-hydrazine was used. According to
the literature, at 25°C and pH 7, the reaction constant of LDH and L-lactate leading to pyruvate
and NADH is 2.76 · 10-6M, which is low and indicates that the inverse reaction (pyruvate
to lactate) is favoured. By raising the pH, the reaction towards products can be enhanced.
Additionally, hydrazine reacts with pyruvate producing pyruvate-hydrazone. This compound
is not a substrate for LDH and so its involvement in the inverse reaction can be neglected252.
NADH is the analyte optically measured from the LDH activity, as it can be tracked optically
with a characteristic absorbance maximum at 340 nm65. Figure 5.7 shows the effect of the pH
from the medium on the activity of LDH in TRIS-hydrazine buffer. An optimal pH was found
by following the activity of the enzyme over time. Sets of [NADH] vs pH curves were obtained.
The activity of LDH exhibited a maximum between pH 8.6 and 9.0. From these observations, a
value of 8.8 was chosen to build up a calibration curve to be used for further characterizations.

















Figure 5.7 – Effect of the pH on the activity of LDH in tris-hydrazine buffer. The activity of a
given concentration of enzyme (1 U/mL) in TRIS-hydrazine buffer was followed over time by
the accumulation of NADH. The activity of LDH exhibited a maximum between pH 8.6 and
9.0.
The calibration curve for NADH is shown in the Appendix in Figure C.2a. Additionally, the
Michaelis-Menten curve for LDH in solution at a concentration of 1 U/mL was obtained
(Figure C.2b). The double reciprocal of this graph (Lineweaver-Burk plot, shown in the inset
of the graph) was built and from it the values of Vmax = 0.21 μmol/min and KM = 5.66 mM
were obtained. Nakae and Stoward253 found values of KM and Vmax from pure LDH isolated
from liver and skeletal muscle tissues from mice and compared them to immobilized LDH
in polyacrylamide gels. They found values ranging from 8 to 21 mM and 4 to 96 μmol/min
for KM and Vmax, respectively. These values varied depending on the location of the enzyme.
Generally, Vmax values from LDH in tissues were higher than those obtained from gels and, at
the same time, KM values where higher for LDH in polyacrylamide gels. Values of Vmax were
remarkably lower in samples with PVA. These results were interpreted as a consequence of the
increased viscosity caused by PVA addition, which retarded the diffusion of substrate towards
the enzyme. In another report by Powers et al.254, experimental results using LDH as a model
to study enzyme kinetics were compared. LDH solutions with concentrations ranging from 6
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Figure 5.8 – Response curves of enzymatic activity for LDH immobilized in mesoporous and
hierarchically porous ﬁlms. The concentration of NADH was measured over time at different
initial lactate concentrations within a range of physiological relevance.
to 19 U/mL were used. The obtained KM and Vmax values oscillated around 15 to 46 μmol/min
and 13 to 60 mM respectively. The concentration of LDH used to obtain kinetic parameters in
this work is 1 U/mL and the kinetic constants obtained (Vmax 0.21 μmol/min, KM 5.66 mM)
are reasonable if compared to those reported in the literature for a lower concentration of
enzyme.
5.3.6 Enzymatic response of the lactate dehydrogenase-loaded transparent silica
ﬁlms
The enzymatic response of two different types of functionalized enzyme-loaded supports
was evaluated as a function of the substrate concentration. Figure 5.8 shows the obtained
curves of LDH activity immobilized in mesoporous and hierarchically porous ﬁlms. The
concentration of the reaction product NADH was measured over time at different initial
lactate concentrations within a range of physiological relevance. Porous silica ﬁlms deposited
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Figure 5.9 – Sensor response curves for lactate detection with LDH immobilized on meso-
porous (left) and hierarchically structured (right) ﬁlms. The data were obtained by extrapolat-
ing v0 from the lactate concentration vs time data from ﬁg. 4.9 at different substrate concentra-
tions. The solid lines are ﬁts obtained by linear regression to the equation [lactate] = a·v0 + b.
The dashed lines indicate the maximum error range obtained with the linear ﬁts for a±Δa and
b±Δb.
on glass were immersed in a TRIS-hydrazine buffer at pH 8.8, and the conversion of NAD+
into NADH was followed over time. The measured concentration of NADH increases with the
initial concentration of lactate in solution. Generally, LDH-loaded hierarchically porous ﬁlms
produced higher concentrations of NADH than mesoporous ﬁlms at a given time. Typical
standard deviations of these values are below 6% for the hierarchical ﬁlms. For themesoporous,
standard devations are considerably higher if the ﬁlms are used repeatedly, as in this study,
possibly due to changes in the enzyme activity after several rinsing cycles during the biosensing
measurements. This observation was conﬁrmed in all cases at any initial concentration of
lactate.
The produced NADH by enzymes immobilized in mesoporous and hierarchically porous
ﬁlms has been plotted for four different lactate concentrations (Figure 5.8). Then, the lactate
concentration was plotted as a function of v0, i.e. of dc/dt as t→ 0 (Figure 5.9). An example
for the extrapolation of v0 from the dc/dt data is shown in the Appendix in Fig. C.3. Linear
regression ﬁts show that the hierarchically porous ﬁlms provide reproducible data quality
with low error compared to mesoporous ﬁlms. The slope a±Δa of the [lactate] vs. v0 curve is
a characteristic response constant for each biosensing surface, and its ‘quality’ is indicated
by the dashed lines, indicating the range given be the standard deviations for the slope ±Δa
and for the offset ±Δb in Figure 5.9. The speciﬁc numerical values for a and b need to be
determined for a given surface. For the example shown here, the curve for the hierarchically
porous ﬁlms is signiﬁcantly better deﬁned than for the mesoporous ﬁlm (Δa/a ≈ 7.3% vs.
125%), indicating that the hierarchical ﬁlms are far more robust for biosensing application.
Note that the presentation of data in the form of plots of analyte concentration vs. v0 is used
here because it provides the relevant information that the user needs during the utilisation of
the ﬁlms for lactate biosensing: [lactate] is wanted, and v0 is measured. The known value of the
slope (e.g. a ≈ 3.79 ·105 min/L for the hierarchical ﬁlm) and offset value then allow the user or
the software to convert the measured v0 into concentration values. For sensor calibration and
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benchmarking, the inverse plot of v0 vs. [lactate] is used7, i.e. output vs. input (measurable
quantity vs. analyte concentration), and the value of its slope s=a−1 is the sensitivity constant
of the sensor. For example, the sensitivity constant of the hierarchical ﬁlm is 2.65 ·10−6 L/min,
and for the mesoporous ﬁlm it is 1.25 ·10−6 L/min, meaning that the hierarchical ﬁlm provides
roughly a two-fold increase in sensitivity when tested on supports of identical size. A direct
comparison of these slopes between different types of sensors is not meaningful because
the measured properties are physically different, and the used enzymes, physicochemical
detection schemes and scales of the sensor are not standardized (for example, a characteristic
sensor curve of a cell-based optical ﬁber sensor is given in relative light intensity vs. [lactate]7,
or amperometric biosensors1 are characterized by plotting the measured current in μA vs.
[lactate]). The key is therefore to obtain a well-deﬁned and robust response curve for the
range of concentrations relevant to the application under the given constraints (here: optically
transparent thin ﬁlms with sub-micrometer thickness), rather than just the optimization of its
slope.
In the present study, the near-linear part of the v0 vs. [lactate] curves is obtained, whereas the
stabilization plateau is never reached. Therefore, these curves indicate that KM would be in a
range above the substrate concentrations studied here, which were selected for their physio-
logical relevance. This phenomenon was previously observed in mesoporous materials and in
alginate gels, where higher KM and lower Vmax were found as compared to the free enzyme92.
According to Laidler and Bunting255, there are several reasons to explain why the apparent
kinetics of an enzyme can be different when it is immobilized: ﬁrstly, the immobilization may
impose a different protein conformation, which may cause the enzyme to behave kinetically
different. Secondly, the environment around the enzyme is different compared to the enzyme
in solution. Thirdly, the availability of the substrate locally in the pores may be different to the
concentration in solution. Lastly, diffusion effects play a role, restricting the accessibility of
the substrate to the enzyme and thus affecting the kinetics when it is immobilized. Since the
objective here has been to develop a transparent functionalized surface to detect lactate via
immobilized enzymes at physiologically relevant concentrations (and not to obtain the full
range of Michaelis-Menten kinetics), the v0 vs. [lactate] curves provide enough information as
long as a clear, reproducible relationship between substrate concentration and the measurable
quantity v0 can be obtained.
The difference in performance ofmesoporous vs hierarchically porous ﬁlms is considered to be
related to the effect of the ﬁlms nanostucture on the enzyme diffusion during immobilisation,
which ultimately results in higher enzyme loadings in milt-scale porous ﬁlms. Moreover, the
difference in stability regarding multiple measurements on a single functionalized patch can
possibly be related to the same reasons. In the following sections, a discussion regarding mass
transport differences in these two materials is presented to support these hypotheses.
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5.3.7 Discussionofmass transport of enzymeand reactants in thenanostructured
silica ﬁlms
As shown in the previous sections, LDH-loaded hierarchically porous ﬁlms produced higher
concentrations of NADH than mesoporous ﬁlms in all cases at any initial concentration
of lactate. An explanation for this behaviour can be related to a difference in the enzyme
loading for the different ﬁlms. Higher enzyme loading is therefore expected in hierarchically
nanostructured ﬁlms as compared to mesoporous ﬁlms, in agreement with the QCM results
discussed above.
Mass transport for lactate biosensing with the nanostructured silica ﬁlms described in this
chapter can be considered important in three different situations:
1. Enzyme transport to the silica surface during immobilization;
2. Diffusion of the substrate and the cofactor to the immobilized enzyme during sensing
experiments; and
3. Transport of the reaction product used for detection away from the enzyme.
The restriction in pore size from mesoporous ﬁlms might limit the diffusion of the enzyme
through the ﬁlm, reducing the access to the pores and therefore affecting the immobilization.
In hierarchically porous ﬁlms, the macropores could facilitate this diffusion, increasing the
access of the enzyme to the pores and resulting in higher amount of immobilized enzyme.
Additionally, macropores can facilitate a faster diffusion of lactate to the immobilized enzyme
and consequently, promote a faster production of NADH towards the solution as compared to
mesoporous ﬁlms.
In the following sections, the role of diffusion of the different components will be assessed both
for the transport of the enzyme during immobilization, and for the transport of the substrate
and the product during sensing experiments. First, the roles of pore size and tortuosity
will be discussed. Both effects have been investigated in the literature; Veith, Pratsinis and
coworkers142 investigated the restricted diffusion in silica particles and measured diffusivity
by pulsed ﬁeld gradient diffusion NMR. These authors summarized different approximation
correlations commonly used for the tortuosity139–141 and pointed out that these correlations
all give similar trends, but they only provide approximations, rather than rigorous predictions.
Following the model from Suzuki and Smith141, the tortuosity τ as deﬁned in the background
chapter can be estimated if the porosity  is known as
τ= +1.5(1−). (5.1)
Using the porosity values  from Table 5.1 , the resulting tortuosity values are all in a rather
narrow range from τ = 1.072 to τ = 1.115. The ratio /τ serves as a correction factor84;142
allowing to estimate the effective diffusivity through tortuous materials as Dt ≈D0 ·/τ. For
the ﬁlms synthesized here, the resulting factors are /τ≈ 0.64 for the mesoporous ﬁlms and
/τ≈ 0.80 for the hierarchical ﬁlms.
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In addition to tortuosity, the ratio of the molecule size vs. pore size λ=rmolecule/rpore also
inﬂuences diffusion, as described in the background section. This pore size effect is reﬂected
in a second correction factor F(λ). Different theories are available in the literature to calculate
F(λ)84;129;130;142. Here, the numerical results fromPaine and Scherr130 given in the background
chapter in Fig. 2.18 are used, i.e. F=1/κ with κ(λ) from Fig. 2.18. Using an average pore
diameter around 30 nm (Table 5.1), this pore size factor can be assumed to strongly slow
down diffusion of the enzyme through the mesopores, but not the diffusion of lactate or
NADH: The diameter ratio enzyme:mesopore λ≈ 0.3−0.7, resulting in F(λ)< 0.2, meaning
that the diffusivity of LDH through 30 nm mesopores is signiﬁcantly reduced. In contrast, the
diameter ratio between lactate and the mesopores or between NADH and the mesopores is
much smaller (λ< 0.1), meaning F≈ 1.
Taking into account both the tortuosity and the pore size effect, the overall effective diffusivity
can be estimated from the bulk value D0 and the corrections in Table 5.4 as
De f f ≈D0 · (/τ) ·F (λ). (5.2)
The resulting Deff/D0 values are summarized in Table 5.4. The strongest reduction in diffusion
is found for LDH in the mesoporous ﬁlms, where it is about an order of magnitude slower
than in the free solution. Comparing the pore size factor F with the tortuosity effect (/τ) is
seems that the molecule:pore size ratio makes the biggest contribution to this reduction. For
all other cases, the reduction is relatively moderate.
The estimation given above follows the assumptions made for 3D materials. For thin ﬁlms,
it is important to keep in mind that the total size (thickness) is not much bigger than the
macropores. Inside the large macropores close to the the surface of the ﬁlm, it is likely that the
tortuosity effect is even smaller than the τ given above suggests and can then be neglected.
Also, the strong reduction in diffusion of LDH into the mesopores means that the immobilized
enzyme is located close to the open surface of the silica ﬁlms. A side effect of this is that the
tortuosity might become less relevant for the biosensing experiments because the enzymatic
reaction does not occur deep inside the mesoporous structure.
Table 5.4 – Summary of parameters for the estimation of effective diffusivity inmesoporous and
hierarchically porous silica ﬁlms. : porosity (from Table 5.2), τ: tortuosity (from Equation 5.1),
F: pore size factor for the effective diffusivity130 (with F=1/κ from Fig. 2.18. F = 1 corresponds
to free diffusion), dp : pore diameter used to estimate F (for mesopores: dp from porosimetry,
for hierarchical/macropores: dp from SEM images).
Molecule Medium  τ (/τ) dp (nm) F Deff/D0
L-lactate 0.93 0.60
NADH mesoporous 0.732 1.130 0.64 30 nm 0.87 0.56
LDH 0.17 0.11
L-lactate 0.99 0.79
NADH hierarchical 0.856 1.072 0.80 250 nm 0.99 0.79
LDH 0.87 0.70
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Diffusion of lactate (or the cofactor NADH) is important for biosensing, but it can be assumed
that this is not the limiting factor for the quality of the biosensing ﬁlms: lactate and NADH
easily diffuse through the pore sizes relevant here as they are much smaller than both the
mesopores and the macropores. Tortuosity of the mesopore network may slightly slow down
lactate diffusion deep inside the ﬁlm, but this is not relevant if there is no enzyme present in
those ‘deep’ pores. Therefore, the important restriction to diffusion is the one for the enzyme
during loading/immobilization, since the ﬁlms are actually only functional in places where
the LDH can penetrate. This point will also be discussed further below using visual modelling
results.
5.3.8 Visual modelling of enzyme immobilization and solute transport
BlenderTM is an open source software that can be used to build 3D models using mesh
structures. The software contains a particle physics module that allows to perform simple
simulations of particles moving in the designed 3D geometries, including Brownian motion,
and interaction with objects such as adhesion and repulsion (wall potential), friction, external
ﬂow, etc. Extensions to biophysics simulations are also available256.
For the study of enzyme and solute diffusion, silica ﬁlms are schematized as a three-dimensional
close packed assembly of silica aggregates, each of them formed by spherical silica particles.
Electronic micrographs from the silica as treated and used in this work to synthesize ﬁlms
revealed nanostructures ranging from 40 to 60 nm in diameter (see micrographs in the ap-
pendix). These "small" silica nanostructures will be used here as the basic unit for the visual
modelling of the ﬁlms. In the visual model developed here, they are schematized as spherical
silica spheres of 50 nm.c Simulated silica aggregates are created in the software from multiple
copies of the unit silica spheres, and these aggregates are then arranged in random orien-
tation to form a model of the mesoporous ﬁlm. For hierarchically porous ﬁlms, additional
macropores (diameter ≈ 260 nm were included, following the different shapes observed in the
SEM images (single spherical pores, double pores, merged spherical pores). The ﬁlms have a
thickness of about 800 nm. For the simulation, the porous ﬁlm is placed in a thin 3D box with
impermeable walls (x dimension = 1.95 μm, z dimension = 1.5 μm, y dimension = 200 nm)
Moreover, LDH molecules are represented by spherical particles of 15 nm in diameter, the size
of the largest dimension from LDH 3D structure. The diffusion of the enzyme molecules was
simulated with the ‘particle physics’ module in Blender. 6000 LDH molecules were generated
as spheres emitted from a plane above the ﬁlm in the ﬁrst frame of the simulation. Gravity and
all other external forces and initial velocities were set to zero, ‘Brownian dynamics’ was chosen
to generate random motion of the particles, ‘size deﬂect’ using the sphere radius was chosen
for the collision behavior, and ‘RK4’ (4th order Runge-Kutta) was selected as the integration
method to calculate the particle movement. To make sure that the numerical values for the
Brownian motion in the Blender software are realistic, they were ‘calibrated’ using the bulk
diffusivity D values from the Background chapter (see Fig. C.10 in the appendix).
cAccording to the speciﬁcations from the supplier, the untreated silica powder used to form these ﬁlms is
composed of aggregates with an average size of 200-300 nm, which again consist of linear chains of primary silica
nanoparticles of 14 nm in diameter (bulk density of 2.2 g/m3). It is likely that the 40-60 nm spheres observed
by SEM are composed of those primary particles, however, they could not be observed individually and for the
visualization the 50 nm unit will be used to allow efﬁcient modelling.
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Chemical interactions with the wall can be accounted for by different means: 1. as an effect
that changes the considered size scale (e.g. salt concentration changes the hydrodynamic
radius of the protein, or the effective pore radius including electric double layer), or with a par-
tition coefﬁcient84. In the present case, physical protein adsorption at the wall is considered
to be the relevant interaction. Part of it is due to electrostatic effects, which can be reversed
by changes in solution conditions. However, protein adsorption also has an important ther-
modynamic component, and it is known to be effectively irreversible257 under mild solution
conditions229;230;246;258 (very low negative free energy of adsorption due to changes in protein
conformation upon adsorption). For the overall diffusion, this means that diffusive motion of
the enzyme ends once it comes into contact with the walls. In the visual modelling described
below, this effect will be included by using a "sticky" wall (hard wall potential) to simulate







Figure 5.10 – 3D visualization of enzyme adsorption in meso- (top) and multiscale (bottom)
porous silica ﬁlms, and as solid (left) or transparent (right) objects visualized by BlenderTM
(front and side view images). The enzyme molecules are shown as blue spheres. A transparent
thin box is used for the simulation region (x dimension = 1.95 μm, z dimension = 1.5 μm,
y dimension = 200 nm). In hierarchically porous ﬁlms: i) two macropores connected and
accesible from the surface, ii) a buried macropore, and iii) a single macropore accesible from
the surface. Images correspond to ≈ 500 s after the start of the visualization.
Figure 5.10 shows representations of mesoporous (top) and hierarchically porous (bottom)
ﬁlms immersed in a solution of LDH. The ﬁlm structures are displayed in two different set
of images: solid objects (left images) and transparent objects (right images), with the same
modelling parameters. Transparent images allow to better visualize adsorption of the enzyme
inside the ﬁlm. The side view images of the ﬁlms allow to locate over time the enzyme
molecules along the z axis (ﬁlm thickness). The images are taken after the enzyme has been
homogeneously distributed around the medium by diffusion (see Appendix for a sequence of
images). In mesoporous ﬁlms, LDH molecules are observed at the upper section of the silica
ﬁlm after exposure to the LDH solution and to a depth of 150 to 200 nm within the ﬁlm. In
hierarchically porous ﬁlms, LDH molecules were found at deeper lengths from the surface of
the ﬁlm compared to the mesoporous ﬁlms and due to the presence of macropores. Different
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possibilities of localization of these macropores are illustrated in Figure 5.10 (bottom images):
i) In a ﬁrst scenario, a macropore at the surface of the ﬁlm is connected to another macro-
pore "buried" within the silica ﬁlm. In this case, LDH molecules are observed all along
the walls of these two macropores. The presence of these two larger voids increases the
surface area of the ﬁlm to allow higher amount of enzyme to bind the surface of the pore,
as compared to mesoporous ﬁlms. The presence of macropores facilitates the bulk-like
diffusion of the enzymes through the macropores, allowing LDH to reach the macropores’
walls and diffuse to a certain depth in the ﬁlm as observed in ﬁgure 5.10 (top images). In
this later case, the diffusion is restricted by the silica ﬁlm nanostructure. An additional
factor is the connection window between macropores. As an example, a narrow window
was chosen to demonstrate the effect on enzyme diffusion. As this connection becomes
narrower, it is also more restrictive to allow the enzyme to diffuse in a bulk-like diffusion
fashion. The amount of LDH at the surface of the second macropore appears slightly
smaller compared to the macropores from the surface.
ii) In a second scenario, a macropore is buried within the ﬁlm and only accessible by a
network of mesopores created by the silica aggregates. After diffusion, LDH molecules
are observed mostly at the surface of the ﬁlm. However, some of them went through
the mesopores and reached the macropore, and were able to adsorb along its surface.
Additionally, some of the LDH molecules could also diffuse deeper in the z axis and along
the x and y axes through the mesopores. However, it can be noticed that the amount of
enzyme at the surface of the macropore is smaller, as compared to the ﬁrst scenario, as
LDH molecules diffuse ﬁrst in a restrictive way through the mesopores before reaching
the macropore.
iii) Finally, a third scenario consists of a single macropore accessible from the surface. As
in the ﬁrst scenario, the surface of the macropore is exposed to the LDH solution and
its surface is fully covered with LDH. Some of the enzyme molecules diffuse through the
mesoporous network within the ﬁlm.
The side view images of the ﬁlms, particularly the transparent version of them, reveal a
higher amount of LDH along the z axis (thickness) of hierarchically porous ﬁlms compared
to mesoporous ﬁlms. These visual simulations support the hypothesis made during the
discussion of QCM results. In that section, LDH was assumed to deposit on top of the ﬁlms,
and after the incubation time, the enzymewas no longer able to diffuse through themesopores.
During the washing step, the non-adsorbed enzyme was removed from the silica surface, and
only LDH strongly bound to the surface remained. In a hierarchically porous system, the
adsorption of LDH required a longer stabilization time than the mesoporous system, and after
the washing step, the amount of enzyme retained was higher.
The 3D models shown here can also be used to plot a distribution proﬁle through the ﬁlm
(Figure 5.11). Two proﬁles of adsorbed enzyme amount vs. ﬁlm depth obtained from the
side view image of the particle-based visual modelling. Both proﬁles were plotted from the
particle data along the z axis, starting with the identical number n = 6000 of enzyme molecules
diffusing from the bulk solution and adsorbing on the ﬁlm after letting the visualization run for
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500 s. Conﬁrming the visual information in the previous ﬁgure, the proﬁle of the hierarchical
ﬁlm shows that a higher amount of enzyme is adsorbed and that the loading penetrates
deeper into the ﬁlm. Besides, higher amount of enzyme unable to diffuse through the ﬁlm is
observed in mesoporous ﬁlms at the surface (0-200 nm) compared to hierarchically porous
ﬁlms, conﬁrming the results from QCM analysis where loosely adsorbed enzyme is washed
away after the incubation period of several hours (enzyme not adsorbed within the pores).
Additionally, the simulations also provide the location over time of the diffusing molecules.
This allows to compare the trajectories of selectedmolecules in different locations. An example
is shown in Figure 5.12. Five LDH molecules were placed in the solution and let to diffuse
with Brownian motion according to the diffusivity in free solution D0. The same ﬁve molecule
were also placed inside the mesoporous region of the ﬁlm (adsorption was neglected, i.e.
the silica particles in this simulation were not "sticky"). Parameters for Brownian motion
of LDH were exactly the same in both cases (using D0 in the free solution), therefore the
restriction of diffusion for the mesoporous case is entirely due to the presence of the porous
ﬁlm. The "random walk" trajectories for both cases are plotted, as well as the mean squared
displacement (MSD) vs. time curves obtained from these trajectories. The slope of the MSD
curve for the LDH trapped in the ﬁlm is considerably lower, meaning the effective diffusivity
inside the ﬁlm is strongly reduced.
Considering the structure of the ﬁlms and the visualization of diffusion presented here, the
following conclusions can be formulated:


















Figure 5.11 – Proﬁle of adsorbed enzyme amount vs. ﬁlm depth obtained from the side view
image of the particle-based visual modelling. Both proﬁles were obtained starting with the
identical number n = 6000 of enzymemolecules diffusing from the bulk solution and adsorbing
on the ﬁlm after letting the visualization run for 500 s.
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free diffusion of LDH
diffusion of LDH in mesoporous region
Figure 5.12 – Left: Visualization of Brownian motion of ﬁve LDH molecules in the free solution
vs. trapped inside the schematized mesoporous ﬁlm. Note that for this visualization the
adsorption of LDH on the solid surface was switched off (i.e. LDH collides with the solid, but
does not stick). Right: Mean squared displacement (MSD or <Δx2 >) for the two cases shown
in the image. D0 is set as 5 · 10−11 m2/s in both cases and the only difference is the location of
the LDH molecules. The free LDH moves according to D0 (blue line), but the trapped LDH
moves according to Deff (green line).
• Increase the surface area of the ﬁlm directly exposed to the enzyme in solution
• Increase the amount of enzyme that can diffuse within the ﬁlm via the macropores’
walls and through the mesopores and smaller macropores created by the silica
aggregates
ii) Macropores accessible from the surface and connected to other macropores enhance
the loading of enzymes. Wider connecting windows among macropores reduce diffusion
constraints of the enzyme
iii) In the absence of macropores, LDH is able to diffuse only to a certain depth of the ﬁlm
due to the restriction of enzyme size vs pore size. The competition between diffusion
and adsorption discussed already in the previous sections is conﬁrmed visually. A loosely
adsorbed LDH on top of the ﬁlms could be possibly removed from the surface after several
rinsing cycles, affecting the amount of enzyme at each measurement made and increasing
the error (low sample to sample reproducibility). This effect was observed more drastically
in mesoporous ﬁlms. See ﬁgure 5.8
iv) Concerning the examples of macropore localization in the ﬁlm and the amount of enzyme
which is able to diffuse along the thickness of the ﬁlm, it is plausible that thicker ﬁlms
would not guarantee higher loadings, unless the macropores are highly connected. How-
ever, another constraint related to the transparency of ﬁlms must be taken into account,
as thicker ﬁlms following the approach presented in this work become opaque. Also, a
practical consideration is to keep the time for the enzyme loading step short, as thicker
ﬁlms need much longer loading times. Optimization work on the loading process would
then be required to improve loading of enzymes in these systems.
Finally, based on the schematic simulation of LHD immobilization, an additional visualization
was performed to better understand the transport and enzyme reaction with lactate during
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biosensing. While actual reaction kinetics can not be simulated using the BlenderTM software
used here, Fig. 5.13 shows an illustration of diffusion and substrate/enzyme contact during
biosensing. LDH (blue spheres; 3000 molecules were used for the example) was made to
adsorb in the modelled double pore of a hierarchically porous ﬁlm (spherical macropore near
the surface of the ﬁlm, connected to a deep ‘buried’ macropore), as was done previously in Fig.
5.10. The ratio between the diameter of the window connecting the pores vs. the macropore
diameter is 0.25. Then, this adsorbed LDH layer was used as a new collision boundary (i.e.
now the enzyme is part of the pore geometry). Then lactate was made to diffuse from the
solution using the diffusivity of lactate in water from Table 5.4. For the modelling, lactate
was deﬁned as a sphere of 0.75 nm diameter (5000 lactate molecules were used; note that the
green spheres representing lactate in Fig. 5.10 are scaled up by factor 5 for better visibility. For
reference, their actual size is shown in the Appendix). While the lactate disappears during
the reaction, the close-up images in the ﬁgure are here to illustrate all lactate molecules that
have collided with the enzyme. These images demonstrate that enzyme/substrate contact
strongly decreases along the depth of the pore, meaning that most of the substrate is already
consumed before it reaches the deepest portion of the pore. The narrow connection window
between the two cavities has a strong inﬂuence on the diffusion of lactate within the ﬁlms.
The visualization shown here is therefore expected to be helpful for future work aiming at the
optimization of the macropore geometries in enzyme supports.
Figure 5.13 – Visual modelling of diffusion and substrate/enzyme contact during biosensing.
LDH (blue spheres) was made to adsorb on the surface of the hierarchically porous ﬁlm, as
in Fig. 5.10. Then, the adsorbed LDH layer was re-used as a new collision boundary, and
this time the lactate (green spheres) was made to diffuse from the solution. While the lactate
disappears during the reaction, the close-up images here illustrate all lactate molecules that
have collided with the enzyme. For reference, their actual size is shown in the Appendix.).
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5.4 Summary and Conclusions
In this chapter, the synthesis of mesoporous and hierarchically nanostructured ﬁlms was
described. The ﬁlms were synthesized by a simple top-down approach using silica powders
and polymeric particles as porogenic materials to synthesize macropores. The porosity analy-
sis revealed the presence of two length-scale pores: mesopores ( 10 nm) formed inside and
between silica nanoparticles aggregates ( 30 nm) and macropores ( 230 nm) produced from the
inclusion of polymer particles as templates in the formulation. The functionalization of these
silica ﬁlms (IEP 3.5) with amino functionalities rendered the surface positively charged with an
IEP of 8.6, whereas the reaction of the amino groups with glutaraldehyde changed the IEP to
5.7. Adsorption and desorption of lactate dehydrogenase tracked using QCM measurements
show that LDH loading is higher and more stable in hierarchically porous ﬁlms compared
to mesoporous ones. Lactate dehydrogenase was immobilized on the silica ﬁlms covalently
using glutaraldehyde as a linker between the amino-functionalized silica and the enzyme.
The ﬁlms with immobilized enzyme were characterized by measuring the reduction of the
cofactor (NADH) over time at different lactate concentrations. Hierarchically nanostructured
ﬁlms are advantageous for increased enzyme loading and overall performance as compared
to traditional mesoporous ones. Higher enzymatic activity on the hierarchical ﬁlms allowed
more sensitive and more robust detection of lactate. This advantage is evident from the better
precision in the linear response of the biosensing ﬁlms, as obtained by linear regression.
Diffusion of LDH in mesopores is slowed down mostly due the pore size effect. This was con-
ﬁrmed both by estimation of the effective diffusivities and by visual modelling. Mesoporosity
provides a high speciﬁc surface area, which is beneﬁcial for enzyme immobilization if the
mesopores are large enough so that enzyme diffusion is still feasible. In hierarchical ﬁlms,
macropores make more of the high speciﬁc surface area provided by the mesoporous structure
by rendering this surface area accessible for the enzyme immobilization. The most effective
macropore geometries are those which are accessible from the ﬁlms surface. Buried pores are
less effective: although the substrate and product can diffuse with only small reductions in
effective diffusivity, enzyme transport into deep and buried macropores is strongly limited and
only small amounts of enzyme are expected to be immobilized in the deepest pore regions.
In conclusion, the hierarchically porous ﬁlms synthesized here are highly suitable as optical
coatings e.g. on measuring cells (cuvettes), optical ﬁbers, or glass windows while retaining
transparent properties. The macropore size range and number of macropores per ﬁlm area are




6 Layer-by-layer assembled nanocom-
posite ﬁlms and particles for enzyme-
based lactate biosensors
In the previous chapter, sensitive porous patches functionalized with the enzyme lactate
dehydrogenase were obtained for optical lactate detection by the incorporation of multi-scale
porosity in thin silica ﬁlms. While those biosensing ﬁlms were sensitive to L-lactate, they
required the presence of a cofactor (NAD+) in solution. An alternative choice for the enzyme,
lactate oxidase (LOx), does not require a cofactor. Instead, its reaction product H2O2 can
be optically detected using an oxidation-reduction scheme, monitoring the oxidation state of
separate indicator molecules, such as cytochrome C (CytC), a heme-containing protein. Here,
a novel biosensing scheme for lactate detection is presented, using LOx in combination with
CytC to synthesize not only lactate sensitive patches, but also micrometric particles and thus
addressing the general objectives of this work towards the development of particle based systems
for lactate detection. For the synthesis of lactate sensitive patches, their incorporation into the
system is achieved by the layer-by-layer deposition technique, forming polyelectrolyte layers
composed of polyethylene imine (PEI) and polyacrylic acid (PAA), allowing the adsorption of
CytC on top of the enzyme-functionalized silica ﬁlms. Both mesoporous and hierarchically
porous silica ﬁlms are evaluated and compared as the basis for these multilayer structures
using quartz crystal microbalance (QCM) experiments, absorbance spectra and by evaluation
of the time dependend oxidation of CytC. In addition to the ﬁlm-based detection approach, a
ﬁnal part of this chapter focuses on the formation of LOx–CytC particles using porous calcium
carbonate particles as sacriﬁcial templates for the synthesis of lactate micrometric probes. The
resulting protein-based particles can be used directly for optical detection of lactate. Moreover,
they are interesting materials for future developments of rapid optical detection methods in
liquid suspensions, for example in cell media.a
aThis chapter is the result of a 6-months research stay at the laboratory of Nanostructured Interfaces and
Materials Science Group (NIMS) led by Prof. Frank Caruso at the University of Melbourne, Australia. The funds for
this stay were generously obtained from the Swiss National Science Foundation via a granted proposal within the
framework of their Doc.Mobility programme. All the experimental work has been entirely performed by the PhD
candidate, with the exceptions explicitly mentioned.
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6.1 Introduction
Some of the challenges of this thesis concerning the reproducible synthesis of transparent,
porous supports for the immobilisation of enzymes have been addressed in previous chapters.
This study has led to the development of responsive patches for lactate quantiﬁcation. How-
ever, others challenges remain to be tackled. In particular, the design of more ﬂexible lactate
sensing schemes for (i) the formation of ‘all-in-one’ materials containing both the biocatalyst
and the secondary sensing elements needed for detection (e.g. cofactors or chromophores);
(ii) accurate control over the location and local concentration of different sensing elements in
structured materials and (iii) the highly relevant extension of these biosensing materials to
micrometric particle based probes speciﬁcally identiﬁed as a current need in biotechnological
applications. To obtain a more widely applicable lactate biosensing platform, these points
need to be addressed.
In this context, the layer-by-layer (LbL) technique is one of the most promising methods to
incorporate multiple biological components into sensor devices259;260. It is a versatile method
involving the sequential deposition ofmaterials of various chemistries onto supports of diverse
chemical and morphological nature261–263. Originally described as a method to sequentially
deposite macroparticles of opposite charge264, it was later extended to the deposition of poly-
electrolytes265. The most simpliﬁed explanation about the fundaments of this technique is
the electrostatic interaction among ionic side-groups of the polymer backbones. However, the
deposition of materials by LbL can rely on other molecular interactions such as hydrophobic
interactions266, hydrogen bonds267, coordination chemistry268, biologically speciﬁc interac-
tions269, etc. A comprehensive description about molecular interactions driving LbL systems
has been reviewed by Borges and Mano270. The ﬂexibility of the LbL technique allows com-
bining different materials for tailored applications. Its use to synthesize enzyme-containing
systems has demonstrated an increase in enzymatic activity as compared to the free enzyme
in solution271. The optical properties from an assembly of polymer-sensing elements can be
monitored following a biochemical reaction. Among the existing optical methods, there are
those based on absorption and reﬂection of light in the UV– Visible range, ﬂuorescence spec-
troscopy, Raman scattering and surface plasmon resonance. In some cases, the measurements
are straightforward, as in low-cost sensors based on colorimetry260. Altering the number of
layers deposited can exert a control on the thickness (amount) of the deposited materials, if
required272. The use of LbL assembly has a number of advantages. For example, LbL assembly
can be performed in entirely aqueous solutions, a large range of polymers can be used to
create multilayers, resulting in the ability to ﬁnely tune the composition, permeability, stability,
and surface functionality of the ﬁlms. The assembly process is relatively cheap, requiring only
simple laboratory equipment, and can be performed with inexpensive materials.
Despite the selectivity and suitability of lactate dehydrogenase as a biosensing element for
lactate detection, the sensing scheme as demonstrated in the previous chapter required the use
of a cofactor, nicotinamide adenine dinucleotide NAD+ in solution. It participates directly in
the enzymatic reaction by binding to the active site of the enzyme, together with the substrate.
This speciﬁc interaction between the active site-substrate-cofactor, as described in detail in
the background chapter, produces a conformational change in the enzyme, which is essential,
but difﬁcult to promote if both enzyme and cofactor are immobilized in the same support. In
contrast, an alternative enzyme choice, lactate oxidase (LOx), does not require a cofactor. Its
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mechanism of reaction involves the consumption of oxygen and hydrogen peroxide (reaction
6.1). The evolution of oxygen depletion or hydrogen peroxide concentration are the methods
to monitor the activity of LOx. The latter can be followed by the incorporation of another
independent biosensing element into the system: cytochrome C (CytC), a biomolecule, which
in presence of hydrogen peroxide is oxidized. The optical properties of CytC depend on its
oxidation state and can be coupled to the oxidation of L-lactate by LOx.
Recently, the change in light absorption of CytC depending on its oxidation state has been
reported as a mean to detect the presence of H2O2 in stressed cells, and an extremely low
limit-of-detection down to the subnanomolar range was achieved51;52. The H2O2 produced by
the enzyme after exposure to lactate reacts with CytC oxidizing it and consequently changing
its optical properties. This behavior is due to the change in oxidation state of the iron center
from its heme group, from ferrous Fe2+ (λabs = 550 nm) to ferric Fe
3+.273;274 This method
is promising for lactate detection due to the narrow absorption peak from its reduced state
and the constant absorption of CytC independently of its oxidation state (isosbestic points at
wavelengths λ= 542 nm and λ= 556 nm).
L− l actate+O2 LOx−−−−→ pyruvate+H2O2 (6.1)
CytCred +H2O2 −→CytCox +H2O (6.2)
Another alternative technique to detect the oxidation state of CytC is based on the ﬂuorescence
produced by CytC in its reduced state50. When excited at 350 nm and at a pH value of 7275,
CytC emits at 402 nm and 437 nm. Only the reduced state of CytC has ﬂuorescence properties
and thus the decay in ﬂuorescence intensity can be interpreted as a direct response from the
oxidation of CytC by hydrogen peroxide.
In this chapter, a novel scheme for lactate detection is proposed and developed in the form of
responsive lactate patches and microparticles. This scheme involves the integration of LOx in
combination with CytC into LbL functionalized systems. The co-immobilized CytC does not
directly participate in the enzymatic reaction but only serves as an indicator molecule, making
this approach more versatile. In the case of patches, the integration of the different com-
ponents into one system is achieved by the layer-by-layer deposition of oppositely charged
polyelectrolyte layers, allowing the adsorption of CytC on top of the enzyme-functionalized
porous silica ﬁlms developed in the previous chapter. Both mesoporous and hierarchically
porous materials are compared here to validate the results observed before. The implementa-
tion of a coupled LOX-CytC biosensing arrangement within a hybrid responsive material to
lactate is therefore proposed and developed as an integrated responsive system without the
need for additional reactants during biosensing, i.e. with all necessary reacting components
other than the analyte molecule included permanently in the system. In the speciﬁc case of
the lactate responsive patches developed here, the polyelectrolyte system should fulﬁll several
purposes: (i) it should provide additional stability and protect the covalently immobilized
LOx enzyme layer in the porous silica ﬁlm; (ii) at the same time, it should not limit diffusion
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of the reactants and products through the multilayer; and (iii) the multilayer should serve
as a scaffold for the optical sensing element, CytC, accesible to the reaction product H2O2.
For the development of lactate micrometric probes, a porous support is used to synthesize
protein-based lactate responsive microparticles by the sequential adsorption of LOx and CytC
onto porous CaCO3 particles. The advantages from using CaCO3 particles as templates have
been described at the corresponding section in the background chapter. Among them, the
removal of the support by dissolution under mild conditions is highly important as it yields
protein-based microparticles with active LOx and CytC closely bound together, allowing the
detection of lactate in a single microparticle.
6.2 Materials and methods
6.2.1 Film synthesis, casting and characterization
Support treatment: Borosilicate cover glasses No. 5, diameter 19 mm (ProSciTech Pty Ltd)
were cleaned by sonication using isopropanol for 10 minutes. Afterwards they were rinsed
with ethanol, dried with compressed air and placed into an oxygen plasma chamber for 10
minutes.
Film preparation: Silica ﬁlms were synthesized following a top-down approach. Silica aggre-
gates (Cabosil M5, Cabot Corporation) were dispersed in deionized water at a concentration of
10% w/v. For hierarchically nanostructured ﬁlms, poly(methyl methacrylate) (PMMA) beads
(280 nm in diameter, Polymer Source, Inc.) were used as macropore templates. A given volume
of the polymer beads (10% w/v) was incorporated dropwise to the silica suspension with
strong agitation. Polyvinyl alcohol was incorporated to the suspensions from a solution at 10%
w/v in water (Mowiol® 40-88, Sigma-Aldrich). The ratio of polyvinyl alcohol was adjusted to
the solid content of the suspension to avoid changes in the viscosity. The resulting suspensions
were spin-coated onto previously cleanedborosilicate supports. Heat treatment was applied
to remove the porogenic templates (550◦C for 20 minutes).
Film characterization: The ﬁlms nanostructure was observed using Scanning Electron Mi-
croscopy (SEM XL30 ESEM-FEG, Philips).
6.2.2 Post-functionalization of silica ﬁlms
Silanization: Prior to the post-functionalization steps, the uncoated side of the support was
protected with adhesive tape. Amino-propyltriethoxysilane (APTES) in vapour phase was used
to functionalize silica ﬁlms with amino groups. A desiccator was placed into an oven at 120◦C
for 2h with the samples to be silanized. The desiccator was then taken out from the oven, and
100 μL of APTES were then added into the chamber using a dried half-Petri dish as a container.
Vacuum was applied and the samples were left for 2h. Finally, the silanized samples were
placed in an oven at 100◦C for 10 minutes.
Glutaradelyhde-functionalization: Amino-functionalized silica ﬁlms were then immersed in a
solution of glutaraldehyde at 5% v/v in phosphate buffer 0.01 mM at pH 7. After 10 minutes,
the ﬁlms were rinsed thoroughly with deionized water, dried with compressed air and were
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then ready for enzyme conjugation. If not used immediately, they were placed in a refrigerator
covered with aluminium foil for maximum 2 hours before use.
Enzyme immobilization: A stock solution of lactate oxidase (LOx, Toyobo) at a concentration
of 100 U/mL was prepared in deionized water. The post-functionalized silica ﬁlms were
immersed in this solution for 2h at room temperature. Afterwards, they were thoroughly
rinsed with phosphate buffered saline – Tween 20 (PBS-T, Sigma Aldrich), PBS and water,
and dried with compressed air. The protected side of the ﬁlm was removed and the enzyme-
conjugated ﬁlms were placed in a 12-multiwell plate for further experiments.
6.2.3 Layer-by-layer deposition of cytochrome C
Cytochrome C (CytC) from equine heart (Calbiochem®, Merck Millipore) was reduced with
ascorbic acid and puriﬁed using a desalting column (Zeba spin desalting, <7000 Da, 10 mL).
Polyethyleneimine (PEI) branched (Mw ≈ 25’000 Sigma-Aldrich) and polyacrylic acid (PAA),
sodium salt 35% (Mw 60’000, Polysciences) were used to prepare solutions at 1 mg/mL in PBS
at a pH value of 7.4. Dipping the enzyme functionalized silica ﬁlms in the previously prepared
solution ﬁrst created a layer of PEI. Rinsing three times by dipping the ﬁlms in deionized water
removed the excess of non-adsorbed PEI. Afterwards, the same procedure was applied to
adsorb PAA and CytC (3 mg/mL).
Evaluation of layer-by-layer adsorption: To track the adsorption of polymers and CytC, mea-
surements were performed using a quartz crystal microbalance (E4 QCM, Q-sense) using
silica-coated sensors. Experimental details of the QCM method and data evaluation can be
found in the previous chapter. For the data shown in this chapter, the third overtone of the
resonance frequency shift Δf was used.
6.2.4 Detection of lactate in porous silica ﬁlms
The LOx–CytC functionalized ﬁlms were immersed in solutions of lactate at different concen-
trations. PBS buffer at a pH value of 7.4 was used as reaction detection medium. The oxidation
of cytochrome C was followed measuring the absorbance in situ over time using a plate reader
(Tecan Inﬁnite 200 PRO).
6.2.5 Assembly of LOx–CytC particles
Porous calcium carbonate CaCO3 particles were used as templates for the formation of protein
particles. They were prepared according to the work of Imai et al.108* by a precipitation and
aggregation process, initiated by mixing two solutions at room temperature: CaCl2 [Ca2+] at
a concentration of 32 mM and NaCO3 [CO3 2-] at a concentration of 16 mM in a solution of
polystyrene sulfonate (PSS). PSS was removed from the particles by calcination. Particles with
an average diameter of approximately 5 μm were used. The particles were calcined at 550 ◦C
*Dr. Jiwei Cui from the University of Melbourne is acknowledged for providing the CaCO3 particles as templates
for this study. A detailed characterisation of these particles has previously been published by Imai et al. 108, and
more information is provided in the Appendix.
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for 6h, rinsed with deionized water three times and resuspended again in PBS at pH = 7.4.
LOx was labeled with Alexa-Fluor® 488 dye (life technologies) and puriﬁed using a desalting
column (Zeba spin desalting column, 40K MWCO, 2 mL). A suspension of CaCO3 particles
were mixed with LOx-Alexa®-Fluor 488 and placed in a tube rotator for 2 hours, then rinsed
three times with buffer to remove unabsorbed enzyme. CytC was then absorbed in the same
way. The dissolution of CaCO3 was performed by adding ethylenediaminetetraacetic acid
(EDTA) 0.2 M at pH 8 into the dispersion. The protein particles were then rinsed with PBS to
remove the dissolved CaCO3 and EDTA.
Microscopy: the loading of LOx and CytC in the particles before and after dissolution of the
template was observed by microscopy (Inverted Microscope Olympus IX71) at 60x magniﬁca-
tion with an oil immersion objective. Fluorescently labeled particles were observed using the
corresponding ﬁlter set.
6.2.6 Detection of lactate using protein particles
The activity of lactate oxidase in the particles was evaluated ﬁrstly by incubating them in
buffer with CytC. 5 μL of protein capsules (from a suspension with a concentration of 10
mg/mL) were added into a 96-well plate. 5 μL of CytC in PBS (3 mg/ml) followed by 85 μL of
PBS at pH = 7.4 were added. Finally, 5 μL of lactate at 0.25 M were added to the mixture. The
oxidation of CytC was monitored over time measuring the absorbance spectra (see Figure D.1
for reference spectra) with a plate reader (Tecan Inﬁnite 200 PRO). In a second method, the
decay in ﬂuorescence from CytC was monitored by ﬂuorescence microscopy directly in the
protein particle. Numerical values of the relative ﬂuorescence decay were evaluated by image
analysis of the micrographs using the software ImageJ (available from The National Institutes
of Health, http://imagej.nih.gov).
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6.3 Results and discussion
6.3.1 Lactate responsive LOx-CytC hybrid patches
Porous silica supports were prepared following a powder approach and using polymer particles
as macropore templates. Their nanostructure features, porosity characterization and post-
functionalization with enzymes were described in the previous chapter. In this particular case,
LOx was immobilized instead of LDH. LOx is 4-subunit enzyme with an isoelectric point (IEP)
of 4.2 and a molecular weight of 160 kDa. The crystallographic size of the enzyme reveals a
structure unit with dimensions of 11 x 13 x 18 nm71. This tetrameric enzyme belongs to the
α-hydroxy acid oxidase ﬂavoenzyme family. It contains a ﬂavin nucleotide as a prosthetic
group (the non-protein part of the enzyme) which performs as a cofactor integrated in the
enzyme (details can be found in the background chapter of this thesis)70.
The scheme for lactate detection based on LOx–CytC functionalized patches is shown in Figure
6.1. A LOx-functionalized porous silica support was coated with CytC embedded in a layer of
polyelectrolytes. In a ﬁrst step, lactate reaches the enzyme and it is converted into pyruvate
and hydrogen peroxide. In a second step, the hydrogen peroxide diffuses out reaching the CytC
molecules embedded in a network of polymers. As a consequence, CytC becomes oxidized,
changing its optical properties, decreasing its light absorbance at 550 nm, and producing a
color change from brilliant orange-pink (CytC-Fe2+) to red (CytC-Fe3+).
Figure 6.1 – Scheme for the approach developed in this study to assemble a hybrid functional-
ized porous silica ﬁlm for lactate detection. Lactate oxidase (yellow) is covalently immobilized
in a porous silica ﬁlm (grey). A layer-by-layer system of oppositely charged polymers (PEI–PAA,
green and orange) and integrating cytochrome C (red-pink) is adsorbed on top of the enzyme-
functionalized porous ﬁlm. Lactate oxidase converts lactate (green squares) into pyruvate and
hydrogen peroxide (blue squares).
Deposition of PEI-PAA
The conditions to bring the polyelectrolytes and CytC onto the LOx-functionalized ﬁlms with
the minimum number of deposition cycles were established using QCM experiments. These
conditions were sought to (i) efﬁciently immobilize a large amount of CytC adsorbed in a
single step, (ii) to avoid extra processing time and (iii) to limit the exposure of the enzyme
immobilised in the ﬁlm to chemically changing environments with a potential lose of its
activity. In this ﬁrst study, the inﬂuence of pH and NaCl content in the polyelectrolyte solution
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were evaluated. Solutions of PEI at pH = 9 and PAA at pH = 4 were prepared at a concentration
of 1 mg/mL. Müller et al. showed that at these pH values a multilayer system using these
polymers could be obtained in a reproducible way276. They reported the selective adsorption
of amixture of proteins: concanavalin A (IEP = 5.4 and lysozyme IEP = 11.1) on a polyelectrolyte
multilayer system consisting of PEI and PAA. They found that at pH = 7.3, when PEI was the
outermost layer, negatively charged proteins (concanavalin A) were adsorbed. However,
when PAA was the outermost layer at the same pH, positively charged proteins (lysozyme)
were adsorbed instead276. For the multilayer ﬁlms to be synthesized here, the charges and
deposition conditions of these two polyelectrolytes need to be matched to build up a stable
multilayer and to allow subsequent adsorption of CytC. Additionally, PEI has also shown to be
beneﬁcial for enhancing colloidal stability and preventing degradation of enzyme activity277.
The isoelectric point (IEP) of CytC from horse heart is 10278 and at physiological conditions it
is assumed to be positively charged. Therefore, PAA is selected as the outermost layer where
CytC is adsorbed.
Figure 6.2 shows the QCM results for the adsorption of polyelectrolytes with and without
NaCl. The graphs reveal that moderate concentrations of NaCl inﬂuence the mass deposition
of polyelectrolytes and the ﬁnal adsorption of CytC only very weakly. Consecutive mass
adsorption of polymers can be observed, as well as a ﬁnal uptake of CytC from the outer
PAA layer. However, the deposited amount of CytC was not high enough to be detected by
spectrophotometry.
The layer-by-layer system was built up here in a relatively simple arrangement, with the
enzyme LOx ﬁrst immobilized as the primary layer on the silica support, followed by one
cationic PEI layer and one anionic PAA layer, and with the CytC as the closing top layer, and
Figure 6.2 – Left: Layer-by-layer adsorption of a PEI–PAA–CytCmultilayer on silica coatedQCM
sensors, following a traditional adsorption procedure276 with pH = 9 (PEI) and pH = 4 (PAA),
followed by adsorption of CytC at pH = 7.4. Curves are shown for a salt-free procedure and with
a NaCl concentration of 0.15 M.Δf: frequency shift. Right: Spectra of hierarchically porous and
mesoporous ﬁlms with immobilized LOx, coated with PEI–PAA–CytC following the adsorption
procedure shown on the left. The characteristic absorbance of CytC between 500 and 600 nm,
which is necessary for biosensing, is not achieved here due to the low concentration adsorbed
using this protocol.
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which remains strongly adsorbed at physiological pH in view of its opposite IEP compared
to PAA. This arrangement provides protection to the enzyme layer and allows sufﬁciently
strong adsorption of CytC while creating an overall system that is sufﬁciently thin to retain
transparent optical properties279.
The effect of NaCl in the polymer conformation in solution can have an inﬂuence on the
mass deposited by the LbL process. The ions can mask the surface charge of polyelectrolytes,
reducing their attraction between chains and stretching the molecules280. In this study,
increased salt concentrations can interfere with the enzyme, producing denaturation and
causing loss of activity. For this reason, a concentration of 0.138 M (PBS) was selected for QCM
evaluation.
While Figure 6.2 demonstrates that PEI–PAA–CytC multilayers can be formed under the condi-
tions shown (pH = 9 for PEI, pH = 4 for PAA, pH = 7.4 for CytC), the evolution of the QCM curves
also indicates that the repeated changes in the pH value induce slow changes in adsorption
each time the polyelectrolyte solution is changed. To avoid these changes in the degree of
dissociation during buildup of the layers, it would therefore be desirable to form more stable
multilayers under more mild and constant conditions.
In contrast to strong polyelectrolytes, for which the charge density does not depend on the
pH of the medium, the degree of ionization of weak polyelectrolytes such as PEI and PAA
strongly depends on the pH. At a pH value of 7.4, PEI is positively charged while PAA is
negatively charged. The pKa value reported for PAA is 4.5281 whereas an equivalent values for
the branched PEI used here could not be identiﬁed in the literature; previously reported values
for the degree of protonation of branched PEI at pH = 7.4 were 20%282 and 30%283, respectively.
Therefore, to further increase the amount of adsorbed CytC in the ﬁlms, an additional QCM
study was performed, this time maintaining the pH at 7.4 for both polymers in PBS. These
results are shown in Figure 6.3. The adsorption of CytC is considerably higher than in the
previous experiments. At pH 7.4, both polymers are highly ionized and exhibit opposite
charges. At the same time, CytC is positively charged. The long time for stabilization observed
in the QCM adsorption curves may be the result of competitive adsorption between PEI and
CytC for PAA. Also, CytC multilayer formation is possible. The Sauerbrey approximation
gives a mass per surface area of 103 ng/cm2 for the PEI–PAA polyelectrolyte layer. Once the
CytC adsorption arrives at a steady value after 10 hours, the adsorbed mass is much higher,
with values > 2000 ng/cm2. As discussed in the previous chapter, these mass values are
not precise because the Sauerbrey model does not perform well for soft, thick adsorption
layers. Nevertheless, these QCM results clearly indicate that signiﬁcant quantities of CytC
are adsorbed, and in comparison with the literature for globular proteins it is likely that CytC
multilayers are formed on top of the PEI–PAA. In comparison to the non-buffered initial QCM
experiments without optimized pH and ionic strength shown above, the adsorption conditions
shown in Figure 6.3 also result in CytC layers that are more stable against desorption during
rinsing.
These newPEI–PAA–CytC adsorption conditionswere tested directly on enzyme-functionalized
porous ﬁlms deposited on glass disks. Figure 6.4 shows the pictures of glass slides of 19 mm
diameter coated with polyelectrolytes and with CytC adsorbed. A much more intense or-
ange color can be observed in the multi-scale porous ﬁlms (Figure 6.4c) compared to the
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Figure 6.3 – QCM study of polymer adsorption on top of a silica coated sensor with improved
deposition conditions and optimized buffer concentration and pH for all components. PEI
solution (1 mg/mL) in 0.138 M PBS buffer at pH = 7.4 is adsorbed in ﬁrst place and the excess
is rinsed. PAA (1 mg/mlL) is adsorbed consecutively in the same manner. Finally, a solution of
cytochrome C (3 mg/mL) is let to ﬂow into the chamber and left to stabilize for several hours,
then ﬁnally rinsed.
a) b) c)
Figure 6.4 – Images of circular glass slides (19 mm in diameter) a) bare glass, b) mesoporous
functionalized silica and c) hierarchically porous silica; both of the coated surfaces are loaded
with immobilized lactate oxidase and coated by a PEI–PAA–CytCmultilayer . The hierarchically
porous silica shows a stronger red-pink color, indicating a higher adsorption of cytochrome C.
monomodal porous ﬁlms (Figure 6.4b). This outcome may be a result of the polyelectrolytes
coating the inner porous surface of the ﬁlms, where the created macropores facilitate the diffu-
sion and the adsorption of the layer-by-layer system. Regarding the effect of mass transport for
PEI, PAA and CytC during the formation of the LbL multilayers, it can be assumed that the rel-
evant transport process is bulk diffusion from the solution to the previously adsorbed enzyme
or polyelectrolyte layer: on the mesopore level, the silica ﬁlms have already been covered with
signiﬁcant amounts of the LOx during the immobilization. In contrast, on the macropore level,
the PEI, PAA and CytC molecular sizes are small with respect to the macropores, therefore the
pore size effect is not expected to inﬂuence the LbL process signiﬁcantly.
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Lactate detection in porous ﬁlms
With the LOx–CytC functionalized multilayer ﬁlms at hand, L-lactate sensing tests were per-
formed at different analyte concentrations. The lactate solutions were directly brought in
contact with the transparent ﬁlms and the change of the absorbance spectra over time was
recorded to infer the oxidation state of the CytC in the ﬁlms.
Figure 6.5 shows sets of spectra of CytC in the layer-by-layer assembled ﬁlms over time during
immersion in lactate solutions with physiologically relevant concentrations. The inset graphs
show a magniﬁcation of the spectra within the wavelength range where the oxidation of
CytC can be monitored. In general terms, lactate was detected in both functionalized porous
hybrid ﬁlms, independent of monomodal and bimodal porosity. However, in hierarchically
porous ﬁlms, the oxidation of lactate occurred more rapidly. Considering a ratio between the
difference of absorbance at 550 nm and one of the isosbestic points at 556 nm, an oxidation




For lactate detection in LbL-functionalized mesporous ﬁlms, the oxidation coefﬁcient Φ
evolves only very slowly, and the performance and sensitivity is poor compared to hierarchi-
cally porous ﬁlms. In Fig. 6.7, the initial slope of the dΦ/dt curves is shown as a function of the
lactate concentration for PEI–PAA–CytC coated ﬁlms with immobilized lactate oxidase. The
mesoporous multilayer ﬁlms exhibit poor performance and do not provide a useable sensor
response, with very low initial slopes that cannot be linked to the L-lactate concentrations. In
contrast, theΦ data from the hierarchical ﬁlm allow to obtain a sensor response curve (slope of
|dΦ/dt| = 3.2 ·10−1 l/(mol · min), corresponding to the sensitivity constant) for lactate sensing.
While this difference in performance between mesoporous and hierarchically porous ﬁlms
conﬁrms the trends discussed in the previous chapter for a smaller enzyme, the results ob-
served here suggest that the combined use of LOx as the enzyme and LbL-multilayer formation
on top of the LOx-loaded ﬁlms further ampliﬁes the differences in performance, sensitivity
and robustness between hierarchical and mesoporous enzyme-loaded systems. A possible ex-
planation for these different results is that for the mesoporous case the LOx is not transported
efﬁciently inside the silica mesopores, as discussed in the corresponding section from the
previous chapter. Indeed, LOx is a large 4-subunit enzyme with a higher molecular weight and
its longest dimension is about 35% larger than LDH. Therefore its effective diffusivity in the
mesopores is likely to be restricted even more strongly than that of LDH because of the pore
size effect. Consequently, signiﬁcant amounts of LOx can be expected to be immobilized in
the form of enzyme aggregates or enzyme multilayers, rather than directly on the SiO2 surface
within the mesopores. This type of loose adsorption can be the reason for the poor robustness
during rinsing and bad reproducibility, as compared to proper covalent immobilization on the
silica as in the case of the hierarchically porous ﬁlms, where the macropores make more of the
high speciﬁc surface area of the silica accessible to the enzyme.
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Figure 6.5 – Response curves of mesoporous (blue) and hierarchically porous silica ﬁlms (red)
functionalized for lactate detection. The spectra show the absorbance of CytC (Fe2+), with
characteristic peaks of absorption at 520 and 550 nm. When immersed in lactate solutions
at different concentrations (2, 10, 20 mM), the hydrogen peroxide produced by the enzyme
oxidizes CytC and thus decreases the absorbance at these characteristic wavelengths.
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Figure 6.6 – Oxidation coefﬁcientΦ over time for LOx–CytC functionalized mesoporous and
hierarchically porous ﬁlms. A faster oxidation of CytC was observed in the multi-scale porous
ﬁlms immersed in solutions of lactate at physiologically relevant concentrations.



























Figure 6.7 – Absolute value of the initial slope dΦ/dt as a function of the lactate concentration
for PEI–PAA–CytC coated mesoporous (left) and hierarchically porous ﬁlms (right) with im-
mobilized lactate oxidase. The mesoporous multilayer ﬁlms exhibit poor performance and
do not provide a useable sensor response (very low response values with a large error). In
contrast, from the Φ data of the hierarchical ﬁlm a sensor response curve (dashed line) for
lactate sensing was obtained.
Using the same approximations discussed in the previous chapter for enzyme transport in the
nanostructured ﬁlms, the effective diffusivity of LOx in the mesoporous ﬁlms is reduced to
Deff/D0 ≈ 0.05 (assuming rmolecule/rpore ≈ 0.63 for LOx in a typical mesopore, leading to a pore
size factor130 F ≈ 0.07, and using the same factors for the tortuosity of the silica ﬁlms as in the
last chapter). For comparison, the value estimated for the smaller LDH enzyme used in the
last chapter was Deff/D0 ≈ 0.11, meaning that for the larger LOx molecule the mesoporous
structure is a stronger diffusion barrier. In contrast, in the hierarchically porous ﬁlms with
their large macropores, diffusion of LOx is only slightly reduced to Deff/D0 ≈ 0.67 (which is
again very close to the value of 0.69 found for LDH in the previous chapter).
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6.3.2 Micrometric lactate-responsive particles
A second alternative for lactate detection combining LOx and CytC was developed in the form
of micrometric particles using sacriﬁcial inorganic templates as porous supports. CaCO3
microspheres with average diameters around 5 μm were used as templates for this synthesis.
These particles are particularly developed in this work to contribute with an innovative solu-
tion to the existing need of particle based systems for lactate biosensing, as revealed by the
state of the art on this ﬁeld presented in the introduction section.
CaCO3 microparticles used here are composed of radially oriented branches of nanocrystals
of 20 nm size in average, conﬁrming other studies reporting on the synthesis of CaCO3 mi-
croparticles by a similar method103. These microparticles have been characterized as vaterite
from their XRD patterns. Although the vaterite species is considered a metastable phase of
CaCO3 and less stable than calcite at ambient conditions, it has been reported that acidic
polyelectrolytes such as PSS are effective for the construction of mesostructured vaterite, sta-
bilizing it and allowing the aggregation of nanoparticles284. The mechanism of formation of
these microparticles is still under debate285, nevertheless two possible explanations are found
in the literature. One supports the idea of the simultaneous formation of single nanocrys-
tals, which rapidly aggregate to form a microparticle. A second theory supports that vaterite
microparticles grow from a single nucleus crystal that branches from it, and where both crys-
tallization process (nucleus and branches) can occur at the same time. In any case, the result
is the precipitation of microparticles of different diameter which can be tuned by modifying
synthesis parameters such as stirring speed and pH of the solution108. The porosity of such
microparticles is created in a similar way to the porous silica ﬁlms addressed in this and the
previous chapters. Mesopores originate from the space between CaCO3 nanoparticles; large
mesopores and macropores are created after removal of a porogenic material (PSS) by heat
treatment (a SEM micrograph of the particle structure is shown in Figure 6.8a, and reference
information from the literature on the nanocrystal arrangement and the pore sizes is shown in
the Appendix in Figure D.2). As shown previously by Imai et al.108 the microparticles before
polymer removal contained small mesopores below 20 nm in diameter, while particles as used
here where the polymer had been removed revealed a much larger pore volume fraction, with
the presence of both large mesopores and macropores up to 80 nm.
In Figure 6.8 a schematic representation of the method developed and evaluated is shown.
In a ﬁrst step towards the preparation of LOx-CytC protein microparticles, CaCO3 templates
(IEP 8.5103) were mixed in PBS with the larger protein (LOx, IEP 4.2). After a couple of hours
of incubation at room temperature, they were thoroughly rinsed with excess PBS buffer to
remove the non-absorbed LOx. CytC (IEP 10) was subsequently absorbed in the same way. In
a ﬁnal step, EDTA at pH = 8 was added to remove the sacriﬁcial CaCO3 core of the particles.
LOx was labelled with a ﬂuorophore (Alexa-Fluor 488) to track their absorption into the
porous CaCO3 template particles by ﬂuorescence microscopy. The hybrid particles exhibited
ﬂuorescence emission at 525 nm (green); CytC was not labelled since it is ﬂuorescent itself
when excited in the UV range with emission maxima at 440 nm (blue). A set of images from
CaCO3 particles loaded with LOx and CytC before and after removal of the inorganic core
template using by EDTA are shown in Figure 6.9. These images conﬁrm that (i) the particles
are loaded with both LOx and CytC (as indicated by the ﬂuorescence signal), and (ii) even
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after removal of the CaCO3 core, the particles remain assembled in a roughly spherical shape.
The intensity in ﬂuorescence decreases after the core removal, indicating slow leaking of the
protein. To demonstrate the dissolution of the core, images of a CaCO3 loaded particle were
taken along time showing the progressive dissolution of the core in Figure 6.10.
Figure 6.8 – Preparation of CaCO3-templated LOx–CytC particles. Porous CaCO3 is used as a
template for the synthesis of LOx–CytC particles; a) and b) SEM image and schematic drawing
of a porous CaCO3 particle; c) LOx is absorbed in PBS at pH = 7.4 and rinsed. CytC is absorbed





Figure 6.9 – Micrographs of LOx–CytC protein particles. a) bright ﬁeld image of protein loaded
CaCO3 particles and b) protein particles after CaCO3 removal by EDTA. Fluorescence images
from CaCO3 particles loaded with c) LOx-Alexa Fluor 488 and e) LOx–CytC; Lox-CytC particles
after CaCO3 removal: d) LOx-Alexa Fluor 488 ﬂuorescence and f) CytC ﬂuorescence.
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Figure 6.10 – Time course sequence of the dissolution of the sacriﬁcial CaCO3 core from CaCO3
particles loaded with LOx–CytC, as observed by bright ﬁeld microscopy (removal with EDTA
0.2 M at pH 8.)
There are two main aspects for the evaluation of the enzyme particles formed here: (i) the
stability and integrity of the protein microspheres following removal of the sacriﬁcial core,
and (ii) their ability to exhibit enzymatic activity of the LOx even after particle formation and
assembly with CytC. Both aspects are required for lactate sensing using these particles, and
they will be discussed in the following section. To understand the mechanism of stabilization
of the LOx–CytC assemblies after dissolution of the CaCO3 core, the amphoteric nature of the
LOx and CytC molecules should be taken into account. In particular, comparing the isoelectric
points of both proteins allows to explain electrostatic interactions between them at a speciﬁc
pH value. At physiological pH, at which the assembly of the particles took place, both proteins
have opposite charge (the IEP of LOx is 4.2 and the IEP of CytC is 10). The net opposite charge
of these molecules can therefore be expected to be the main inﬂuence for the stability of
their assemblies95;259. Since the IEPs of LOx and CytC are separated by almost six pH units,
these two proteins and the chosen conditions are therefore an ideal combination for complex
formation at the selected pH value of 7.4.
The polymer-templated CaCO3 microspheres were chosen as templates because of their suit-
ability to entrap guest molecules, as shown previously for different dyes and proteins108;286;287
and for the facility to be removed under mild conditions, avoiding damage to the enzyme. LOx
has an approximate molecular diameter of 19 nm and the inorganic microsphere templates
show pores between 20 nm and 100 nm (see the reference data mentioned in the Appendix),
therefore diffusion of the enzyme into the larger pore fractions is expected to occur. A simple
assessment can bemade to conﬁrmwhether the proteins were actually able to penetrate inside
the template particle, or if they were only adsorbed as a "shell" at the surface: by following the
time course images in Figure 6.10 taken during dissolution of the CaCO3 core using EDTA, it
appears that the shape and volume of the microparticles remain constant. This stability of
the particle shape during mass transfer from the inside to the outside indeed suggests that
the LOx–CytC assembly indeed penetrates deeply into the template to form a matrix particle,
rather than just forming an adsorbed protein multilayer. In contrast, soft polyelectrolyte,
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protein or DNA shells are well-known286–289 to be mechanically unstable and buckle during
volume transfer from the core to the outside, which is not observed here.
Moreover, TEM images obtained from samples drawn at different time of dissolution with
EDTA (Figure 6.11) suggest that some CaCO3 could remain inside the particle. Since the pure
inorganic template particles are easily dissolved by EDTA, the presence of this residualmaterial
indicates that the protein complex formed around and in the pores of the inorganic particles
acts as a barrier towards the CaCO3 dissolution process. Additionally, some shrinkage of the
particle is observed during dissolution of the template core, which has been also observed in
similar systems290;291.
The enzymatic activity of lactate oxidase in LOx–CytC particles is evaluated by two different
methods: indirectly via the oxidation of free CytC in solution, and directly via ﬂuorescence
microscopy on the particles themselves.
Figure 6.11 – TEM micrographs of a) CaCO3 particles after LOx–CytC absorption b)
CaCO3 particles isolated during dissolution by EDTA; some CaCO3 remains at the core and c)
LOx–CytC, with most of the CaCO3 having been removed. Scale bar 1 μm
Firstly, to assess their biocatalytic activity in suspension, an aliquot of particles is mixed with
a solution of free CytC and L-lactate in excess (the direct evaluation of CytC oxidation by
spectrophotometric means within the particles themselves was not possible; however, the
goal was to verify that the LOx remains active even after all the processing steps to form the
particles). To verify that the oxidation of CytC was due to LOx activity and not to any other
external factor (for example, oxygen from the air), a control experiment was performed in
parallel without LOx–CytC particles. The results are shown in Figure 6.12.
Oxidation of the free CytC added in the solution is clearly visible over time as shown in Figure
6.12a. The control remains stable, with negligible oxidation during the same experiment.
These results conﬁrm that LOx remains active even after the formation of the protein particles.
Moreover, the ﬂuorescence of the solution was measured to evaluate the effect of LOx activity
on the CytC ﬂuorescence (Figure 6.12b). The control shows no decay of ﬂuorescence over time;
in contrast, the solution with protein particles shows a decrease in ﬂuorescence. The oxidation
of CytC by spectroscopy and the decay of ﬂuorescence are correlated. After 30 minutes of
measurements no further signiﬁcant oxidation of CytC is observed (either by decrease of
absorption or by ﬂuorescence emission).
Secondly, the ﬂuorescence decay of CytC in LOx–CytC particles was also evaluated directly
using ﬂuorescence microcopy. In Figure 6.13, a time sequence tracking directly the decay
in ﬂuorescence intensity of the particle-bound CytC upon addition of L-lactate is shown.
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This last experiment demonstrates that the particles can indeed be used as a stand-alone
detection system for L-lactate, independent of additional reactants, with a fast response time
in less than a minute. Normalized ﬂuorescence intensity values obtained by image analysis
from the average of multiple particles in these micrographs are shown in Figure 6.14. In an
actual application for lactate detection, a biosensing assay can be performed either based on
microscopy as shown in Figures 6.13 and 6.14; alternatively, these microparticle suspensions
also allow facile detection using bulk ﬂuorescence analysis, as it can be performed easily using
inexpensive portable single-channel ﬂuorometers.





































Figure 6.12 – Oxidation of free CytC in solution by LOx–CytC particles. (a) Spectra of a solution
of CytC measured over time. CytC is oxidized by the hydrogen peroxide produced from LOx
activity in the particles. Control samples show no oxidation of CytC over time, indicating that
the change in absorbance corresponds to the activity of the enzyme. (b) Fluorescence decay
from the same solution of CytC in the presence of LOx–CytC particles. Fluorescence intensity
decreases with the increase in concentration of H2O2 in solution.
10 ?m
Figure 6.13 – Oxidation of CytC due to H2O2 formed by LOx activity in the presence of L-lactate,
tracked via ﬂuorescence microscopy of LOx–CytC particles . Fluorescence excited in the UV
range (350 nm) with emission at 460 nm (blue). Images taken at times 0, 10, 20 and 30 sec,
[L-lactate] = 12.5 mM.
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Figure 6.14 – Evolution of the normalized ﬂuorescence intensity averaged over the particles,
obtained from image analysis of the ﬂuorescence micrographs shown in the previous ﬁgure. A
fast response from the particles is observed within a minute after exposure to lactate.
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6.4 Summary and conclusions
In this chapter, a new scheme for optical lactate detection has been conceived, developed
and implemented for the fabrication of responsive patches and micrometric particles. In
the case of patches, hybrid enzyme-silica ﬁlms were synthesized: lactate oxidase (LOx) was
covalently immobilized within the silica porous structure synthesized, and cytochrome C
(CytC) was immobilized by adsorption with a polyelectrolyte layer-by-layer technique, serving
as a reporting biomolecule for the activity of LOx. The polyelectrolyte dissociation degree and
charge, and the protein adsorption were dependent on the pH of the medium. High CytC
uptake was found under electrostatically attractive conditions. L-lactate was detected by the
oxidative effect of hydrogen peroxide over CytC co-adsorbed in the ﬁlms. Mesoporous and
hierarchically porous silica ﬁlms were evaluated. Both functionalized ﬁlms were sensitive to
lactate, however, the hierarchical system exhibited a faster and more reliable response. The
layer-by-layer assembly scheme was then further developed towards particle-based detection
systems, forming LOx–CytC protein particles instead of ﬁlms. Calcium carbonate porous
particles were used as templates. LOx was found to remain active even after the particle
formation and removal of the template core. The enzymatic activitywasmonitored both via the
decay of ﬂuorescence from CytC in the particles and in solutions of excess CytC in the presence
of the biocatalytic particles. The LOx–PEI–PAA–CytC multilayer ﬁlms are suitable for the
development of biosensing surfaces, for example on optical ﬂow cells, microscopy surfaces, or
optical ﬁbers. On the other hand, the LOx–CytC proteinmicrospheres are suitable for detection
of lactate in rapid tests, either using particle image analysis by ﬂuorescence micoscopy, or with
bulk ﬂuorescence measurements in laboratory–based or portable ﬂuorometry devices. An
interesting practical and economical aspect of the two biosensing schemes presented in this
chapter is the reversibility of CytC oxidation: after use, themultilayer ﬁlms or the enzymatically
active LOx–CytC hybrid particles can be ‘recycled’ easily by reducing the oxidized CytC with
an inexpensive electron transfer molecule such as ascorbic acid.
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The main focus of this thesis has been the optical detection of L-lactate using immobilized
enzymes via the design of nanostructured thin ﬁlms and particles. While most current studies
for lactate quantiﬁcation are dominated by amperometric methods, an optical biosensing
approach for lactate detection was implemented in this thesis, offering advantages such as a
wide applicability for different instrumental conﬁgurations, including coated glass surfaces or
optical ﬁbers, high speciﬁcity and minimum interference with competing analytes, as well as
straightforward calibration. The general research approach proposed in this work has been the
design of two different schemes for lactate detection: the development of i) lactate responsive
patches and ii) micrometric particles, both functionalized with lactate-consuming enzymes,
whose activity could be followed by optical transducing technologies ﬁnding applications in
the medical, agro–food and biotech ﬁelds.
Summary of Research Achievements
In the ﬁrst part of this work, the exploration of different strategies for the synthesis of porous
thin ﬁlms as enzyme supports was presented. In Chapter 3, it was shown that optically
transparent silica ﬁlms with pores in the large mesopore size range, suitable for enzyme
immobilization, can be synthesized in a robustmanner using sol–gel chemistry in combination
with block copolymer templates. This method follows a bottom-up approach for the synthesis
of silica via sol-gel chemistry and utilizes amphiphilic block copolymers micelles as sacriﬁcial
templates for the formation of pores. It was found that PS-P2VP block copolymermicelles from
polymers with different molecular weight have been originally used to create pores within
a range of 20–100 nm. Low-chain aliphatic alcohols, ethanol and 1-butanol, were chosen
as solvent media to prepare PS-P2VP micelles (they are good solvents for the P2VP bock) as
they are also be conveniently used for the synthesis of silica. The choice of the solvent had a
major inﬂuence not only on the micelle size and shape, but also on the ﬂow behaviour and the
homogeneity of the ﬁlms after deposition. Additionally, it was found that the architecture of the
block copolymers to form micellar pore templates had a strong inﬂuence on the suitability of
the material to form stable micelle suspensions, where only block copolymers with equivalent
block lengths could be used for the synthesis of good quality ﬁlms (homogeneously distributed
pores, uniform in size and highly transparent). The enzyme horseradish peroxidase (HRP) was
used as a model enzyme to show the suitability of these synthesized porous ﬁlms as enzyme
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supports. With ﬁlm thicknesses of only half a micrometer, the apparent enzymatic activity
measured from the ﬁlms was quantiﬁed as 35 times higher compared to a non-porous support.
The high transparency of these ﬁlms and their suitability to host enzymes and to keep them
active after their immobilization was proven, showing that this approach to produce ﬁlms is
highly useful in biosensing applications. Moreover, the different deposition processes which
can be used to fabricate thin ﬁlms using the proposed method make them very relevant for
realistic industrial applications. While the most important challenges established in this work
for the porosity design in the large mesopore size range were accomplished at this stage of
the research, some important topics remained to be addressed in the subsequent chapters.
For example, the need to incorporate larger macropores in the ﬁlms, and the limitation in
thickness are among them. These points are important because whereas HRP is a relatively
small protein with only 5 nm in diameter, the relevant enzymes for lactate detection are 3 to 4
times larger than HRP. For this reason, further explorations were required for the synthesis of
transparent ﬁlms including large meso- and larger macropores in the same ﬁlm, and with the
possibility to tune the thickness for higher enzyme loadings.
In Chapter 4, an exploratory screening of different approaches for the synthesis of multi-scale
porous systems was presented. Several routes to synthesize in the same material pores with
different relevant sizes for biosensing (speciﬁcally large meso- and macropores) were investi-
gated, emphasizing their potential to be used as enzyme carriers for lactate biosensors. In this
evaluation, the advantages and disadvantages of each synthetic pathwere described. A powder
approach for the synthesis of meso and multi-scale porous ﬁlms was distinguished among the
various possibilities as a simple and highly suitable method to synthesize hierarchically porous
ﬁlms. This method followed a top–down approach using pre-synthesized silica aggregates
which, in combination with polymer particles as porogenic templates, offered the possibility
to obtain multi-scale porous ﬁlms via water-based formulations. In these porous systems, the
macropores size was found to depend on the polymer particle used, and they were surrounded
by an interconnected network of mesopores, formed by the interstitial spaces between silica
aggregates. The high transparency of the ﬁlms obtained by this method, together with the
possibility to control the macropore size, the ﬁlm thickness and the scalability of the process
were among the most important criteria to select this method for further investigations in this
work as enzyme supports for lactate biosensing applications.
In the second part of this work, described in Chapters 5 and 6, mesoporous and hierarchi-
cally nanostructured silica ﬁlms were post-functionalized for enzyme immobilization and
compared as enzymes supports for the development of optically responsive patches for L-
lactate detection. Additionally, a method to assemble enzyme-based biosensing particles
using porous CaCO3 microsphere scaffolds was developed. The two most reported enzymes
for lactate detection, L-lactate dehyrogenase (LDH) and L-lactate oxidase (LOx) were immobi-
lized in these porous materials and the resulting systems were characterized in terms of their
response towards lactate detection.
In Chapter 5, a comparative study of mesoporous and multi-scale porous ﬁlms as enzyme
supports for LDH was performed. Their nanostructure, porosity and surface charge behavior
were investigated, described and analyzedwith an emphasis on their consequences for enzyme
diffusion and loading, thereby addressing the key challenge of transport limitation of large
molecules in mesoporous materials. Films with surface area values of 194 m2/g and 179
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m2/g were obtained for mesoporous and multi scale porous ﬁlms, respectively, and with a
total porosity higher than 80%. Large mesopores of 30 nm in size were measured by nitrogen
adsorption porosimetry and BET analysis in the ﬁlms, and the presence of macropores was
conﬁrmed by mercury intrusion porosimetry measurements in the multi-scale systems. SEM
images showed macropores of 250 nm in diameter, using polymer template particles of
approximately 280 nm in size. Adsorption and desorption of LDH in these porous ﬁlms
could successfully be tracked using quartz crystal microbalance measurements, conﬁrming
higher enzyme loadings and better stability against desorption in hierarchically porous ﬁlms.
LDH was immobilized on amino-functionalized silica ﬁlms by covalent attachment using
glutaraldehyde. To characterize the behaviour of these systems in the context of biosensing
for lactate, formation of the reaction product (NADH) was followed over time at different
lactate concentrations. Hierarchically nanostructured ﬁlms were found to be advantageous
for increased enzyme loading, better stability, and more reliable and faster response compared
to simple mesoporous ones. In particular, the higher enzyme activity on the hierarchical ﬁlms
allowed a two timesmore sensitive andmuchmore robust detection of L-lactate than using the
mesoporous counterparts. The estimation of effective diffusivities of LDH in the porous ﬁlms
showed that its diffusion was slowed down in the mesopores mostly due to the pore size effect,
while tortuosity was found to play only a minor role. To maximize the beneﬁts of the ﬁlms
high surface area for enzyme immobilization, the incorporation of macropores in the ﬁlm
structure was found pertinent. Suchmacropores facilitated the diffusion of LDH to access such
high surface area through connected windows between macropores. A theoretical analysis
of different macropore locations in the ﬁlm showed that those available at the surface were
the most effective at attaining higher enzyme loadings; in the case of macropores connected
to other macropores buried within the ﬁlm, the access of the enzyme to the high surface
area of the ﬁlm was facilitated and higher enzyme loadings could be explained compared
to mesoporous ﬁlms. In summary, LDH was found to be a highly suitable enzyme for L-
lactate biosensing, in particular when immobilized on hierarchically porous silica supports.
However, a disadvantage of using LDH in the development of lactate biosensors is the need
of a cofactor, the NAD+ molecule, which binds the active site of the enzyme, producing a
three-dimensional conformation change of the biomolecule in order to perform its catalytic
activity. The immobilization of both LDH and NAD+ in the same material has proven to be
not feasible in view of this required interaction. Therefore, as a next step in this thesis, the
challenge was to design a biosensing material for L-lactate with all the necessary elements
integrated in the same matrix.
In Chapter 6, a different concept of biosensing ﬁlms was developed using an alternative
enzyme, lactate oxidase (LOx). While it does not need the presence of a cofactor for its
reaction scheme, the reaction product hydrogen peroxide needs to be detected indirectly;
therefore, a key challenge of Chapter 6 was the development of combined ‘all-in-one’ biosens-
ing ﬁlms in which both the enzyme and an indicator molecule, cytochrome C (CytC), are
immobilized. This challenge was solved by using a layer-by-layer polyelectrolyte deposition
technology in combination with porous silica substrates. For the development of patches,
hybrid enzyme-silica ﬁlms were synthesized ﬁrst by covalently immobilizing LOx within the
porous silica supports. Secondly, cytochrome C (CytC) was co-immobilized by adsorption
via a polyelectrolyte layer-by-layer technique. High CytC loads could be achieved under
suitable electrostatic conditions during the layer-by-layer deposition. Both mesoporous and
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hierarchically porous silica ﬁlms were evaluated as enzymes supports. While both types of
ﬁlms allowed enzyme immobilization, the hierarchical system exhibited a faster and more
robust response, analogous to the previous results obtained using LDH. The pore size effect
on the LOx diffusion was considered the reason of the poor performance of mesoporous
systems. In addition to the ﬁlm-based biosensing materials, the developed layer-by-layer
approach was also used to assemble particle-based detection systems, forming LOx-CytC
protein particles with intact enzymatic activity. To form these particles, calcium carbonate
microspheres were used as templates and LOx and CytC were adsorbed one after the other into
the porous particles. LOx remained active even after the inorganic core particle was removed.
Their capability to detect the presence of lactate was demonstrated in a single particle by
ﬂuorescence microscopy. This microparticle-based system representes a clear contribution
towards the development of lactate biosensors in inhomogeneous media, where the size of
the probe represents a challenge for a reliable quantiﬁcation next to the source, such as in cell
cultures.
General Conclusions and Outlook
This work reports on the design, the synthesis and the performance characterization of multi-
scale porous materials for lactate biosensing. Methods for a robust and reproducible synthesis
of multi-scale porous ﬁlms and particles were developed with an emphasis on the inclusion
of large mesopores (10-50 nm) and macropores (50-300 nm). These materials have been
functionalized with lactate-consuming enzymes towards the optical detection of L-lactate
within concentrations relevant for real applications (0-20 mM) in the food, health care and
biotech ﬁelds. Overall, the utilization of multi-scale porous materials enhanced the transport
of enzymes during immobilization and facilitated their access to the high surface area of
the materials, resulting in better performance for L-lactate detection compared to purely
mesoporous matrices. Two optical–biochemical detection schemes were developed: A ﬁrst
one comprised the use of L-lactate dehydrogenase for the detection of lactate in solution
through the immobilization of the enzyme in porous silica ﬁlms, with optical detection of the
reaction product NADH in the bulk solution. A second scheme involved the use of L-lactate
oxidase, co-immobilized with cytochrome C as an optical indicator molecule. This second
scheme allowed to form ‘all–in–one’ materials, with all catalytic and optically active molecules
integrated into the same hybrid ﬁlm. This scheme resulted in the successful formation and
evaluation of two lactate-responsive materials: colorimetric patches and micrometric probe
particles. This achievement is expected to bring signiﬁcantly more ﬂexibility for the design of
possible detection systems and instrumentation, resulting in the advancement of this work
towards the development of novel biosensing materials for lactate detection with realistic
applications. A summary of the challenges vs achievements of this work is presented in Table
7.1
Based on the broad concepts developed here, future work in the area lactate detection with
enzyme-based biosensors should include (i) further optimization of the nanostructures for
enhanced enzyme loads; (ii) the development of alternative immobilization protocols and
their evaluation on enzyme loading; (iii) the application to more complex media, e.g. real
physiological ﬂuids or industrial reaction media; (iv) the exploration of additional sensing
schemes to track enzyme activity while keeping the same porous ﬁlms as support (e.g. lumi-
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Table 7.1 – General overview of challenges, approaches and achievements of this thesis.
nescence). An important step for further investigations will be the integration of the ﬁlms
discussed here into actual biosensor devices. A key advantage of the materials developed here
is that their readout can be performed with standard optical methods. Therefore, the instru-
mental implementation for viable biosensor devices is expected to be relatively inexpensive.
For example, a straightforward implementation of the concepts proposed in this work is the
adaptation of the ﬁlms to patches readable by portable spectrophotometer that could be used
to measure directly the concentration of lactate in a given sample, as shown in Figure 7.1.
A portable photometric device would then facilitate the prompt analysis of samples, giving
straightforward information about the process or product evaluated, for instance, for quality
control measurements, in ﬁeld studies, or for mobile clinical applications. This implementa-
tion can be extended to other metabolites by modifying the functionalization of the patches
according to the analyte of interest.
A second implementation consists in the use of paper as in the principle of origami for the
development of 3-D paper-based microﬂuidic devices. The applicability of these devices has
been demonstrated by colorimetric and ﬂuorescence assays using multilayer systems based
on paper folding. The methods to produce porous ﬁlms in this work are compatible with
existing printing techniques on paper, which would enable the fabrication of large surface
areas of coated paper in a facile, fast, cost-effective and reproducible way. Addtionally, the
assembly of such devices would not require additional equipment or advanced skills, which
is beneﬁcial in remote areas where access to such resources is limited. This represents an
outstanding opportunity to develop biosensing materials for point of care applications in
less-favored countries where access to advanced technologies is limited.
Finally, an implementation of the microparticle-based detection of lactate can be envisaged
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Figure 7.1 – Outlook: schematic overview of possible implementations of the biosensing
materials developed in this thesis. Top panel: Representation of the colorimetric patches
developed in this work. A straightforward application of these biosensing materials can be
achieved using portable spectrophometers (Konica Minolta model CM-700d, image obtained
from the manufacturer’s website292). Middle panel: Origami-based 3-D fabrication of one-
piece, single step biosensing devices. This speeds up the fabrication process and reduces
cost. Parallel analyses are possible. (reprinted with permission from Liu et al.293, ©American
Chemical Society). Lower panel: Fluorescence-based device for 3-D oxygen detection via
optical particle localization294. This approach allows real-time, non-invasive measurements
from distances up to 1 meter, which could be extended to lactate and other relevant analytes
based on the enzyme microparticle approach developed in this thesis (Image from Colibri
Photonics, obtained from the company’s website295)
in combination with commercially available ﬂuorometers, which are able to measure ﬂuores-
cence in a bulk solution in an inexpensive way, as the cost of typical single-channel devices is
low. Additionally, an important and current application of the developpedmicroparticles is the
analysis of complex media where inhomogeneous distribution of lactate is often a challenge
for representative measurements. The scheme developed in this work may contribute to a
solution in this area. For example, current non-invasive oxygen sensor systems are able to
locally detect micrometric probes in a 3-D medium294;295 (see for example Colibri Photonics
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(http://www.colibri-photonics.com). While those commercially available technologies have
focused on the quantiﬁcation of oxygen at different depths in a 3-D sample, an extension of
this technology can be obtained if other micrometric probes are developed, like in this work,
for the monitoring of relevant analytes in the agro–food and biotech industries. In this sense,
the results of this work represent a realistic contribution to the ﬁeld of lactate biosensing for
real applications.
In summary, the combined investigation of suitable support materials, including the porosity
design and processing aspects, the functionalization of these support materials with enzymes,
and the performance characterization of the resulting materials for the detection of phys-
iologically relevant analyses have led to novel inorganic/organic ﬁlms and microparticles
for biosensing. These results are expected to be widely applicable for inexpensive optical
biosensing in a wide range of industrial and medical scenarios.
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A Supporting Information for Chapter 3
Figure A.1 – Images of PS-P2VP-silica coatings deposited by spin coating on silicon substrates.
Silica ﬁlms formed from sols in different solvents. Left: ethanol, middle: 1-butanol, and right:
1-butanol after heat treatment. Color variations indicate inhomogeneities in the ﬁlm thickness.
Film dimensions: 2 cm2.
Table A.1 – Calibration curve data from Commassie brilliant blue G solutions.
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Figure A.2 – Calibration curve from Coomassie brilliant blue G for the estimation of available
amino groups in mesoporous silica ﬁlms.
Figure A.3 – Calibration curve from TMB after acidiﬁcation of the medium.
Table A.2 – Spectrophotometric measurements of desorbed Coomassie brilliant blue G from
amino-functionalized porous silica ﬁlms.
Flat sample Sample A Sample B Sample C
Absorbance 0.05531 0.1893 0.3096 0.5536
0.0668 0.2064 0.3099 0.5565
0.0650 0.2091 0.3106 0.5578
0.0667 0.2097 0.3110 0.5590
0.2086 0.3130 0.5620
Average 0.0634 0.2046 0.3108 0.5578
Std. dev 0.00550 0.00865 0.00134 0.00310
Conc. mol/L 2.77· 10−6 9.02· 10−6 1.37· 10−5 2.47· 10−5
Ratio Ref. 1.0 3.3 5.0 8.9
Table A.3 – Spectrophotometricmeasurements from the oxidation of TMBbyHRP immobilized
in porous silica ﬁlms and measured at 650 nm.
Time min Flat sample Sample A Sample B Sample C
Average Average Average Average
5 0.0463 ± 0.0170 0.0648 ± 0.0214 0.0792 ± 0.0230 0.1230 ± 0.0163
10 0.0080 ± 0.0743 0.0743 ± 0.007 0.1002 ± 0.0029 0.2044 ± 0.0189
15 0.1358 ± 0.0168 0.1013 ± 0.0103 0.1462 ± 0.0066 0.2687± 0.0147
20 0.1798 ± 0.0347 0.1308 ± 0.0141 0.1846 ± 0.0075 0.3298 ± 0.0205
25 0.2111 ± 0.0394 0.1558 ± 0.0137 0.2176 ± 0.0111 0.3712 ± 0.0211
30 0.2350 ± 0.0464 0.1777 ± 0.0115 0.2598 ± 0.0169 0.4125 ± 0.0255
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Table A.4 – Apparent concentration of HRP in the ﬁlms obtained from calibration curve
(measured at 30 min at a wavelength of 450nm).
Flat sample Sample A Sample B Sample C
Abs corr 0.0991 1.1617 1.6723 2.8674
Conc (μg HRP/mL) 0.0593 0.8385 1.2130 2.0894
Std dev. 0.0337 0.0709 0.0878 0.0871
Ratio 1 14.2 20.5 35.3
Table A.5 – Equivalent enzyme activity normalized with ﬁlm thickness. For each ﬁlm, the
apparent activity is shown as the equivalent HRP concentration ceq(HRP ) of a free enzyme
solution is shown in mol/mL (assuming a nominal relative molecular weight of HRP of 44173
g/mol). ceq(HRP ),norm is the equivalent HRP concentration normalized with ﬁlm thickness.
Sample A Sample B Sample C
Film thickness (nm) 330 430 560
ceq(HRP ) (mol/mL) 1.83·10−11 2.81·10−11 4.98·10−11
ceq(HRP ),norm (mol/mL)/nm 5.56·10−14 6.53·10−14 8.89·10−14
Table A.6 – Physical properties of solvents present in the sol-gel formulations296.
Solvent Molar volume (cm3·mol−1) Surface tension (mN·m−1) Vapor pressure (Pa) Viscosity (mPa·s)
Water 18 72.86 2306 1
Ethanol 58.5 22.39 5866 1.114
Butanol 91.5 24.6 560 2.947
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Figure A.4 – (a) Slope of the absorbance vs. time curves in Fig. 3.11 for the oxidation of TMP
from HRP-loaded porous silica ﬁlms (C, red circles: ﬁlm thickness 562 nm; B, green diamonds:
434 nm; A, blue circles: 333 nm; D, orange triangles: ﬂat surface used as reference). For the
thinner ﬁlms A and B, dA/dt takes about 15-20 minutes to increase to the maximum rate, while
the thickest ﬁlm C already produces at the fastest rate from the beginning. (b) Initial value of
the slope at zero time plotted against the ﬁlm thickness.
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B Supporting Information for Chapter 4
Figure B.1 – Top: Hydrolysis of polyvinyl acetate (PVAc) yields polyvinyl alcohol (PVA) with
different degrees of alcohol functionalities. Hydrolysis of PVAc is usually incomplete (x>0),
inﬂuencing the feasibility of cross-linking with boric acid. m/n is the degree of hydrolysis; for
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Figure C.1 – a) Spectra of transparent mesoporous and hierarchically porous ﬁlms on glass,
demonstrating transparency in the range of interest; b) image of a hierarchically porous ﬁlm
of about 1.3 μm thickness
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Figure C.2 – a) Calibration curve of LDH. The inset graph shows the spectra of NADH at
different concentrations. b) Michaelis-Menten ﬁt for LDH. The inset picture shows the double
reciprocal of the Michaelis-Menten curve, the Lineweaver-Burk plot, from which kinetic
parameters are obtained.
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3rd order polynomial fit
initial slope of fit → v0
Figure C.3 – Example for the derivation of the initial reaction rate v0 from the product concen-
tration [P] vs. time data. A third order polynomial is ﬁtted to the concentration vs. time data
using the data analysis software ProFit (Quansoft, Mac OS X), and the initial reaction rate is
obtained numerically from its slope.
Figure C.4 – SEM image of a hierarchically porous silica ﬁlm. Scale bar: 1 μm
Figure C.5 – SEM image with higher ampliﬁcation of a hierarchically porous ﬁlm. Macropores
are surrounded by silica aggregates. Each aggregate each composed of silica nanoparticles.
The image shows small spherical aggregates with an average size of 40-50nm. Scale bar: 200
nm
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Figure C.6 – SEM image of the cross section from a hierarchically porous silica ﬁlm. The
macropores are around 250nm. Scale bar: 1 μm
Figure C.7 – Example for the mesh structure used in the visual modelling of silica aggregates
and enzyme molecules. Each particle or molecule was created as a spherical mesh with 512
faces and scaled according to the SEM images or known molecular diameter. Yellow: mesh of
the silica sphere units; orange: mesh used to model the enzyme
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Figure C.8 – Example for a sequence of images generated for the visual modelling approach.
LDH diffusion over time in mesoporous ﬁlms represented as solid (left) and transparent (right)
materials. From top to bottom: 1. blank ﬁlm at the start of the simulation, 2. generation of
6000 enzyme molecules as spherical particles in a plane 200 nm above the ﬁlm at time t=0
s, 3. intermediate step of enzyme diffusion and adsorption to the ﬁlm, 4. ﬁnal step after the
sequence was stopped after 500 s. The side view of the ﬁlms shows the diffusion of the enzyme













Figure C.9 – Example for a sequence of images generated for the visual modelling approach.
LDHdiffusion over time inmmultiscale porous ﬁlms represented as solid (left) and transparent
(right) materials. From top to bottom: 1. blank ﬁlm at the start of the simulation, 2. generation
of 6000 enzyme molecules as spherical particles in a plane 200 nm above the ﬁlm at time t=0
s, 3. intermediate step of enzyme diffusion and adsorption to the ﬁlm, 4. ﬁnal step after the
sequence was stopped after 500 s. The side view of the ﬁlms shows the diffusion of the enzyme
molecules along the z axis (ﬁlm thickness).
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Figure C.10 – Calibration of Brownian motion for visual modelling. Mean squared displace-
ment (MSD or < Δx2 >) for lactate dehydrogenase obtained from the simulated Brown-
ian motion images. Grey curves show the Δx2 for several simulated particles given by the
BlenderTM software. The solid line is the averages, and its slope is related to the diffusivity by
<Δx2 >= 6Dt . To obtain realistic motion of the enzyme molecules in the visualization, the
parameters for Brownian motion were set in the software to match the bulk diffusivity from
literature for lactate dehydrogenase84 (D ≈ 5 · 10−11 m2/s).
Figure C.11 – Schematic visualization from Fig. 5.13, shown here with the actual size scale of
L-lactate vs. LDH (blue spheres: LDH, green spheres: L-lactate, opaque grey spheres: silica
ﬁlm. In Chapter 5 the spheres representing lactate were scaled by a factor of 10 for better
illustration; here, the original size is shown).
Figure C.12 – Close-up images of the visual modelling performed visualized using the
BlenderTM software. Grey spheres are schematized silica unit particles (50 nm diameter)
within an aggregate. Blue spheres are lacate dehydrogenase molecules moving by diffusion
(Brownian motion model). The arrow shows the moment of collision of an enzyme molecule
on the silica surface. To visualize adsorption, the silica surface is adhesive (attractive hard wall
potential).
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Figure D.1 – Reference spectra of reduced and oxidized CytC in solution. Data obtained from
Margoliash273.
a) b) c)
Figure D.2 – Reference information for the calcium carbonate microparticles based on im-
ages from the publication by Imai et al.108 a) Cross-section SEM image showing branches
of nanocrystals growing radially form the core of the microparticle, b) close-up of CaCO3
branches composed of single nanoparticles and c) pore size distribution of the microparticles:
continuous line shows porosity before PSS removal by heat treatment; dashed line shows
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